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INTRODUCTION
Dystocia (calvingdifficulty),isanundesirablephenomenonincattle
production.Whentheexpulsionofacalfisobstructed,thewell-being
ofboththecalfand itsdamareendangered.Assistancebytheherdsman
oraspecialist,usuallyaveterinary surgeon,isrequired theninorder
tolimitthedamage.Herdsmenarewell-awareoftherisksinvolved ina
parturitionand theytendtosupervise,ortolendminorassistance
to,everycowinlabour.Terminationofadifficultcalving,eventhough
theaidofaspecialistmaynotyetbenecessary,willdemandmore time
andmanpowerwhichhastobeappreciatednegatively.Concurrently the
riskofdamagetothecalf,itsdamorbothwillincrease.Callingin
theaidofaveterinary surgeon,ifdoneingood time,maylimitthe
riskbutitinvolvesexpenses.Atworst,thecalfcanonlybedelivered
byceaseareansectionorfetotomy.
Theriskofadifficultcalvingwithrespecttothewell-beingofthe
calfisclearlyillustrated bytheincreased stillbirthratesatdifficultparturitionsfound innumerousstudies.Thepossibledamageto
thedamisnotaswelldocumented.Thereisevidencehowever,ofa
lowermilkyieldandareduced fertilityasaconsequenceofadifficult
parturition.Besides,thecullingrateamongcowswithcalvingdifficultytendstobeaboveaverage.
From fielddatarecorded intheearlyseventiesthefrequencyofdystocia
inpurebredDutchFriesiansandMeuse-Rhine-Ysselcattlewasestimated
at 15-17%atfirstcalvingandat5-6%atsecondand followingcalvings
(Meijering, 1980).Correspondingstillbirthrateswere9-12%atfirst
and2.5-3.5%atsecondand followingcalvings.These figuresclearly
expressthesizeoftheproblem.Moreover,theeffectofparityisevident:cowsaresubjecttodystociaatfirstcalvinginparticular.
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Studiesinthesixtiesand seventiesidentified anumberofadditional
factorswithaneffectontheincidenceofdystociaandstillbirth.
Thesearereviewedinchapter 1.Inviewofthepossibilitiestoreduce
theincidenceofdystociaandstillbirthitisofmajorimportancethat
thesetraitswere foundtobesubjecttogeneticinfluences.Already
in 1963VanDietenshowedthatboththesireofthecalfandthesire
ofthecowcontributetotheprobabilityofdystociaandstillbirth.
Heintroduced theso-calledheifer-bull-programmewhichinvolvestesting
ofyoungbullsforthesire-of-calfeffectand recommendingbullswith
lowincidencesofdystociaandstillbirthamongtheirprogeny forheifer
matings.Subsequently,thisprogrammewas-graduallyadoptedbytheDutch
AIorganisations.Philipssons (1976)thesisoncalvingdifficulty,
stillbirthandassociated factorsinSwedishcattlebreeds,whichincludestheestimationofdirectandmaternalgeneticparameters,leadto
agrowinginterestincalvingtraitsamonganimalbreeders.In 1977the
ResearchInstitute forAnimalProduction "Schoonoord"initiatedaprojectondystociawithemphasisonthegeneticaspects,whichresulted
inthisthesis.
Thefirstmainlineintheprojectwastheoptimizationoftheheiferbull-programmeofwhichtheoptimizationofsireevaluationwasanimportantaspect.From thereviewofliteratureitbecameevidentthat
themethodofsireevaluationconsidered tobeoptimalforcontinuous
traits,i.e.BestLinearUnbiased Prediction (BLUP),hastobeviewed
assuboptimal fordystociaandstillbirthsincethedataarecategoricalanddonot followthenormaldistribution.Inchapter2theresults
ofacomparisonwithsimulateddatabetweenBLUPandatheoretically
moreappealingnonlinearprocedure,suggested byGianolaandFoulley
(1983),arepresented.Chapter3givestheresultsofacomparison
between "standard"BLUPandamodificationproposed byBergerand
Freeman (1978)alsowithsimulated data.Inchapter4BLUPand the
nonlinearmethod ofGianolaandFoulley (1983)arecomparedwithfield
datafromtheDutchbirthrecordingprogramme.
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Thesecondmainlineintheprojectwasastudyofthenatureand size
ofmaternalgeneticeffectsanddirect-maternal-interaction.Maternal
geneticeffectsareeffectsofthegenotypeofthedamwhichare
expressedintraitsofthedam,e.g..pelvicdimensions.Thedirect
geneticeffectreferstotheinfluenceofthegenotypeofthecalf.
Moreinformationonthesetopicswasfeltnecessary fortheconstruction
ofanoptimalsireselectionprogrammefordystociaandstillbirth.
Chapter5referstoastudyintotheassociationbetweeneaseofcalvingandanumberof,mainlymorphologic,damtraits.Inchapter6
theresponsesfoundinasire-selection-trial fordystociaarereported.
Resultsfromthestudiesmentionedandfromrecentlyreported studies
byotherswereintegrated inacomparisonofthemonetary returnsfrom
threesire-selection-schemes forcalvingtraitswhichconstitutesthe
finalchapter.
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DYSTOCIA AND STILLBIRTH IN CATTLE - A REVIEWOF CAUSES,
RELATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

ALBERT MEIJERING
Research Institute for Animal Production, "Schoonoord", P.O. Box 501, 3700 AM Zeist
(The Netherlands)
(Accepted 10 August 1983)

ABSTRACT
Meijering, A., 1984. Dystocia and stillbirth in cattle —a review of causes, relations and
implications. Livest. Prod. Sei., 1 1 : 143—177.
Research into calving difficulty (dystocia) and stillbirth in both dairy and beef cattle,
as reported during the last two decades, is reviewed with emphasis on causes and effects.
The present concept of hormonal control of parturition is briefly outlined. Causes of
dystocia and stillbirth and their relative contributions to the cases observed in field data,
veterinary practise and obstetric clinics are discussed. Direct (loss of calf, death of dam,
labour, veterinary assistance) and longer term (culling rate, milk yield, fertility) costs are
summarized. After going briefly into difficulties encountered in heritability and correlation estimates and their interpretation when categorical data are involved, phenotypic
relationships between calving performance and calf traits, dam traits and gestation length
are dealt with extensively. The effects of non-genetic factors (parity, sex of calf, age at
first calving, season, level of nutrition during gestation) and their supposed modes of
action are reviewed. The genetic model for calving traits isoutlined and the estimates for
the components suggested to be involved (direct, maternal, direct—maternal interaction)
are summarized. Three topics in sire evaluation for the direct genetic component are
discussed extensively, viz. the possible contribution of traits of the sire (birth weight,
gestation period, body dimensions, performance test results), the alternatives in choice
of mates in progeny testing, and methods of evaluation (BLUP, non-linear models).
Finally, alternative strategies in selection against dystocia are compared.

INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades research has shown great interest in parturition of
cattle and, particularly, in calving complications. Since the spade-work by
Van Dieten (1963), a large number of papers have appeared, by veterinarians
as well as agronomists, dealing with frequencies of calving difficulties and
stillbirths. The increasing availability of advanced computer systems has
facilitated the analysis of large data sets, consequently enabling an accurate
valuation of factors affecting these frequencies. In recent years attention in
this area has shifted more and more to the development and improvement of
breeding strategies to reduce calving difficulty (dystocia) and stillbirth rates.
0301-6226/84/$03.00
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Meanwhile, research efforts in the fields of endocrinology and physiology
have led to a better understanding of the parturition process itself, and
comparative morphological studies have yielded indications about the basic
causes of dystocic calvings.
In the present paper research with respect to calving difficulty and stillbirth reported during the last twenty years will be reviewed in order to
present a survey of the actual state of knowledge and to indicate possible
voids, as a point of departure foradditional research. Emphasis will be upon
causes and effects. No survey of levels of dystocia and stillbirth incidence,
as reported for different breeds or breedcrosses, will be presented. These
figures can be found elsewhere (e.g.Philipsson, 1976a; Menissier and Foulley, 1979; Philipsson et al., 1979; Smidt and Huth, 1979). Dystocia in U.S.
beef cattle has been previously reviewed by Price and Wiltbank (1978a).
Earlier reviews with respect to dystocia and stillbirth in European cattle
breeds can befound intheproceedings of aseminar oncalving problemsand
early viability of the calf, held at Freising (Federal Republic of Germany) in
1977 (Hoffmann et al., 1979).
PRESENT CONCEPT OFPARTURITION CONTROL

Parturition in cattle is a complicated physiological process that still needs
elucidation in important aspects. It is generally accepted that the onset of
parturition is initiated by the fetus. A concept has been developed, partly
based on studies in sheep andgoats,inwhich thefirst sign ofparturition (an
increasing activity of the fetal pituitary—adrenal axis) is followed by a cascade of hormone action, involving fetal corticosteroids, placental estrogens
and prostaglandins, andoxytocin (Thorburn et al., 1977; Schulz et al.,1979;
Thorburn, 1979). Theprimary trigger to this process is,however, not exactly
known. Schulz etal. (1979) suggested that the onset of parturition might be
associated with the degree of maturation of thefetal central nervous system.
Features observable in the preparative stage of parturition, such as the
increasing elasticity and relaxation of the cervix, vagina, vulva and pelvic
ligaments, are ascribed to estrogen action (Schulz et al., 1979). Cervical
dilatation is accomplished by uterine contractions, invoked by thesynergistic action of prostaglandins, oxytocin and mechanical stimuli, and,asparturition progresses, by the stretching influence exerted by the entering fetus
(Russe, 1965). Finally, powerful uterine contractions, supported by abdominal straining bouts,achievetheexpulsion ofthe fetus.
In normal circumstances this complicated process should terminate without human interference being required, leaving a healthy cow with a vital
calf. In reality, however, a significant proportion of calvings is assisted to a
major degree and/or yields a stillborn calf, as shown in the surveys referred
to inthe introduction.
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DEFINITIONS AND IMPORTANT CAUSES OF STILLBIRTH AND DYSTOCIA

Stillbirth commonly includes calf mortality shortly before, during and
within a limited period after parturition. In order to discriminate mortality
associated with parturition from abortions a minimum limit is often put
upon gestation length. To discriminate it from postnatal mortality due to
infectious and/or digestive diseases, the postnatal period considered is commonly restricted to 24 or 48 hours. This procedure, suggested by Van
Dieten (1963), was later adopted as a general guideline by an EC/EAAP
working group on sire evaluation for dystocia and stillbirth (Philipsson et al.,
1979). In some papers longer postnatal periods have been considered; these
will be indicated when they are referred to.
Cases of stillbirth may roughly be divided into those associated with
difficulties at calving and those occurring in deliveries considered normal.
As to the first group, examination of blood gas values of newborn calves
has shown that a prolonged parturition or a delivery terminated by forced
traction may result in a severe acidosis due to oxygen deprivation (Moore,
1969; Massip, 1980; Eigenmann, 1981). As blood pH drops, first vitality is
reduced, subsequently vital organs (e.g., the brain) are damaged and ultimately the fetus dies(Naaktgeboren and Bontekoe, 1976;Walser and MaurerSchweizer, 1979; Eigenmann et al., 1981). Though this may be the most
common course in stillbirth cases associated with dystocia, the definition
of stillbirth allows inclusion of cases where a fetus, dead before term, is the
cause of dystocia, as reported by Cloppenburg (1966) and Sloss (1970) for
6—15% of their difficult calvings. Evidence is abundant that stillbirth incidence, and even incidence of calf mortality up to one month after calving
(Dreyer and Leipnitz, 1971;Dreyer, 1973), ismuch higher when parturition
is judged difficult (e.g., Van Dieten, 1963; Cloppenburg, 1966; Laster and
Gregory, 1973). Nevertheless it should be stressed that a major proportion
of stillborn calves results from calvings reported to be normal: 40—60% in
Swedish (Philipsson, 1976a) and Dutch (Meijering and Van Eldik, 1981)
birth recording data. Other factors are therefore important as well. Little is
known about these factors however. Increased stillbirth incidence among
twin calves not accompanied by aconcurrent rise in dystocia incidence (e.g.,
Cloppenburg, 1966; Philipsson, 1976a; Remmen, 1976), suggest that at least
some of these cases may be due to a reduction in the vitality of calves with
a low birth weight born after a relatively short gestation period. Congenital
defects seem to be of little importance (Lindhé, 1966; Dreyer and Leipnitz,
1971; Lindhé, 1974).
A case of dystocia may broadly be defined as a delivery requiring more
assistance than desirable. Such a definition, however, leaves plenty of room
for subjective interpretation, which is particularly undesirable in field data
collection. Scoring procedures for calving performance have therefore been
developed. Although the number of categories may vary, higher scores
commonly reflect a higher amount of assistance, expressed in number of
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men or amount of mechanical pulling force, while the highest scores are
assigned to veterinarily assisted deliveries (including caesareans). Scores may
be presented as such, or be rearranged in dystocic and non-dystocic calvings,
the truncation point being dependent on habit or local conditions. Under
range conditions for instance, any assistance may be undesirable and regarded as dystocia (e.g., Bellows et al., 1971;Brinks et al., 1973; Burfening et
al., 1978a, b, c), while under conditions of more intensive management,
assistance by two men may still be regarded as normal (e.g., Hässig and
Schlote, 1979). Estimates of dystocia incidence are therefore poorly comparable.
Dystocia may arise from a number of phenomena, those most frequently
met being summarized in Table I. Due to different definitions of dystocia
and methods of data collection, the figures stated are not easily comparable,
yet some general conclusions may be drawn. Obstruction of calf expulsion
because of calf size or pelvic dimensions of dam, generally summarized as
feto-pelvic incompatibility (FPI), seems to be the most important single
cause of dystocia (e.g., Dreyer, 1965;Slossand Johnston, 1967;Baieret al.,
1973) especially in first calf heifers (Friedli, 1965; Williams, 1968; Konermann et al., 1969) and maybe even more so in beef than in dairy breeds
(Sloss, 1970; Menissier, 1979; Menissier et al., 1981). The contribution of
this phenomenon to severe dystocia cases in dairy heifers, as encountered in
obstetric clinics, is striking (Konermann et al., 1969; Baier et al., 1973).
The association between dystocia and size and dimensions of calf and dam
will be discussed extensively in a later section.
Posterior or abnormal presentation of the calf, though being observed in
only 2-6% of all calvings (Philipsson, 1976a; Price and Wiltbank, 1978b;
Meijering and Van Eldik, 1981), are held responsible for 20—40% of the
dystocia cases recorded by inquiry (Dreyer, 1965; Cloppenburg, 1966;
Philipsson, 1976a) or met in veterinary practise (Friedli, 1965; Sloss and
Johnston, 1967). In reports from obstetric clinics (Konermann et al., 1969;
Baier et al., 1973), the contribution of deviating presentations is surprisingly
low. The fact that this cause of dystocia is relatively more frequently observed in older cows than in heifers (Cloppenburg, 1966; Baier et al., 1973;
Philipsson, 1976a) may be attributable to the higher rate of FPI in the latter
group.
Weak labour can be the causeaswell asaconsequence of a difficult calving
(Friedli, 1965; Philipsson, 1976a). Asmost figures reported are not based on
observations of entire parturitions, they may poorly indicate the proportion
of dystocia cases primarily invoked by weak labour. Primary weak labour is
reported to be most frequent in older cows (Friedli, 1965; Sloss, 1970),
possibly often associated with milk fever (Sloss, 1970). Insufficient dilatation of the cervix and uterine torsion may contribute significantly to the incidence of severe dystocia, especially in older cows (Friedli, 1965; Konermann et al., 1969; Baier et al., 1973). The relative contribution of these
causes isprobably low in data collected by inquiry.
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Finally, two infrequently reported phenomena should be mentioned.
First, two papers by Dufty (1972, 1981) reported adramatic increase inthe
incidence of dystocia, associated with vulval constriction and irregular
labour, when Hereford heifers, normally kept under Australian range conditions, were confined and intensively observed. This phenomenon shows
similarity with the effect of stress on parturition of ewes, as reported by
Bontekoe et al. (1977), and seems to point to the beneficial effect of a
stress-free, familiar environment on ease of calving. Secondly, O'Brien and
Stott (1977), Osinga (1978) andErb et al.(1981) reported arelationshipbetween estrogen levels in blood orurine of thedamtwoto three weeks before
calving and the occurrence of dystocia, low estrogen levels being associated
with difficult calvings. The biological nature of this relationship and the
contribution of this phenomenon to the dystocia frequencies observed are
unknown.
Summarizing this section, 40—60% of stillbirth cases as observed in data
collected by inquiry are associated with dystocia, thefactors responsible for
the other stillbirths being largely unknown. Dystocia in heifers seems to be
mainly caused by feto-pelvic incompatibility (FPI), with deviations in
presentation accounting for a second substantial part. Other phenomena,
like weak labour, uterine torsion or insufficient cervical dilatation, may
cause severe dystocia, their contribution to the occurrence of calving difficulty being more significant inolder cows, where feto-pelvic incompatibility
isless frequently metthan in heifers.
ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

Only a few attempts have been made to obtain acomplete quantification
of the economic consequences of dystocia and stillbirth, probably because
the consequences are diverse in nature. The most elaborate estimation, pertaining to dairy cattle, waspresented byPhilipsson (1976e). Obvious sources
of costs, directly associated with calving problems, are loss ofcalf, death of
dam, extra labour required from the farmer and veterinary assistance
(Philipsson, 1976e; Meijering, 1980a). In Philipsson's estimation about half
of the costs were dueto loss ofcalf, stressing both theeconomic importance
of stillbirth within the dystocia—stillbirth complex, and the dependency of
the outcome of anyestimation upon thevalue of newborn calves.Cowsmay
occasionally have to be emergency-slaughtered when calving has been extremely difficult. Philipsson (1976e) reported a 3.5%emergency slaughter
rate among Friesian heifers with dystocic calvings and a 6.2%rate among
those giving birth to a stillborn calf. Friedli (1965) presented a figure of
2.9% for Fleckvieh cows requiring veterinary assistance at calving. The
frequency of veterinary assistance at dystocic calvings wasassessed at20%
in Friesian heifers by Philipsson (1976e) and at 20—30% in second calf
Dutch Friesian and Red andWhite cowsbyMeijering andVanEldik (1981).
Cost of veterinary assistance depends on the kind of obstetric aid given,
which isinturn dependent ontheseverity ofthedystocia (Meijering, 1980a).
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A number of authors have found unfavourable longer-term effects of
calving problems. Calves, if not stillborn, may have suffered seriously from
a dystocic parturition and may consequently be less vital, resulting in a
higher mortality rate or retarded growth during the rearing period (Dreyer
and Leipnitz, 1971; Dreyer, 1973; Schulz et al., 1979). Furthermore, the
culling rate among cows ishigher when calving has been difficult or when the
calf was stillborn (Van Dieten, 1963; Philipsson, 1976e; Christensen and
Pedersen, 1978; Gaillard, 1980). Increases in culling rate reported vary from
2% (Gaillard, 1980) to 30%(Christensen and Pedersen, 1978). Higher culling
rates among these cows may be due to a number of factors, such-as calving
lesions, depressed fertility, disappointing milk yield or concern about repeat
calving problems. Because of more frequent culling it isdifficult to assess to
what extent fertility and milk yield are affected by calving problems, as
pointed out by Philipsson (1976e). Most authors (Konermann et al., 1969;
Hansen, 1975b;Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer, 1975) found the effects of dystocia
on first lactation milk and butterfat yield to be negligible, but they did not
include extended lactations of culled heifers. Philipsson (1976e),although including truncated production records, obtained a similar result. Christensen
and Pedersen (1978), on the other hand, reported a significant depressive
effect of dystocia on butterfat yield over the first two months of lactation
(~10%), while the drop in the 305-day lactation yield was less pronounced
(~5%). This suggests that production might recover to a normal level after
the first few months of lactation.
As to fertility, the first effect encountered is that the incidence of retained placenta tends to be doubled in heifers and manifolded in older
cows when calves are stillborn (e.g., Van Dieten, 1963;Brands, 1966;Christensen and Pedersen, 1978). Negative effects of dystocia alone in this respect
seem to be less pronounced or absent (Van Dieten, 1963; Brands, 1966;
Christensen and Pedersen, 1978), unless parturition is terminated by very
heavy traction or caesarean section (Konermann et al., 1969; Baier et al.,
1973; Remmen, 1976). There is good agreement that average insemination
results are negatively affected by dystocia as well as by stillbirth (e.g., Van
Dieten, 1963;Laster et al., 1973;Hansen, 1975b;Gaillard, 1980). The effect
of dystocia on non-return rate after first insemination islikely to depend on
degree of difficulty and is reported to vary (in absolute terms) from 5 to
15% when calving was terminated by moderate traction up to 25 to 45%
after caesareans (Menissier, 1975b; Gaillard, 1980). Van Dieten (1963)
and Philipsson (1976e) reported a 15% lower average non-return rate after
first insemination when stillbirth had occurred, while Van Dieten (1963)
found a similar drop in results for second and third insemination.
Covering most of the sources of costs discussed, and allowing for a 0.5%
rise in stillbirth incidence per percentage point increase in dystocia level and
a calf price of 460 Swedish Crowns, Philipsson (1976e) assessed the costs of
the dystocia—stillbirth complex at 445 Swedish Crowns per case of dystocia.
As stressed before, the outcome of this and any other estimation is partie-
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ularly sensitive to the assumption made for calf price. In other terms, Philipsson's estimation comes down to 215 Swedish Crowns +half of the calf price.
CATEGORICAL TRAITS

Before discussing traits related to and factors affecting levels of dystocia
and stillbirth, some difficulties encountered in genetic—statistical analysis
of these traits should be touched upon. Calving performance and stillbirth
are scored in two (percentage) or more, but always a limited number of
categories, as pointed out in a former section. As the binomial or multinomial distributions then involved imply variance to be dependent on
the mean, the basic requirements for the application of analysis of variance
in linear models (i.e., normality, equal subclass error variance and additivity
of effects) are violated. This problem might be met by appropriate transformation of data or subclass frequencies. After transformation, parameter
estimates appear to differ only slightly from estimates on raw data (Sagebiel
et al., 1969; Rönningen, 1975; Tong et al., 1977; Gianda, 1979a). Least
squares analysis is therefore commonly applied to raw calving performance
and stillbirth data, accepting the decreased sensitivity of statistical tests and
the non-minimum error variance on the estimators (e.g., Philipsson, 1976b,c;
Hässig and Schlote, 1979). Alternatively, an attempt to accommodate for
heterogeneous subclass errorvariancesbygeneralized least squares procedures
can be made (Pollak, 1975; Pollak and Freeman, 1976). It should however
be pointed out that the development of log—linear and non-linear models
has received increased attention recently (Gianola, 1979a, 1980a, b; Gianola
and Foulley, 1982) in view of an optimal genetic evaluation for categorical
traits. This development may yield procedures applicable in the analysis of
large data sets in the near future.
Although the categorical nature of dystocia and stillbirth implies discontinuous variation, quantitative inheritance is assumed (e.g., Belieand Menissier, 1968; Auran, 1972). Therefore, in concurrence with the concept
originally adopted for viability of poultry (Robertson and Lerner, 1949;
Dempster and Lerner, 1950), a non-observable underlying normal distribution of environmentally and genetically influenced liability values isassumed,
which responds in the observable scale by one or more thresholds (e.g.,
Falconer, 1960). Though, given this concept, a number of objections can be
raised against genetic evaluation by linear models in the observable scale, as
discussed by Gianola (1980a), further discussion here will be limited to the
impact on heritability and correlation estimates. Heritability estimates for
categorical data are dependent on incidence in the case of an all-or-none trait
like stillbirth (e.g., Dempster and Lerner, 1950; Hill, 1977; Hill and Smith,
1977) and both on category frequencies and category weights in the case of
polytomous traits like calvingperformance score (Tong et al., 1977; Gianola,
1979b, 1980a, 1982). In both cases 'true' heritability (if this were estimable
in the underlying continuous scale) would be more or less seriously under-
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estimated. 'True' heritability can be approximated from the estimates in the
observable scale by the formula (Gianola, 1979b, 1980a, 1982)
h2n=h2d/a
in which a =["V*,- (o,-+ i -«,-)] 2/ [ . f x «fPi - (.?1 Ö / P , ) 2 ]
/i* =heritability in the underlying scale
hd =heritability in the observable scale
Zj=ordinate of the standard normal density function at point£,•
corresponding to the threshold between categories iand i+ 1
a,- =weight assigned to category i
p,-=frequency observed in category i
If |ai+1 —a{\ =1, (1) reduces to (Vinson et al., 1976;Jansen, 1980)
m—l
rm
m
~\
a = ( 2 2,) 2 / 2 aJPi-(
2 aiPi)2\
l_' = 1

j= 1

i=l

(D

(2)

J

In the case of all-or-none traits, (2) simplifies to the expression derived by
Robertson in an appendix to the paper by Dempster and Lerner (1950)
a=z2lp{l~p)
(3)
By means of simulation, Van Vleck (1972) and Olausson and Rönningen
(1975) showed that (3) yields acceptable approximations over a wide range
of values for hd and p, the bias becoming large however at high heritabilities
and/or either low or high incidence levels. Expressions (1) and (2) have not
been tested by simulation, but may behave in a similar fashion with respect
to heritability and degree of skewness. Expressions (1)—(3) do not only
yield a fair approximation of 'true' heritability, comparable with estimates
for continuous traits, they also provide a tool for indirect comparison of
heritabilities estimated in differently distributed or scored categorical data
sets, as met in the literature. Examples of the effect of recomputation will
be presented.
Phenotypic correlation coefficients involving categorical traits may also
be seriously underestimated, asshown in simulation studies by Olausson and
Rönningen (1975) and Mao (1976). Vinson et al. (1976), Jansen (1980) and
Gianola (1982) showed that phenotypic correlation coefficients can be made
approximately correspondent with the underlying continuous scale(s) by
j.
r

r

a2

n = dl
in the case of one categorical trait and
r

n =rdla\ '«a
when both traits are categorial,where rn =the phenotypic correlation coefficient corresponding to the underlying scale(s) and rd = the phenotypic correlation coefficient estimated in the observed scale(s)
a, alt a2 =asin (1), (2) or (3).
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Examples of recomputation of correlation coefficients will be given.
Both simulation work (Olausson and Rönnningen, 1975; Mao, 1976) and
theory (Vinson et al., 1976; Jansen, 1980; Gianola, 1982) suggest that genetic correlation coefficients involving categorical traits are unbiased and, consequently, do not need transformation.
PHENOTYPIC EFFECTS OF SIZE AND SHAPE OF THE CALF

From the review of causes of dystocia, it was concluded that feto-pelvic
incompatibility (FPI) is likely to be the main reason for calving difficulty in
heifers, and an important cause in older cows too. FPI may result from an
oversized calf, a dam with pelvic dimensions below average, or both (Friedli,
1965; Williams, 1968). Calf size is commonly recorded as birth weight.
Whenever birth weight was examined as a source of variance in level of
dystocia, it appeared to be highly significant, both in heifers and in cows
(e.g., Dreyer, 1965; Laster and Gregory, 1973; Notter et al., 1978). The
same applies to the level of stillbirths, though in this case the effect in older
cows may be less pronounced (Van Dieten, 1963; Cloppenburg, 1966;
Philipsson, 1976c; Remmen, 1976). The effect of birth weight has to be
evaluated within parity groups, asparity affects birth weight and dystocia or
stillbirth level inversely, heifers yielding calves with lower birth weights
than older cows, but showing higher rates of dystocia and stillbirth incidence
(e.g., Philipsson, 1976b; Burfening et al., 1978c; Gaillard, 1980). The relattionship between birth weight and dystocia incidence was found to be nonlinear (e.g., Menissier, 1975b; Philipsson, 1976c; Burfening et al., 1978a),
the frequency of dystocia rising sharply when birth weight exceeds a threshold value, though deviation from linearity may sometimes be small in heifers
(Cloppenburg, 1966; Notter et al., 1978; Short et al., 1979). Important
factors determining the position of the threshold are breed and parity of
dam (Menissier, 1975b). The position of the threshold will also depend
on the definition of dystocia, as the frequency of more serious cases (e.g.,
caesareans) starts to rise at higher birth weights than that of lesssevere cases
(Burfening et al., 1978a; Meijering, 1980a). A similar threshold, probably
associated with the one for dystocia, can be observed for stillbirth incidence (e.g., Philipsson, 1976c; Remmen, 1976; Notter et al., 1978). In
addition, Pijnenburg (1974), Remmen (1976) and Notter et al. (1978)
observed an increase in stillbirth incidence when birth weight dropped
below a minimum value, which indicates an optimum birth weight range
for calf viability.
Both the involvement of a categorical trait and non-linearity may contribute to the underestimation of the true amount of phenotypic association
between dystocia or stillbirth and birth weight. For dystocia score or frequency, correlation estimates on raw data vary between r = 0.11 (Foulley
et al., 1978; Foulley and Menissier, 1979) and r = 0.73 (Couteaudier et al.,
1971), commonly centering around r = 0.3—0.4 (e.g., Rice and Wiltbank,
1970; Philipsson, 1976c;Burfening et al., 1978a, c). Corresponding estimates
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for stillbirth occurrence are between r = 0.06 and r = 0.23 (Philipsson,
1976c; Gaillard, 1980; Meijering and Van Eldik, 1981).To illustrate the effect of correction for discontinuity, some of the coefficients reported were
recomputed (Table II). Corrected coefficients indicate that birth weight
accounts at maximum for about 50% of phenotypic variance in dystocia
and for 20%of variance in stillbirth liability.
TABLE II
Phenotypic correlations between birth weight and dystocia frequency/score or stillbirth
incidence before (r c)and after (r„) discontinuity correction
Author(s)

Trait

r

c

r„

Parity

Burfening et al. (1978a)
Burfening et al. (1978c)
Gaillard (1980)
Gaillard (1980)
Gaillard (1980)
Gaillard (1980)
Hässig and Schlote (1980)
Meijering and Van Eldik (1981)
Meijering and Van Eldik (1981)
Meijering and Van Eldik (1981)
Meijering and Van Eldik (1981)

% Assisted
% Assisted
% Dystocia
% Stillbirth
% Dystocia
% Stillbirth
Dystocia score(1- -4)
% Dystocia
% Dystocia
% Stillbirth
% Stillbirth

0.33*
0.29*
0.41
0.23
0.32
0.12
0.33
0.32
0.40
0.08
0.17

0.36
0.43
0.72
0.44
0.71
0.32
0.36
0.56
0.63
0.20
0.35

>1
>1
1
1
»2
>2
1
2
2
2
2

•Residual correlation.

Recording birth weight asan indicator for calf size may be most practical,
but it isobvious that, within the FPI concept, calf proportions, asa resultant
of skeletal dimensions and muscularity, are crucial. Hässig (1979) examined
simple relationships between calving performance score,severalheight, width
and circumference measurements, and a score for muscularity in calves from
Fleckvieh heifers. None of these traits showed a higher correlation with
calving performance score than birth weight, which isin agreement with the
results reported by Couteaudier et al. (1971)andPrice andWiltbank (1978b),
girth at the thurls being an exception in Charolais calves from heifers (Couteaudier et al., 1971). When birth weight is kept constant, correlations involving calf dimensions are severely reduced and generally non-significant
(Laster, 1974; Hässig, 1979). Multiple correlation coefficients including
birth weight, dimensions and muscularity score, as computed by Hässig
(1979), were hardly higher than the single correlation with birth weight.
This indicates that the part of variance in dystocia rate or score associated
with calf dimensions iswell accounted for by birth weight alone.
PHENOTYPIC EFFECTS OF SIZE AND SHAPE OF DAM

Within the FPI concept it would be desirable to have measurements
indicating the effective size of the genital tract, i.e. the dimensions attainable
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at the time of expulsion of the calf. As these are hard to obtain, attention
has focused on the dimensions of the pelvic inlet before or after parturition,
commonly measured as pelvic height (= perpendicular distance from the
cranial end of the symphysis pubis to the ventral surface of the midsacrum),
pelvic width (largest distance between the shafts of the ilia) and pelvic area
(height X width). These internal pelvic dimensions can be measured on the
living animal with moderate to reasonable accuracy and repeatability (Ben
David, 1960; Menissier and Vissac, 1971; Rice and Wiltbank, 1972; Schlote
et al., 1978; Short et al., 1979). It must be stressed however, that they may
reflect the size of the pelvic inlet during expulsion inaccurately, as hormonal
action during the preparative stage of calving brings about motility in the
iliosacral joints, allowing effective pelvic height to be larger than measured
(Belie and Menissier, 1968; Schuijt, 1977). Schebitz (1980) observed for
instance a 5cm increase in pelvic height from five days before, up to the day
of calving, and a 5—7cm decrease during the five days afterwards. According
to Russe et al. (1978), pelvic height may be enlarged by another 15%during
abdominal straining. Nevertheless, pelvic inlet dimensions before or after
calving seem to be related to dystocia probability up to a certain degree.
Young (1968, 1970), Philipsson (1976d) and Steiner (1979) observed a
significantly smaller average pelvic inlet in heifers showing dystocia than in
those calving without difficulty. Correlations between dystocia score and
pelvic height, width or area in heifers of beef breeds were unanimously
found to be negative, ranging from r = —0.10 to r =—0.45 (Rice and Wiltbank, 1970, 1972; Bellows et al., 1971;Couteaudier et al., 1971;Price and
Wiltbank, 1978b). These correlations indicate that on average about 10% of
the phenotypic variance in dystocia score is associated with variation in pelvic inlet dimensions. If discontinuity of dystocia score istaken into account
and if the relationship shows threshold properties, assuggested by Menissier
(1975a, b),the true amount of association may be alittle higher.
Little information isavailable on the effect of pelvic inlet area on dystocia
probability for a second calf and for older cows. The scarce reports available
(Couteaudier et al., 1971; Steiner, 1979) indicate that the effect is similar
in direction but probably smaller. One has to consider that other parts of the
genital tract may be limiting aswell,e.g., the pelvic exit, assuggested by Ben
David (1960), or the soft tissues. With respect to the latter, Couteaudier et
al. (1971) reported a correlation of r = —0.44 between dystocia score and
score for intensity of preparation for calving in Charolais heifers.
One may argue that pelvic inlet dimensions are a reflection of general
size and/or externally observable properties of the rump, which might be
measurable with greater ease and higher accuracy than the internal dimensions and consequently show a stronger relationship with calving ease. In
most studies the relationships between body weight or external dimensions
and dystocia were, however, essentially zero (e.g., Hansen, 1975a, b;Menissier, 1975b, 1976; Price and Wiltbank, 1978b; Hässig, 1979). Data on the
influence of position and external shape of the rump are rare and, at present,
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rather inconclusive. More research on this point would be desirable.
Occasionally a relationship has been suggested between ease of calving
and muscularity or degree of fatness of the dam. Hässig (1979) reported a
very low correlation (r = 0.12) between dystocia score and score for thigh
muscularity in Fleckvieh heifers. Menissier (1976) found no relationship in
Charolais heifers, scored for muscularity at 18 months of age and calving
at two years of age.Exceptional muscularity (double muscling) may however
be accompanied by smaller pelvic inlet dimensions and consequently be
detrimental for ease of calving (Hanset and Jandrain, 1979). Asto the degree
of fatness, Philipsson (1976d) observed a tendency to higher dystocia incidence both in very thin and in obese Friesian heifers, which isin agreement
with the weak relationship reported by Bellows et al. (1971) and Laster
(1974) for Hereford and Angus heifers.
At this point, it seems justified to conclude that birth weight of calf and
pelvic inlet dimensions of dam are the traits with most impact on ease of
calving in heifers, as concluded before by Menissier (1975a, b) and Price and
Wiltbank (1978a). The determination rate by these traits, as measured by the
squared multiple correlation coefficient, islow however, asfar asbeef breeds
are concerned (R2 = 0.17—0.38) (Rice and Wiltbank, 1970, 1972; Laster,
1974; Price and Wiltbank, 1978b; Short et al., 1979). Comparable data for
dairy heifers are lacking. Again determination rate will be underestimated
due to discontinuity of the dystocia score and probable non-linearity of the
relationships. Alarge part of the variance in the dystocia score is nevertheless
not attributable to the two traits mentioned or to other size and shape
measurements examined. Part of it might be due to the occurrence of dystocia through other causes than FPL Moreover, true error variance might be
large due to the subjectivity involved in scoring calving performance.
PHENOTYPIC ASSOCIATION WITH GESTATION LENGTH

In reports based on calvings resulting from AI (artificial insemination),
gestation length is often analysed in addition to other calving traits, as it is
a readily available, accurately assessable trait. Gestation length was repeatedly shown to be phenotypically associated with calving ease, more difficulty
occurring, on average, after longer gestation periods (e.g., Banerjee-Schotsman, 1964; Bogner et al., 1970; Philipsson, 1976c). Dreyer (1965) and
Philipsson (1976c) pointed out that the relationship shows threshold properties similar to those found in the relationship between birth weight and
incidence of calving difficulty. Correlation estimates, ranging from r = 0.04
to r = 0.21 in both heifers and cows (Pollak, 1975;Menissier, 1976;Philipsson, 1976c; Gaillard, 1980) may therefore underestimate the real amount of
association. Philipsson (1976c) also observed a non-linear relationship between gestation length and stillbirth incidence in Friesian heifers, stillbirth
frequency being increased after long (> 278 days) as well as short (< 267
days) gestation periods. This phenomenon may add to the very low correla-
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tions (r = 0.02—0.06) between stillbirth incidence and gestation time found
in Friesian and Fleckvieh heifers and cows (Philipsson, 1976c; Gaillard,
1980; Meijering and Van Eldik, 1981) and it may also account for the lackof
difference in average gestation length between live and stillborn calves
observed on some occasions (Banerjee-Schotsman, 1964; Cloppenburg,
1966). As birth weight increases by 300—400 gper day in the last month of
pregnancy (e.g., Witt et al., 1964; Andersen et al., 1976; Remmen, 1976), it
is tempting to assume that the phenotypic relationship between gestation
length and dystocia or stillbirth is mediated by birth weight. This idea is
made more attractive by the finding of Burfening et al. (1978c) that the
association between gestation length and dystocia score or rate of assisted
calvings is no longer significant when birth weight isintroduced asacovariate.
NON-GENETIC FACTORS

Several factors of non-genetic origin have been examined for their impact
on calvingperformance and stillbirth rate, the most important being dam age
or parity, sex of calf, nutritional status of dam and season of calving. Knowledge about their influence may be useful for management. Furthermore
adjustments for some of these factors may have to be made in estimating
genetic parameters or breeding values. The influence of the factors mentioned will be discussed in association with the phenotypic relationships reviewed in the previous sections.
Age and parity of dam
As it is common practise to let cows calve each year, age and parity are
highly confounded. In second calf and older cows, the age of the dam and
parity are therefore commonly used synonymously, while age effects have
only been studied explicitly in first-calf heifers. There is an overwhelming
amount of evidence that both dystocia and stillbirth incidence is much
higher at first than at second and later calvings, frequencies reported being
three to four times higher for dystocia and two to four times higher for
stillbirth in heifers (e.g., Van Dieten, 1963; Pollak, 1975; Gaillard, 1980).
Higher stillbirth rates at first calving have also been observed in calvings
terminated without difficulty (Van Dieten, 1963; Grommers et al., 1965;
Laster and Gregory, 1973). A decreasing tendency in occurrence of dystocia
up to the third or fourth parturition has frequently been shown (e.g.,Cloppenburg, 1966; Brinks et al., 1973; Burfening et al., 1978a), though differences between second and higher parities may be relatively small (Bar-Anan
et al., 1976;Philipsson, 1976b).
Van Dieten (1963) found that age at first calving had no effect on the incidence of dystocia and stillbirth in Dutch Red and White heifers calving
between two and three years of age.Non-significant effects were also reported by Cloppenburg (1966) and Berger (1980) for the German Friesian, by
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Bar-Anan et al. (1976) for the Israeli Friesian and by Philipsson (1976b) for
the Swedish Friesian. Dreyer (1965) observed a slight increase in dystocia
incidence with increasing age at first calving in German Friesian heifers between two and three years of age, while Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer (1975)
reported a decreasing dystocia incidence for the same breed over the same
age range. There is agreement that more calving problems may be expected
when heifers calve at a younger (accidents) or a much older age than usual
(Lindhé, 1966; Pointer et al., 1975;Philipsson, 1976b). Philipsson's (1976b)
conclusion, that the influence of age at first calving will be small when
heifers calve in the usual age range and when rearing intensity isadjusted to
that age, istherefore very appealing.
Given the much higher dystocia incidence in heifers and the major contribution of FPI to heifer dystocia cases, it is plausible to assume the ratio
between calf size and effective pelvic dimensions to be more critical in
heifers than in second calf and older cows. Calf size alone cannot be held
responsible, as birth weight increases with parity up to the fourth to sixth
calving (Dreyer, 1965; Vos et al., 1966; Burfening et al., 1978a). Observations on French beef breed females (Menissier, 1975a) indicate however,
that between the ages of two and five, the pelvic inlet area of the dam may
increase relatively more than the average birth weight of the calf, which
would indeed imply a more favourable ratio between calf size and pelvic inlet dimensions with consecutive parturitions. Higher incidences of dystocia
encountered when heifers calve at a relatively young age may be due to a
similar cause: poor pelvic development, not fully compensated for by asmaller calf (Philipsson, 1976b).Theincreased incidenceofcalvingdifficulty sometimes observed when dairy heifers calve around three years of age has been
attributed to a reduction in elasticity of the pelvis and to accumulation of
fat in the pelvic region, which then protrudes into the genitaltract (Dreyer,
1965; Cloppenburg, 1966; Philipsson, 1976b). Substantial evidence is,however, lacking. Finally it should be pointed out that the effect of age at first
calving has to be considered against the maturity of the breed at a particular
age. This is best illustrated by the contrast between the observations in dairy
heifers, as discussed above, and those in late-maturing French beef breeds,
where dystocia incidence is significantly lower when heifers calve at three
years of age than when they calve at two years of age (Menissier et al., 1974,
1981).
Sex of calf
There is general agreement that the sex of the calf is a major source of
variance in levels of dystocia and stillbirth, frequencies for male calves being
generally about twice as high as for female calves (e.g., Cloppenburg, 1966;
Philipsson, 1976b; Hässig and Schlote, 1979). In second-calf and older cows
differences between sexes are smaller (Brinks et al., 1973; Burfening et al.,
1978a; Gaillard, 1980), and, as far as stillbirth incidence is concerned, oc-
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casionally non-significant (Philipsson, 1976b; Remmen, 1976; Lindström
and Vilva, 1977). A number of authors (Van Dieten, 1963;Grommers et al.,
1965; Laster and Gregory, 1973) have reported non-significant sex differences in stillbirth prevalence when calving was normal, which suggests that
the more frequent occurrence of stillbirth in male calves from heifers is
mainly due to a higher incidence of dystocia. Sex differences in dystocia
frequency may to a large extent be attributable to a difference in size, male
calves having larger body dimensions (Wilson, 1973; Philipsson, 1976d) and
a 1—3 kg higher average birth weight (e.g., Vos et al., 1966; Burfening et
al., 1978a). After correction for difference in birth weight, difference in
dystocia rate between sexes is strongly reduced, but has still been found to
be significant in a number of studies (e.g., Belie and Menissier, 1968;Philipsson, 1976b; Gregory et al., 1978). Belie and Menissier (1968) suggested that
differences in morphology might be responsible, male calves being relatively
broader and having aheavier skeleton. There is,however, not much evidence
to support this suggestion. Menissier et al. (1974) did not observe significant
sex differences in shoulder and thurl width for agiven weight, while Philipsson (1976d) found only a significant difference in chest width, but not in
hip or thurl width. One should consider that the remaining sex difference
might well be due to insufficiency of correction for birth weight, e.g., linear
correction for a non-linear relationship.
Levels of nutrition during gestation
The impact of level of nutrition during gestation on calving performance
in dairy breeds has not been examined directly. In some papers (Dreyer,
1965; Cloppenburg, 1966; Pijnenburg, 1974) differences in feeding level
were supposed to be expressed by herd milk yield and the associations between this trait and dystocia and stillbirth incidence were examined, which is
of course a rather rough approach. Data on the amount and the direction of
the association between these traits are conflicting, varying from a weak
positive correlation, i.e., a higher incidence of calving difficulty in herds
with a higher average milk yield (Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer, 1975; Gaillard,
1980), to a weak negative correlation (Lindström and Vilva, 1977), while
Dreyer (1965) and Cloppenburg (1966) found no significant association at
all. The results lead one to believe that arelationship does not exist.
In beef breeds effects of both low and high levels of nutrition as compared
to nutritional standards during the last months of gestation have explicitly
been studied, though generally in rather small samples. The results, which
were reviewed by Grunert (1979) and Petit (1979), may be transferable
to dairy cattle. A severe feed restriction of heifers during the last three
months of gestation, resulting in a zero or negative change in body weight,
caused a significant reduction in birth weight (e.g., Laster, 1974; Corah et
al., 1975; Bellows and Short, 1978). Any influence on calving performance
or stillbirth incidence could however either not be shown (Bellows and
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Short, 1978; Corah et al., 1975; Young, 1970; Kroker and Cummins, 1979)
or was unfavourable (Laster, 1974; Drennan, 1979), probably because pelvic development isalso retarded (Young, 1970; Kroker and Cummins, 1979).
Vitality of newborn calves may be reduced (Corah et al., 1975;Kroker and
Cummins, 1979). Birth weight of calves from older cows seems to be less
affected byasimilarshort-term feed restriction (Drennan, 1979;Petit, 1979),
possibly because competition between energy demands for pregnancy and
growth is not as pronounced as in heifers (Petit, 1979). Any effects on
calving performance have not been shown (Corah et al., 1975;Petit, 1979).
If heifers or older cows are fed above standard levels during pregnancy and
become obese, this seems to have no effect on birth weight (Arnett et al.,
1971; Prior et al., 1979) but calving performance, and consequently stillbirth
incidence, may be affected negatively (Arnett et al., 1971; Lowman, 1979)
because of fat accumulation in the pelvic region (Grunert, 1979; Lowman,
1979; Petit, 1979). Attempts to prevent calving problems by the application
of a feeding regime different from standard shortly before term seem therefore likely to fail.
Season of calving
Discussion of the effects of calving season on dystocia and stillbirth incidence will be limited to observations from the North-Western part of
Europe, where conditions are familiar to the author. In this region dystocia
rate is commonly observed to be a little higher in autumn and early winter
(October—December) than in spring and summer, though the seasonal differences may occasionally lack significance (e.g., Van Dieten, 1963; VogtRohlf and Lederer, 1975; Philipsson, 1976b). Data on the seasonal pattern
of stillbirth incidence are conflicting. On the one side seasonal variation in
stillbirth incidence is reported to be closely associated with fluctuation in
dystocia frequency (Van Dieten, 1963; Cloppenburg, 1966; Pijnenburg,
1974), while others have found an increased stillbirth incidence in June and
July (Lindhé, 1966; Auran, 1972; Lindström and Vilva, 1977) or have not
been able to observe any systematic pattern at all (Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer,
1975; Philipsson, 1975b; Hässig and Schlote, 1979). Higher dystocia frequencies in autumn and winter were found to be associated with a higher
average birth weight (Cloppenburg, 1966;Philipsson, 1976b), though Philipsson (1976b) pointed out that seasonal differences in the incidence of dystocia may occur largely independently of birth weight. Other factors which it
has been suggested may be involved are day length, associated with hormonal
balance (Stegenga, 1964), and amount of exercise (Sejrsen and NeimannS0rensen, 1979). There is however hardly any evidence to support these
suggestions. Philipsson (1976b) and Lindström and Vilva (1977) pointed out
that surveillance around parturition is likely to be less intensive during the
grazing season, which may be the cause of both a higher stillbirth incidence
in summer, as observed by Lindström and Vilva (1977), and of a lower rate
of reporting of dystocia cases (Philipsson, 1976b).
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Reviewing the non-genetic effects discussed, parity of dam and sex of calf
seem to have most impact on dystocia and stillbirth incidence. Adjustment
for these factors in genetic analysis is required. Age at first calving may affect calving performance negatively if it is outside the normal range, this
range being dependent on breed and management. Levels of nutrition
deviating from nutritional standards during the last part of gestation will not
improve calving performance in heifers, and may have adverse effects. Feeding level during the rearing period should however be adjusted to age at first
calving. In North-Western Europe dystocia incidence tends to show a seasonal pattern, relatively more problems being encountered in autumn and early
winter. Data on seasonal patterns in stillbirth occurrence are conflicting. In
genetic analysis, the necessity of adjustment for seasonal effects should be
examined.
GENETIC EFFECTS

Early studies revealed considerable differences in dystocia and stillbirth
incidence between progeny groups of bulls, both as sires (e.g., Van Dieten,

G D : G e n o t y p e for d i r e c t i n h e r i t a n c e , E D : D i r e c t e n v i r o n m e n t a l e f f e c t .
G M : G e n o t y p e for m a t e r n a l e f f e c t , E M : M a t e r n a l e n v i r o n m e n t a l e f f e c t .
T O M : s e n e t i c c o r r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n d i r e c t and m a t e r n a l g e n o t y p e .

Fig. 1. Concept of genetic pathways and main target points in dystocia and stillbirth due
to feto-pelvic incompatibility (FPI).
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1963; Dreyer, 1965; Lindhé, 1966) and as maternal grandsires (Dreyer,
1965; Cloppenburg, 1966; Lindhé, 1966) of newborn calves. Belie and
Menissier (1968) were the first to set up a coherent scheme of possible effects on dystocia and stillbirth, encompassing environmental as well as
genetic influences of direct and maternal origin. A strongly simplified
scheme of genetic action, based on Philipsson (1976c), is shown in Fig. 1.
Only FPI-induced dystocia has been considered therein. As to the other
major cause of dystocia, malpresentation of the calf, effects of the sire on
frequency of malpresentation itself or on dystocia due to malpresentation
were found to be essentially zero (Cloppenburg, 1966; Gaillard, 1980;
Meijering and Van Eldik, 1981). The influence of the maternal grandsire in
this respect has not been studied explicitly. In most genetic studies cases of
dystocia due to malpresentation have not been excluded.
Direct genetic effect
Direct genetic effect refers to the influence of calf genotype on calving
performance and calf viability. Genetic parameters are generally computed
from sire variance and covariance components, from half-sib analysis in
field data. ANOVA estimators are derived from linear models applied to
raw scores. Estimates of heritabilities and genetic correlations for calving
traits, as reported up to 1977, were summarized by Philipsson et al. (1979)
and are presented in Table III. More recent estimates by Burfening et al.
(1979; 1981), Gaillard (1980), Meijering and Van Eldik (1981) and Thompson et al. (1981) fit well in the ranges given, except for the genetic correlation between stillbirth and birth weight which was found to be higher
(rg = 0.7-0.8) by Gaillard (1980) and Meijering and Van Eldik (1981).
Burfening et al. (1978b, c) on the other hand reported higher heritabilities
for dystocia (h2 = 0.21—0.33) and lower genetic correlations between dystocia and birth weight (rg =0.24—0.42). With this exception, heritability estiTABLE III
Normal ranges of heritability (diagonal; heifers over cows) and genetic correlation (offdiagonal) estimates for dystocia, stillbirth, birth weight and gestation length (Philipsson
etal., 1979)

Dystocia
Stillbirth
Birth weight
Gestation length

Dystocia

Stillbirth

Birth weight

Gestation length

0.03-0.20
0.00-0.08

0.6 —0.8

0.9

0.3

0.00—0.05
0.00-0.02

0.4

0.2—0.3

0.10—0.40
0.10-0.40

0.4—0.5
0.50
0.50
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mates for dystocia and especially for stillbirth are relatively low in heifers
and even more so in cows. Genetic variability may however be larger than
indicated by heritability estimates on a categorical scale (Philipsson et al.,
1979), as illustrated by the effect of transformation of h2 values to the
underlying continuous scale (Table IV). Dystocia isgenetically very strongly
correlated with birth weight (rg =; 0.9), leaving hardly any room for selection
against dystocia without altering birth weight. Gestation length on the other
hand seems to be less closely associated with both dystocia and stillbirth.
TABLE IV
Heritabilities on the categorical scale (h' )and corresponding values on the underlying
continuous scale (to*)
Author(s)

Trait

Tong et al. (1976)
Gaillard (1980)
Gaillard (1980)
Gaillard (1980)
Gaillard (1980)
Bar-Anan et al. (1976)
Bar-Anan et al. (1976)
Bar-Anan et al. (1976)
Bar-Anan et al. (1976)
Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer (1975)
Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer (1975)
Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer (1975)
Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer (1975)

3
Dystocia
Dystocia
2
2
Dystocia
Stillbirth
2
Stillbirth
2
2
Dystocia
2
Dystocia
Stillbirth*
2
Stillbirth*
2
2
Dystocia
Dystocia
2
Stillbirth** 2
Stillbirth** 2

Number of
categories

Parity

hi

K

Cows
Heifers
Cows
Heifers
Cows
Heifers
Cows
Heifers
Cows
Heifers
Cows
Heifers
Cows

0.10
0.09
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.01

0.34
0.27
0.30
0.14
0.11
0.16
0.05
0.13
0.07
0.26
0.16
0.07
0.04

•Including calves dead within 1 week of birth.
**Including calves dead within 48 h of birth.

Utilization of direct inheritance and estimation of direct genetic merit
Though direct genetic variation in dystocia rate would allow successful
selection, sire progeny test results are generally only used to recommend
bulls for maiden heifers, at least in dairy breeds (Philipsson et al., 1979).
By such a strategy, which has already been suggested by Van Dieten (1963),
a fast decline of dystocia and stillbirth incidences in the high-risk fraction of
the population can be obtained, asdemonstrated intheory (Philipsson, 1979),
as well as in practise (Bar-Anan et al., 1976; Bar-Anan, 1979). It will however not affect the rate of calving difficulty in the next generation, because
the genetic make-up of the population hardly alters (Philipsson et al., 1979).
The success rate in such a system in fact depends heavily on the quality of
sire evaluation. Problems associated with sire evaluation, like the recording
system, adjustments to be made, computation methods and way of expres-
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sion of genetic merit have been discussed extensively by an EC/EAAP-working group (Philipsson et al., 1979) and recommendations have been made.
Three topics in sire evaluation for direct genetic effect will be (re)discussed
here, viz. use of all information available, choice of test group and method
of estimation.
Without considering pedigree information, the first indications about direct genetic merit of a young bull for ease of calving can be derived from
his own gestation period and birth weight. (Rank) correlation estimates
were r =0.15 (Pijnenburg, 1974; Meijering and Van Eldik, 1981) and r=0.41
(Remmen, 1976) for the gestation length of a bull and the frequency of
stillbirth in his progeny and r =0.40—0.48 (Remmen, 1976; Meijering and
Van Eldik, 1981) for gestation length and dystocia incidence. Figures for
birth weight of a bull and stillbirth frequency in his progeny were r= 0.02—
0.09 (Lindström and Vilva, 1977). Comparable correlations for birth weight
of a bull and dystocia incidence have not been reported. This preliminary
information, though being of limited predictive value, may nevertheless be
of some value for farmers using a natural service bull for their maiden
heifers.
Additional sources of information may be measurements on young bulls
and results of performance testing. Significant correlations were reported
between body measurements of 25 11-month-old Fleckvieh bulls and the
average dystocia score at birth of their progeny (Hässig, 1979; Hässig and
Schlote, 1980). Highest estimates (r = 0.4—0.6) were obtained for height at
withers, chest width, chest circumference and width at thurls, while the
multiple correlation amounted to r = 0.72. Similar estimates by Remmen
(1976) for measurements on 25 Dutch Red and White bulls and frequency
of stillbirth in their progeny were less conclusive. Though correlations for
height measurements were significant at two years of age (r =0.40), correlations for all measurements lacked significance (—0.20 < r < 0.22) at four
years of age. In a study on 353 Fleckvieh bulls in Bavaria, Osterkorn et al.
(1979) reported low correlations ( r < 0.16) between frequencies of stillbirth
or veterinarian-assisted calvings on the one hand, and growth rate (over a
420-day test period) and weight/body measurements (at the end of the test
period) on the other. Further elucidation of these relationships seems worthwhile, not because a high predictive value is to be expected from these
measurements or performance test results, but to assess more accurately
the impact of selection on performance test results for future calving performance.
The most valuable information on the direct genetic merit of a young
bull is obtained from birth records from his progeny. When heifer mates
are used to test young bulls for ease of calving, as recommended by BarAnan (1972), Bar-Anan et al. (1976), Burfening et al. (1979) and Philipsson
et al. (1979), the benefits of recommending low-risk bulls for heifers arereduced to some degree because relatively high levels of calving problems are
expected to be encountered in the fraction required for testing. In order to
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keep this test fraction as small as possible, while maintaining accuracy of
breeding value estimation, different strategies are possible. First, test inseminations may be carried out on cows of all ages, as is usual practise in the
U.S.A. (e.g., Thompson et al., 1981) or only on cows in first lactation, as
is usual practise in The Netherlands (e.g., Meijering, 1980b). By carrying out
most or all of the tests on older cows, detrimental effects of testing are reduced (parity effect), but the efficiency of testing might also be affected.
More calvings of older cows have to be recorded in order to obtain the
same accuracy as would be achieved by testing on heifers (e.g., Hill, 1977;
Philipsson et al., 1979), because of lower heritabilities. In addition, genetic
correlations between heifers and cows for direct genetic effect on calving
performance may not be unity. Correlations between sire proofs in heifers
and cows were reported to be rather low for stillbirth (r = 0.2—0.4; Pijnenburg, 1974; Lindström and Vilva, 1977; Meijering, 1980b), dystocia (r =
0.2—0.6; Burfening et al., 1979; Hudson et al., 1980;Meijering, 1980b) and
frequency of caesareans (r ^ 0.47; Hanset and Jandrain, 1979). Genetic
correlations, approximated from these estimates by dividing them by the
product of accuracies (r TI ) of sire proofs in heifers and cows, were rg =0.5—
0.6 for dystocia and stillbirth in Israeli Friesians (Bar-Anan et al., 1976) and
Dutch Friesians (Meijering, 1980b), rg = 0.75—0.85 for Dutch Red and
White cattle (Meijering, 1980b) and rg = 1 for Fleckvieh cattle (Gaillard,
1980). Thompson et al. (1981) obtained a direct estimate of rg = 0.84 for
dystocia in Holsteins by multiple trait analysis and concluded that the same
genes are involved in heifers and in cows.
If genetic correlations between calving problems in heifers and cows are
far from unity, an alternative evaluation strategy, suggested by Bar-Anan et
al. (1976) and successfully practised in Israel, might be considered. In this
procedure, test bulls are mated with first lactation and/or older cows (but
not with heifers) in order to obtain daughters for progeny testing for production traits. A limited number of bulls, selected on the basis of the fourmonth milk yield of their daughters, are subsequently tested for dystocia
incidence when mated with heifers. Using this method, the fraction of heifers required for testing can be limited.
Methods of sire evaluation practised vary from the computation of uncorrected sire frequencies to the use of BestLinear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP).
If the records and the genetic merit to be predicted follow a joint normal
distribution, BLUP (Henderson, 1973) would be the preferred method, because it gives the maximum likelihood estimator of the best predictor and it
maximizes the probability of correct pairwise ranking under these conditions. Schaeffer and Wilton (1976) suggested that the use of BLUP for
categorical data might be justified under certain sampling assumptions
which, unfortunately, are in conflict with their model. Gianola (1980a,
1982) pointed out that alinear model approach for sire evaluation with categorical data has a number of drawbacks, which would make its use, in
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theory, less desirable. The most important drawback is probably that best
linear predictors maynot maximize theprobability of correct ranking in this
case, because the data are not normally distributed (Portnoy, 1982). Other
problems are that sire anderror variances aredependent, heteroscedastic and
not invariant of the weights assigned to the categories in a polytomous setting (Gianola, 1980a, 1982;Gianola and Norton, 1981). When the linear,
equally spaced scoring procedure wascompared with more optimal scoring
procedures heritability estimates were, however, hardly different (Tong et
al., 1977; Gianola and Norton, 1981). In order to avoid scoring problems
Quaas and Van Vleck (1980) proposed a multitrait BLUP procedure in
which each category of calving performance isconsidered asadifferent trait.
Apart from conceptual objections that might be raised against this procedure, itsuseislimited to models with only onerandom effect.
Non-linear methods of sire evaluation for dichotomous and polytomous
traits, based on the logistic distribution, were presented by Gianola.
(1980a, b). Gianola and Foulley (1982) proposed an evaluation method for
both dichotomous and ordered polytomous traits based on the threshold
concept and Bayes' theorem. Though the approach is very appealing from
the viewpoint of modelling, the method is, mainly because of an iterative
procedure involved, computationally more complicated and more expensive
than BLUP. Before implementation, simulation studies should reveal whether the benefits outweigh theadditional costs involved.
Sireof dam and maternal effects
As indicated in Fig. 1, the sire ofthedamissupposed to actupon calving
traits inamore complicated waythan thesireof thecalf.First,thesire ofthe
dam effect contains adirect genetic component, referring to the contribution
of genes to thecalf genotype, which issimilartobuthalf ofthesireofthecalf
effect. Furthermore, the sire of the dam may influence calving traits by
transmission tohisdaughters of geneswhich actually find expression in these
daughters as dam of the calf. Asto calving traits, this is looked upon as a
maternal effect, expressing itself for instance in pelvic dimensions, preparation for calving and/or maternal genetic effect on calf size. Finally anadditive genetic correlation between direct and maternal genotype is supposed.
Detailed information on the breakdown of geneticeffects into directandmaternal components has been presented by Koch (1972) andWillham (1972),
while difficulties encountered in estimating appropriate variance components
are discussed by Foulley andLefort (1978) andWillham (1980).
Genetic parameters fortotal sire of dameffect oncalvingtraits arederived
from half-sib daughter group analysis, regarding calving traits astraits ofthe
dam. Heritability andgenetic correlation estimates reported upto 1977were
summarized by Philipsson et al. (1979) and are presented in Table V as far
as heifer daughter groups are concerned. Estimates from daughter groupsof
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TABLE V
Normal range of heritability (diagonal) and genetic correlation (off-diagonal) estimates
for maternal grandsire effect on dystocia, stillbirth, birth weight and gestation length in
heifers (Philipsson et al., 1979)
Dystocia
Dystocia
Stillbirth
Birth weight
Gestation length

0.03—0.20

Stillbirth
0.5 - 0 . 7
0.00-0.05

Birth weight

Gestation length

0.6 - 0 . 7
0.3
0.05-0.20

0.0
0.0
0.0 - 0 . 4
0.10—0.20

older cows are of less practical value because of their late availability. Moreover, such estimates may be biased because of selection (Philipsson et al.,
1979). Recent heritability estimates by Gaillard (1980), Burfening et al.
(1981) Thompson et al. (1981) and Benyshekand Little (1982)arewithin the
ranges presented. Estimates for dystocia and stillbirth are of the same magnitude as reported for the direct genetic effect (Table III), and are expected to
be biased downwards due to estimation on categorical scales. Estimates obtained after correction for discontinuity (Hansen, 1975a; Lindström and
Vilva, 1977) remained, however, within the ranges given. Heritability estimates for maternal grandsire effect on birth weight and gestation length are
lower than for direct genetic effect on these traits. Recent estimates for
genetic correlations (Gaillard, 1980; Burfening et al., 1981) correspond well
with the values given, except for those between gestation length and dystocia
and gestation length and birth weight, which Gaillard (1980) found to be
higher (rg =0.41 resp. rg = 0.74). Birth weight and gestation length will be
of less value in sire evaluation when examining the maternal grandsire effect
on dystocia and stillbirth than in evaluation of direct genetic effect, as both
heritabilities and genetic correlations are lower (Philipsson et al., 1979).
As outlined by Philipsson (1976c), Gaillard (1980) and Burfening et al.
(1981), indirect estimates of direct—maternal covariance and maternal
variance can be derived from data including bulls both assires of calves and
sires of dams, though sampling errors may be relatively large. Estimates
reported are summarized in Table VI. Direct—maternal genetic correlations
tend to be negative for all traits studied, but the estimates vary considerably
in size. These figures indicate however, that direct genetic gain for calving
problems may be counteracted to some extent by an antagonistic maternal
effect. Maternal genetic correlation estimates by Gaillard (1980) suggest that
this maternal effect may be at least partially mediated by birth weight
(r^ ~ 0.6 between birth weight and dystocia or stillbirth). Due to indirect
estimation these estimates have to be regarded as approximations (Gaillard,
1980). Maternal heritability tends to be low for all traits considered (Table
VI).
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TABLE VI
Heritabilities (h^ ) for maternal effect on calving traits in heifers and genetic correlations
between direct and maternal effect ('"D M )

Authors)

Dystocia
h

M

Philipsson (1976c)*
Gaillard (1980)
Burfening et al. (1981)
Thompson et al. (1981)

r

0.02
0.03
0.20
0.03

DM

Stillbirth
h

M

-0.19
- 0 . 6 3 0.03
- 0 . 5 3 0.11
-0.38

r

DM

Birth weight

hit

0.07 0.02
- 0 . 6 8 0.03
- 0 . 2 4 0.11

r

Gestation length

DM

-0.53
-0.11
-0.24

0.05 - 0 . 5 6
0.06 - 0 . 5 1
0.10 - 0 . 3 8

•Adjusted heritabilities.

BREEDING CONSIDERATIONS

Reality urges one to acknowledge the secondary importance of dystocia in
a breeding program for dairy cattle. Traits under high selection pressure, like
milk yield and fat content, were generally found to be essentially uncorrected with dystocia and stillbirth rates (Lindström and Vilva, 1977; Thompson et al., 1980; Gaillard, 1980), although Bar-Anan (1971) reported favourable correlations. Calving performance in dairy cattle is therefore not
expected to deteriorate as a consequence of present selection programs.
Selection for beef traits, like body size, growth rate or muscularity, on the
other hand will have a detrimental influence on the level of dystocia, as the
genetic correlations involved are moderately positive (rg = 0.2—0.5) (e.g.,
Foulley et al., 1978; Gaillard, 1980; Thompson et al., 1980), probably
through the correlated response in calf size or morphology. In Menissier's
(1975b) opinion, calvingperformance in French beef breeds has deteriorated
because of heavy selection for size and muscularity, which simultaneously
increased the birth weight and altered the morphology of calves in an unfavourable direction (broader at the shoulders and thurls), while pelvic
dimensions did not increase proportionally. Selection indices with restriction
on birth weight have been proposed for beef (e.g., Foulley, 1976) as well as
for dual purpose cattle (Gaülard, 1980) in order to prevent (further) deterioration of calving performance due to selection for beef traits.
When considering selection against calving problems, there are several
possibilities, at least in theory. Model calculations encompassing four alternatives have been presented by Philipsson (1979). First, sire evaluation for
direct genetic merit might be used for actual selection, instead of, or in
addition to, recommending low risk bulls for heifers. Selection for direct
effect would inevitably entail a reduction in birth weight because of the
high direct genetic correlation between birth weight and dystocia (rg ^ 0.9).
Birth weight and dystocia are however antagonistic from an economic point
of view, as birth weight has shown positive correlations with growth rate and
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weight at later ages (e.g., Foulley, 1976; Andersen, 1978;Kalm et al., 1978).
In some situations, the economic value per unit of birth weight may not
justify selection against calving problems (Meijering, 1980a).
Besides the immediate response, selection on direct genetic merit is expected to have a favourable effect on calving performance of the next
generation females. In the majority of cases sire merits for direct and maternal grandsire effect were found to be slightly positively correlated for dystocia (r = 0.53, Vogt-Rohlf and Lederer, 1975; r =0.23, Pollak and Freeman,
1976; r = 0.26, Gaillard, 1980; r = - 0 . 2 2 , Burfening et al., 1981), while
similar estimates for stillbirth were either slightly negative (r = —0.15, Gaillard, 1980; r = - 0 . 1 9 , Burfening et al., 1981) or positive (r = 0.47, VogtRohlf and Lederer, 1975; r = 0.52, Lindström and Vilva, 1977). A guarded
conclusion from these correlation estimates may be that future calving
problems will at least not increase seriously by considering only genetic
merit for direct effect (Pollak and Freeman, 1976). On the other hand,
genetic gain by one round of selection isexpected to be lessthan computed
from the direct genetic parameters because of a negative direct—maternal
covariance (Burfening et al., 1981;Liboriussen, 1981). Furthermore, calving
ability of the female progeny in the strict maternal sense would deteriorate
(Hanset, 1981), which may be acceptable however, as long as the total response ispositive.
Selection on maternal grandsire merit for dystocia, based on evaluation of
daughter group results, means selection for an aggregate genotype of antagonistic direct and maternal effects. Theoretical results of such a selection
with respect to direct, maternal and total genotype for varying ratios between direct and maternal variance and different direct—maternal genetic
correlations have been presented by Hanset (1981). Assuming maternal
variance to be one fourth of direct'variance and a direct—maternal correlation between —0.5 and 0, selection on maternal grandsire merit yielded a
positive response for both the direct and the maternal component, the
former beingdominant. Total genetic gain waslesshowever, than from selection on direct genetic merit alone. Under the same assumptions, selection for
a weighted combination of merits for direct and maternal grandsire effect
yielded maximum total gain, but response was predominantly of direct
genetic origin. In the long run these alternatives may however be preferable
over selection on direct genetic merit only, asmaternal calving performance
would be maintained or even slightly improved, enabling a reduction in
dystocia rate with aless drastic drop in birth weight.
The last alternative to be discussed is selection for the maternal component, or part of it. Separating genetic merit for maternal effect from total
maternal grandsire merit will hardly be possible, because of the covariance
with the direct genetic component. It might however prove possible to select
for single factors that contribute to maternal calving performance but are
not involved in this covariance. Although the latter has to be verified, it may
be possible to select for pelvic dimensions (h2 = 0.2—0.6; Couteaudier et al.,
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1971; Benyshek and Little, 1982) or for preparation for calving (h2 =0.14;
Menissier, 1976). Furthermore, Philipsson (1976d) reported that maternal
calving performance might be genetically correlated in a favourable sense
with low placed thurls and pin bones, i.e., a "roof-shaped" rump. Further
verification of these possibilities may be worthwhile.
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RESUME
Meijering, A-, 1984. Dystocie et mortalité périnatale chez les bovins: revue des causes, relations et consequences.Livest. Prod. Sei., 1 1 : 143—177 (en anglais).
On passe en revue les recherches sur les difficultés de vêlage (dystocie) et la mortalité
périnatale à la fois chez les bovins laitiers et les bovins à viande, qui ont été publiées au
cours des deux dernières décennies. On présente brièvement les idées actuelles sur le
contrôle hormonal de la parturition. On discute les causes de la dystocie et de la mortalité
périnatale et leur contribution aux cas observés sur le terrain, dans la pratique vétérinaire
et en clinique obstétrique. On résume les coûts directs (perte de veaux, mort de la mère,
travail, frais vétérinaires) et à long terme (taux de réforme, production laitière, fertilité).
Après avoir brièvement mentionné les difficultés recontrées dans les estimations de
l'héritabilité des corrélations en cas de caractères à expression discrète, et dans leur interprétation, on analyse de façon approfondie les relations phénotypiques entre les performances de vêlage et les caractères du veau, les caractères de la vache et la durée de la
gestation. L'influence des facteurs non génétiques (parité, sexe du veau, âge au premier
vêlage, saision, plan d'alimentation durant la gestation) et leur mode d'action supposé
sont passés en revue. On esquisse le modèle génétique pour les caractéristiques de vêlage
et on résume les estimations des composantes supposés être impliqués (facteurs directs et
facteurs maternels et interactions entre les deux). Troisaspectsdel'évaluation des taureaux
quant aux composantes génétiques directes sont discutés de façon approfondie, à savoir:
la contribution possible des caractères du taureau (poids à la naissance, durée de gestation,
mensurations corporelles, résultats de testage), les possibilités dans le choix des conjoints
dans le testage, et les méthodes d'évaluation (BLUP, modèles non linéaires). Enfin, on
compare différents stratégies dans la sélections contre la dystocie.
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KURZFASSUNG
Meijering, A., 1984. Schwergeburten und Totgeburten bei Rindern: eine Übersicht über
Ursachen, Zusammenhänge und Konsequenzen. Livest. Prod. Sei., 1 1 : 143—177 (auf
englisch).
Die Forschungsergebnisse der letzten 20 Jahre auf dem Gebiet der Schwer- und Totgeburt bei Milch- und Fleischrindern werden im Hinblick auf Ursachen und Zusammenhänge durchgearbeitet. Das derzeitige Konzept einer hormonellen Kontrolle der Geburt
wird kurz skizziert. Die Gründe für Tod- und Schwergeburt werden in Zusammenhang
mit den im Felde, in Tierarztpraxen und Kliniken beobachteten Fällen diskutiert. Die
direkten (Verlust des Kalbes, Tod der Kuh, Arbeit, Tierarzt) und die Langzeitkosten
(Ausmerzrate, Milchleistung, Fruchtbarkeit) werden aufgelistet. Nachdem kurz auf die
Schwierigkeiten eingegangen wird die im Falle diskreten Merkmale bei der Schätzung von
Heritabilitäten und Korrelationen sowie ihrer Interpretation auftreten, werden phänotypische Zusammenhänge zwischen Abkalbeleistung, Merkmalen des Kalbes und der Kuh
sowie Trächtigkeitsdauer ausführlich behandelt. Die Auswirkungen der nicht-genetischen
Faktoren (Parität, Geschlecht des Kalbes, Erstkalbelater, Saison, Ernährung während der
Trächtigkeit) und ihre vermuteten Wirkungsweisen werden zusammengefasst. Das genetische Modell für die Abkalbemerkmale wird skizziert und die Schätzwerte für die vermutlich beteiligten Komponenten (direkt, maternal, direkt-maternale Interaktion) werden
aufgezeigt. Drei Punkte der Evaluierung von Bullen für diedirekte genetische Komponente
werden angesprochen, nämlich der mögliche Beitrag von Merkmalen des Bullen (Geburtsgewicht, Trächtigkeitsdauer, Körpermasse, Ergebnisse der Eigenleistungsprüfung), die
Alternativen bei der Auswahl der Gefährten bei der Nachkommenschaftsprüfung und
Evaluierungsmethoden (BLUP, nicht lineare Modelle). Zum Schluss werden alternative
Strategien der Selektion gegen die Schwergeburt miteinander verglichen.
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Linear versus nonlinear methods of sire evaluation
for categorical traits : a simulation study
A. MEIJERING *, ** and D. GIANOLA *
* Departmentof Animal Science, University of Illinois, Urbana,Illinois61801, U.S.A.
** On leavefrom : Research Institutefor Animal Production «Schoonoord »
3700 AM Zeist, The Netherlands

Summary
Linear (BLUP) and nonlinear (GFCAT) methods of sire evaluation for categorical data
were compared using Monte Carlo techniques. Binary and ordered tetrachotomous responses
were generated from an underlying normal distribution via fixed thresholds, so as to model
incidences in the population as a whole. Sires were sampled from a normal distribution and
family structure consisted of half-sib groups of equal or unequal size ; simulations were done
at several levels of heritability (h2). When a one-way model was tenable or when responses
were tetrachotomous, the differences between the 2 methods were negligible. However, when
responses were binary, the layout was highly unbalanced and a mixed model was appropriate
to describe the underlying variate, GFCAT elicited significantly larger responses to truncation
selection than BLUP at h2 = .20 or .50 and when the incidence in the population was below
25 p. 100. The largest observed difference in selection efficiency between the 2 methods was
12 p. 100.
Key words :Categoricaldata,sireevaluation, thresholdtraits,nonlinearmodels, simulation.

Résumé
Méthodes linéaires et non linéaires d'évaluation des pères sur des caractères discrets :
étude par simulation
Des méthodes linéaires (BLUP) et non linéaires (GFCAT) d'évaluation des pères sur
données discrètes ont été comparées à l'aide des techniques de Monte Carlo. On a simulé des
réponses selon 2 ou 4 catégories à partir d'une distribution normale sous-jacente munie de
seuils fixés. Les pères ont été échantillonnés dans une distribution normale. La structure famille
comportait des groupes de demi-germains de taille égale ou inégale. Les simulations ont été
effectuées pour plusieurs niveaux d'héritabilité (h2). Les différences entre les 2 méthodes
d'évaluation sont négligeables avec un modèle à une voie ou des réponses en 4 classes.
Toutefois, en présence de réponses binaires, d'un dispositif fortement déséquilibré et d'une
sous-jacente décrite en modèle mixte, la procédure GFCAT procure des réponses après sélection
par troncature significativement supérieures à celles obtenues avec le BLUP pour h2 = 0,20
et 0,50 et une incidence du caractère dans la population inférieure à 25 p. 100. La différence
maximum d'efficacité de sélection observée entre cesdeux méthodes s'est située à 12p. 100.
Mots clés: Données discrètes,évaluation despères, caractères à seuils, modèle non linéaire,
simulation.
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Introduction
Prediction of genetic merit of individuals from observations on relatives is of basic
importance in animal breeding. If the records and the genetic values to be predicted
follow a joint normal distribution, best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) is the method
of choice, because it yields the maximum likelihood estimator of the best predictor, it
maximizes the probability of correct pairwise ranking (HENDERSON, 1973) and more
relevantly, it maximizes genetic progress among translation invariant rules when selecting
a fixed number of candidates (GOFFINET, 1983; FERNANDO, 1983). However, a number
of traits of importance in animal production (e.g., calving ease, livability, disease susceptibility, type scores) are measured as a response in a small number of mutually exclusive,
exhaustive and usually ordered categories. These variâtes are not normally distributed
and, in this case, linear predictors may behave poorly for ranking purposes (PORTNOY,
1982). GIANOLA (1980, 1982) discussed additional potential drawbacks of linear predictors
for sire evaluation with categorical data, arguing from the viewpoint of « threshold »
models for meristic traits (DEMPSTER & LERNER, 1950 ; FALCONER, 1981).

SCHAEFFER & WILTON (1976) examined a modified version of a (fixed) linear model
for analysis of categorical data developed by GRIZZLE et al. (1969). They suggested that
the use of BLUP methodology in sire evaluation for categorical responses might be
justified given certain sampling conditions which unfortunately are inconsistent with the
assumptions required by their model. This work gave impetus for widespread use of
BLUP in evaluation of sires for categorical variâtes (e.g., BERGER & FREEMAN, 1978 ;
VAN VLECK & KARNER, 1979 ; CADY & BURNSIDE, 1982 ; WESTELL et ai,

1982).

GIANOLA & FOULLEY (1983a) developed a Bayesian nonlinear method of sire evaluation for categorical variâtes based on the « threshold » concept. In this approach
(GFCAT = Gianola-Foulley-Ca/egorical), the probability of response in a given category
is assumed to follow a normal integral with an argument dependent on fixed thresholds
and on a location parameter in a conceptual underlying distribution. The location
parameter is modeled as a linear combination of fixed effects and random variables.
Prior information on the distribution of the parameters of the model is combined with
the likelihood of the data to yield a posterior density function, the mode of which is
then taken as an approximation to the posterior mean or optimum ranking rule in the
sense of COCHRAN (1951), BULMER (1980), FERNANDO (1983) & GOFFINET (1983).

Solution of the resulting equations requires an iterative implementation. A conceptually
similar method has been developed by HARVILLE & M E E (1982). Although these procedures are theoretically appealing, computations are more complicated than those
arising in linear methodology.
Although BLUP hasbecome a standard method of sire evaluation in many countries,
its robustness to departures from linearity has not been examined. Non linearity arises
with categorical data and, therefore, a comparison between BLUP and the procedure
developed by GIANOLA & FOULLEY (1983 a) is of interest. The objective of this paper
is to present results of a Monte Carlo comparison of the ability of the above 2 methods
to rank sires correctly when applied to simulated categorical data.
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II. Methodology
A. Experimental design and simulation of data
Three experimental settings were considered to compare the 2 methods of evaluation :
1) a one-way sire model with equal progeny group size within a data set ;
2) a one-way sire model with unequal progeny group size within a data set ; and
3) a mixed model with unequal group size within a data set.
In the 1st setting 36 independent data sets were generated per replicate. These data
sets represented all combinations of 3 progeny group sizes (10, 50 or 250 progeny
records for each of 50 sires), 3 levels of heritability in a conceptual underlying scale
(h2 = 0.05, 0.20 or 0.50), and 4 types of categorization which will be described later.
Phenotypic values in the underlying scale were generated (RÖNNINGEN, 1974 ; OLAUSSON
& RÖNNINGEN, 1975) as :

yu = y»v. +'HiV(1"Thî)

[1]

where
phenotype of individual j in progeny group i, with y^ ~ N (0,1) ;
heritability in the underlying scale ;
y
a; standard normal random variate common to all individuals in progeny group i with
a( ~ N (0,1), and
a;j : standard normal random variate for individual j in progeny group i, with a^~ N (0,1).
yu
h2

The phenotypes y-,-were categorized using fixed thresholds in the standard normal
distribution function. The first 3 categorizations reflected either a l p . 100 (y^ > 2.33),
5 p. 100 (y^ > 1.65) or 25 p. 100 (y^ > 0.68) incidence of a binary trait in the population
as a whole. The 4 th type of categorization created a tetrachotomous trait reflecting
incidences of 40 p. 100-40 p. 100-15 p. 100-5 p. 100 in the population as a whole ; this
was made using 3 thresholds (y^ < - .25 ; - .25 < y;j < .84 ; .84 < y(j < 1.65 ; yV] > 1.65).
Binary responses were coded as 0-1, and tetrachotomies were coded using the integer
values 1 to 4. The difference in heritability in a categorical scale resulting from using
integer verus « optimal » scores is negligible (GIANOLA & NORTON, 1981).
In the 2 nd setting 12 independent data sets were generated per replicate, representing
all combinations of the above levels of heritability and categorization. However, the 50
progeny groups represented in each data set varied between 5 and 250 in steps of 5.
Data were simulated as outlined for Setting 1.
In Setting 3, 15 independent data sets were generated per replicate. Combinations
of the 3 heritability levels with a 10 p. 100 incidence level (y^ > 1.28) of a binary trait
were added to those used in Setting 2. Data were generated as before. Prior to categorization, the effects of 2 fixed classifications, factor A (2 levels) and factor B (10 levels),
were superimposed, as indicated in table 1. Each progeny group was almost equally
represented in the levels of factor A, but only in 2 levels of factor B (20 p. 100 in
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level B( and 80p. 100 in level B <+1 ; t = 1, 3, 5, 7 or 9). Consequently, 80p. 100 of
the A x B x sire cells had no observations so as to approximate the situation in field
data sets. The disconnectedness of data subsets with respect to factor B and sires does
not hamper the comparison of predictors of genetic merit, as these are uniquely defined
and obtainable regardless of connectedness if the sires are a random sample from one
population (FERNANDO et al., 1983). The phenotypic values in the underlying scale
modified by the effects of the levels of the A and Bfactors, were categorized as follows.
With Vjj ~ N (0,1) as in [1], let :
w

ijk< = Vij +

A

[2]

k + B<

TABLE 1

Effects of levels of fixed factors A and B, in units of standard deviation,
and allocation of progeny to sire groups.
Valeurs des niveaux des effets fixés A et B en unité d'écart-type
et répartition des descendances paternelles.

Factor

A
1.0

-1.0

Factor
B

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8

Progenygroup
Total

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

50

1
2
x
x

X(>)
X

X
X
X
X

x
x

3
12
x
x

X
X
X
X
X
X

2
6
x
x

x
x
4
14
x
x

x

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

3
10

0
2

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1
4

1
4

2
8

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

3
14
X
X
X
X
X
X

25
100

35

250

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

2
10

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

5

10

15

20

25

30

2
8

25
100

3
12

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1
6

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

(a) x indicates empty cells.

Clearly, wijW ~ N (Ak + B(, 1) represents phenotypic values in 20 «sub-populations »corresponding to the filled cellsinTable 1.Thecategories were then formed as :

120
470
125
490
130
510
135
530
140
550
115
470
120
490
125
510
130
530
135
550
6375
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Incidence and thresholds
inN (0,1)
1 p. 100 ; t = 2.33
5 p. 100 ; t = 1.65
10 p. 100 ; t = 1.28
25 p. 100 ; t = .68
40 p. 100 - 40 p. 100 15p. 100 - 5 p. 100 ;
= .25, t2 = .84, t3 = 1.65

Expected incidence in whole
population of table 1

Mapping function
w

ijkf >

6.5 p. 100
15.1 p. 100
21.6 p. 100
34.3 p. 100
43.7 p. 100-25.5 p.'10015.7 p. 100- 15.1 p. 100

l

w ijk€ > t
Wij"

v

ijkf

s

>

l

*ijkt > t
t, ; t, < w iiM s t

h < wükf

s

«3 : tj <

w

'
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In order to limit computing costs, each data set in each setting was replicated
10 times. Further replication depended on the Monte Carlo estimates of the difference
between methods of evaluation and of its sampling variance based on the first 10
replicates.

B. Methods of sire evaluation and computing procedures
1) In sire evaluations with linear models (BLUP ; HRNDERSON, 1973),
x = lfi + Zu + e

(Settings 1 and 2)

x = Xß + Zu + e

(Setting 3)

[3]
[4]

where :
x : vector of categorical responses,
1 : vector of ones,
(x: fixed effect common to all observations,
X, Z : known incidence matrices,
ß : vector of unknown fixed effects,
u : vector of unknown sire effects,
e : vector of residuals.
Assumptions in [3] and [4] were :
E (x) = In
(Settings 1 and 2)

[5]

and :
E ( x ) = Xß

(Setting 3)

[6]

, in the 3 settings :

Var

u

Zo2

ZZ'o2

X

Ko2

=

u

e

symm.

0

u

m

hot

where o 2 and a2 are the sire and residual variances, respectively, and Iu and Ic are
identity matrices of appropriate order. With progeny consisting of halb-sib groups :
h2

[8]
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where h2 is « heritability in the categorical scale ». The latter was calculated from the
« true » underlying heritability (h2) and from the expected incidences for each of the
settings using the formula (VINSON et al., 1976 ; GIANOLA, 1979).

["£' z((wi+1 - wjp
h 2 = h2 —'•
y

[91
: W2Pi-(2
• 1

WiPi)2]

1= 1

where m is the number of response categories (2 or 4), p( is the expected incidence in
the ith category, {zj are ordinates of the standard normal density function evaluated at
the abscissae corresponding to {pj, and {wj are the scores assigned to the categories
(0-1 or 1-4). Mixed model equations corresponding to the models [3] and [4] were
formed using variance ratios as in [8] pertaining to the appropriate levels of heritability
used in the simulation. Sire solutions to the mixed model equations were taken as
predictors of the transmitting abilities of the 50 sires.
2) In the non linear method (GFCAT ; GIANOLA & FOULLEY, 1983a) the thresholds
and the unknown effects which affect location in the conceptual underlying distribution
are estimated jointly. The location parameters (*)) were modeled as :
i\ = Zu*
T) = Xß* + Zu*

(Settings 1 and 2)
(Setting 3)

[10]
[11]

where : X,Z : known incidence matrices,
ß* : vector of unknown fixed effects,
u* : vector of unknown sire effects.
The parameter vector to estimate was either :
0' = [t', u*']

(Settings 1 and 2)

0' = [ t \ ß * \ u*']

(Setting 3)

[12]
[13]

In [12] and [13], t is a vector of unknown fixed thresholds ; t is a scalar when
response variables are dichotomous, or a vector of order 3 x 1 when there are
4 categories of response. Prior information about t and ß* was assumed to be vague,
and u* ~ N (0, Ih 2 /4). The log-posterior density to maximize is :
n

L(9) = Z

m

1

2 ô jk €n (P jk ) - — u * ' G - V + const.

[14]

where :
n : number of observations,
m : number of categories,
ôjk : Kronecker delta, taking the value 1 if observation j is in category k, and 0
otherwise,
Pjk : * (lk ~~"Hj) - <I>(t k _, - T)j), is the probability of response in category k given the
location parameter r|j, and 4>(.) denotes the standard normal distribution function
(to = - °°. tm = »), and
G : Diag {h2/4}.
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The parameters (6) were estimated iteratively using the modification of the NewtonRaphson algorithm suggested by GIANOLA & FOULLEY (1983a). Starting values used for
t were 0 in the case of binary responses, or the threshold values used for categorization
into 4 classes when the data were generated. Starting values for ß* and u* were always
zero. In random models, iteration continued until A' A/p < 10 -10 , where A = 6l'l — Ol'-1!
is a vector of corrections at the i,h iterate, and p is the order of 8. In the mixed model
[11] the system does not converge if all responses in a subclass of a fixed effect are in
the same extreme category, a problem recognized by HARVILLE & M E E (1982). These
authors suggested ignoring the data from such subclasses or to impose upper and lower
bounds on the parameter values. In the present study the main interest was in the sire
solutions. Because these converge more rapidly than the solutions for t and ß*, convergence was monitored by restricting attention to the sire part of the parameter vector.
The criterion used was :
{û*l'l - û*!1"'!}' {Ä*l'l - ô*lï-M}/50 < 10-'"

[15]

The above test, while suitable for the purpose of this study, cannot be recommended
for more general puposes, e.g., field data sets with large numbers of sparsely filled
subclasses from combinations of levels of fixed effects.
As the residual standard deviation is the unit of measurement implicit in the method
developed by GIANOLA & FOULLEY (1983a), all solutions were multiplied by V l - h 2 /4
to express them in the scale of the simulation. This, of course, does not affect sire
rankings.
C. Comparison of methods
The analysis of each data set generated yielded 2 vectors of estimated transmitting
abilities (BLUP : û ; GFCAT : û*) ; the vector of true transmitting abilities (a) was
stored during simulation. Sires were ranked using û and û*, and the corresponding
average true transmitting abilities for the 10 lowest ranking sires were computed ; let
these values be â and â* for rankings based on û and û*, respectively. As the categories
of response were scored in ascending order, this is tantamount to selection against a
« rare » categorical trait or « lower tail selection ». Because of symmetry, only « lower
tail selection » needs to be considered. Further, because E (af) = 0, ä and ä* can be
viewed as expressing « effectiveness » of lower tail selection based on û or û*, or as a
realized genetic response. The method of evaluation which on average (over replicates)
yields the lowest values (ä or â*) would be preferred.
Differences between ä and â* were examined using paired t-tests within each of
the treatment combinations (i.e., progeny group size x heritability x level of categorization). The statistic used is :
d
tr-1 = -

116]

where
2 (a! - âj)

d=^ -

[17]

[Var (â' - ä , ) ] ^
/r

v;

and r is the number of Monte-Carlo replicates.

w
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Efficiency of selection, i.e., realized genetic progress as a percentage of maximum
genetic progress, was also assessed. Maximum genetic progress was defined as the
genetic selection differential occurring if the true transmitting abilities were observable.
For example, in the case of selection using BLUP evaluations, efficiency of selection
was calculated as :
100 r

é

/àA

[19]

—T.MÏÏ)

whereâTistheaverage transmitting abilityof the sireswith the lowest 10truevalues.

III. Results
A. Setting1
After 2 replications, it became apparent that the 2 procedures, linear and non
linear, gave exactly the same ranking of sires when progeny group size was constant
and responses were dichotomous. The log-posterior density in GFCAT (GIANOLA &
FOULLEY, 1983a) is equal to :
2u'2

L = 2 \ (n - Dj)en [* (t - u*)] + n,<n [1 - * (t - u*)] - - ^

+ const.

[20]

i= 1

where :
n : constant progeny group size,
nj : number or responses for sire i,
t : unknown threshold, and
s : number of sires.
Substituting v( = u*— t in [20], Vjand t are solved from
dL

3v,

"b

n,

n

(Vi)

~n 1 A (Vi)
r<n

od *

1 -

4 (Vi + t)
h2

=0

[21a]

== - v

[21b]

y

and
dL

S

2 t

4 (Vj + t)
h

=l

2

= 0

=*•

t =

1
- - 2
S

V i
Ii

y

where : ty (.) : normal probability density function.
Observe that û * = — 2u* = v + t = 0
s i

'

It is informative to express nj in [21a] as a function of Vj, using [21b]:
- •

4(\ - v) $ (v) fl - * (</•)]
'
h 2 ^
^

»•<••>

P2]
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It canbe shown (proof available on request) than n, is a monotonically increasing
function of v,,andhence of u*. It iseasy toseethat this isthecase by replacing 4>(vÉ)
by its logistic approximation (GIANOLA & FOULLEY, 1983a) so :
n, =

4 (Vj — w )
'h2
+ n [1 + e -

[23]

Vj ]->

y

which is clearly a monotonically increasing function of v( and thus of u \ Because of
the monotonicity, as n, increases, so does û*. Similarly, in BLUP, when \i = 0, the
transmitting ability of the sire is calculated from :
4 - h2l
n+

h2

[24]

U;= n;

so ûj is a linear and, therefore, monotonically increasing function of nf. We conclude
that foraone-way random model, binary responses and constant progeny group size :
ûi > û.j

n. > n: J

Ûj
> Û:
'
J

so GFCAT and BLUP yield exactly the same ranking of sires.
With 4categories of response andconstant progeny group size, BLUP and GFCAT
gave, in general, similar sire rankings (table 2). The average difference (eq.[17])
between methods was generally not significant and lower than 2 p. 100,except for

TABLE 2

Effects of lower tail selection (10 sires out of 50) using BLUP and GFCAT'1" :
one way random model, constant progeny group size and tetrachotomous responses
(Average of 10 replicates).
Effets d'une sélection sur la partie inférieure de la distribution (10pères retenus parmi 50)
en utilisant le BLUP ou GFCAT : modèle aléatoire à 1 facteur, nombre constant de descendants,
réponse en 4 catégories (moyenne de 10 replications).
Mean true T.A. of
sires selected by:
h

2

n<«>

h

2

SD<">
BLUP

GFCAT

Efficiency (%)

Significance (c)

BLUP

GFCAT

0.05

10
50
250

0.041

- 0.324
- 0.892
- 1.207

- 0.310
- 0.910
- 1.217

0.162
0.072
0.040

NS
NS
NS

22.9
61.6
82.1

21.9
63.2
82.9

0.20

10
50
250

0.163

- 0.826
- 1.167
- 1.363

- 0.832
- 1.181
- 1.366

0.085
0.043
0.009

NS
NS
NS

61.4
80.0
95.6

61.7
81.0
95.8

0.50

10
50
250

0.407

- 1.038
- 1.393
- 1.283

- 0.977
- 1.392
- 1.283

0.066
0.021
0.015

*
NS
NS

76.8
92.8
97.9

72.4
92.7
97.9

(a) Symbols defined intext.
(b) Standard deviation of difference.

(c) NS :not significant :
(d) Progeny group size.

: P < .05.
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h2 = .50 and n = 10. In this case, BLUP was «better » in 7 of the 10 replicates, and
equal to GFCAT in the remaining 3 ; for this combination of h2 and n BLUP was
4.4 p. 100 better than GFCAT, (p < .05). However, in view of the overall pattern of
results in Table 2, it is doubtful whether this «significance » should be taken seriously.
As expected, the efficiency of selection as defined in this paper increased with h2 and,
particularly, with n. The results indicate a «consistency » property of the 2 methods :
as n increases, BLUP and GFCAT converge in probability to the true transmitting
ability of a sire, and more rapidly so at a higher level of heritability.

B. Setting2
When the data were described by a one-way random model and progeny group
size was variable (5 to 250 progeny per sire), BLUP and GFCAT did not always yield
the same sire rankings (Table 3). However, on the basis of 10 replications, the 2
methods gave virtually similar results, as indicated by the almost null variance of their
difference. As in the previous case, the efficiency of selection increased with heritability
and incidence, and also with the extent of polychotomization (binary vs. tetrachotomous
variables).

TABLE 3

Effects of lower tail selection (10 sires out of 50) using BLUP and GFCAT1"' :
one way random model with unequal progeny group sizes
(Average of 10 replications).
Effets d'une sélection sur la partie inférieure de la distribution (10 pères retenus sur 50)
en utilisant le BLUP ou GFCAT : modèle aléatoire à I facteur avec un nombre variable
de descendants par père (moyenne de 10 replications).

h

2

Incidence
h

(%)

Mean true T.A. of
sires selected by :

2

Efficiency (%)
SD<»>

BLUP

GFCAT

BLUP

GFCAT

0.05

1
5
25
IV w

0.004
0.011
0.027
0.041

-

0.397
0.591
0.990
1.112

-

0.397
0.579
0.990
1.111

0
0.036
0
0.075

27.5
40.7
70.3
74.0

27.5
39.8
70.3
74.0

0.20

1
5
25
IV w

0.014
0.045
0.108
0.163

-

0.670
0.941
1.115
1.234

-

0.674
0.941
1.115
1.236

0.036
0
0
0.005

49.6
71.4
85.9
86.9

49.8
71.4
85.9
87.1

0.50

1
5
25
IV M

0.035
0.112
0.269
0.407

-

0.879
1.143
1.257
1.381

-

0.879
1.124
1.261
1.390

0
0.044
0.013
0.031

60.8
81.3
89.4
95.3

60.8
79.9
89.7
95.8

(a) Symbolsdefined intext.
(b) Standard deviation of difference.

(c) Tetrachotomous response (40 p. 1(K) - 40 p. 100
15 p. 100-5 p. 100).
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C. Setting 3
Under the more realistic assumptions of this setting, GFCAT performed significantly
better than BLUP when responses were binary, heritability in the underlying scale was
moderate (h2 = .20) or high (h2 = .50), and when low incidences (1 p. 100, 5 p. 100)
were used toycategorize the underlying variate (Table 4). GFCAT was also better when
h2 = .50 and incidence was 10 p. 100. In these instances, the increase in efficiency
ranged between 3.9 p. 100 (h2 = .50 and 5p. 100 incidence) to 12.2 p. 100 (h2 = .20
and 1p. 100 incidence). The imethods did not differ significantly at h2 = .05,or when
the incidence of a binary trait was 25p. 100, or when the response was tetrachotomous.

TABLE 4

Effects of lower tail selection (10 sires out of 50) using BLUP and GFCAT'"1 :
mixed model with unequal progeny group sizes
(Average of 20 replicates).
Effets d'une sélection sur la partie inférieure de la distribution (10 pères retenus parmi 50)
en utilisant le BLUP ou GFCAT :modèle mixte avec un nombre variable de descendants par père
(moyenne de 20 replications).

h2

Incidence

(%)

h2

Mean true T.A. of
sires selected by :
SD<">
BLUP

Significance {c)

GFCAT

Efficiency (%)
BLUP

GFCAT

0.05

1
5
10
25
IVW)

0.013
0.021
0.026
0.034
0.040

-

0.594
0.675
0.757
0.875
0.791

-

0.611
0.682
0.732
0.860
0.782

0.159
0.093
0.108
0.081
0.093

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

42.7
47.1
53.4
59.4
60.1

44.3
47.6
51.6
58.3
59.3

0.20

1
5
10
25
IV

0.053
0.085
0.102
0.136
0.161

-0.646
- 0.868
- 0.955
- 1.108
- 1.080

-

0.771
0.942
0.978
1.116
1.081

0.237
0.134
0.094
0.093
0.083

*
*

47.0
63.6
69.9
77.0
77.5

55.8
69.0
71.5
77.5
77.5

1
5
10
25
IV

0.134
0.215
0.255
0.339
0.402

-

-

0.950
1.063
1.203
1.124
1.276

0.210
0.110
0.208
0.066
0.072

55.6
73.5
74.4
86.3
89.2

67.8
77.4
82.3
86.2
89.7

0.50

(a) Symbolsdefined intext.
(b) Standard deviationof difference.

0.775
1.007
1.080
1.129
1.264

NS
NS
NS

**
*
*
NS
NS

(c) * p < .05 ; **p < .01 ; NS :not significant.
(d) Tetrachotomous response (seetext).

As pointed out before, the intended incidence levels in the mixed model setting do not
correspond to the realized incidence levels ;the reason for this is that each combination
of fixed effects represents a distinct statistical population.
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IV. Discussion
This study addressed ranking properties of linear (BLUP) and non-linear (GFCAT)
methods of sire evaluation for dichotomous or ordered categorical responses. The endpoint measured was the Monte Carlo realized response to truncation selection upon
predicted sire values. The impetus for the study was provided by shortcomings expected
in theory when linear predictors are used with categorical responses (GIANOLA, 1980,
1982) ; these shortcomings are addressed by GFCAT. As BLUP has become in many
countries the standard procedure for sire evaluation, a change in methodology for certain
traits could be justified only if the alternative method, in this case GFCAT, leads to
improved selection decisions. This was the rationale for the choice of end-point measured.
Under normality, BLUP is the maximum likelihood estimator of E (u |y) or best
predictor (HENDERSON, 1973). The best predictor maximizes the correlation between
true and predicted values, or accuracy of selection (HENDERSON, 1973 ; BULMER, 1980).
In order to illustrate, consider a one-way sire model with known mean. If the sires are
unrelated, the squared accuracy of selection for the i,h sire, using the best linear predictor
as a ranking rule, is :

P? = " /nI/"in+(

4 - h2

[25]

However, under the threshold model and with binary responses (DEMPSTER &
LERNER, 1950) :

h2=

f®

c

/vi

h2 = wh2

[26]

l
o (t) [i - o (t)] "
y
where t = 4>~' (a) is the inverse probability transformation corresponding to an overall
incidence a in the population. Using [26] in [25], it is clear that p2 increases with w at
a given h2. However w is maximum when t = 0 (a = 50 p. 100), and symmetric about
this value. Hence, p2 is frequency dependent, and the accuracy of selection of a linear
predictor declines as a departs from 50 p. 100, irrespective of the direction. Although
Pi is only an approximate measure of efficiency of selection when E (u |y) is not linear
in y (BULMER, 1980), the above argument illustrates the impact of the incidence of a
binary trait on efficiency of selection (see, for example, table 3). In GFCAT, the
posterior density is well approximated by a multivariate normal distribution as the
margins of the contingency table (GIANOLA & FOULLEY, 1983a) become large. In a one
way-sire model, the squared accuracy of selection with GFCAT is approximately :

2

Pi

- n.w'/

4 - h2
+
ï
h2

[27]

y

where :
<t>2 ( t - u ^
O (t - Uj) [1 - * (t - us)]
and U; is the transmitting ability of the ilh sire in the underlying scale. Note that the
accuracy of selection depends not only on n, and h2 but on the distance between the
true transmitting ability of the ith sire and the threshold. This is automatically estimated

[28]
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in GFCAT and not taken into account in BLUP. Nevertheless, [27] is maximum when
t = Uj, and decreases as the proportion of the progeny of the sire exhibiting a response
deviates from 50 p. 100. This is also borne out by the results in table 3. All in all,
the results in tables 2 and 3 clearly suggest that BLUP, as measured by the criterion
considered in this study, is a very satisfactory method of prediction of breeding value
for categorical responses when the one-way sire evaluation model is tenable. In view
of the lower computational requirements of BLUP relative to GFCAT, the adoption
of non linear methodology is difficult to justify in this type of sampling scheme.
In one-way layouts, many assumptions violated by linear models when applied to
binary responses are not strained (GIANOLA, 1980, 1982). For example, the phenotypic
variance, O (t) [1 —O (t)], ishomogeneous. This isnottrue inthe mixed model situation
where, in the usual notation (e.g., GIANOLA & FOULLEY, 1983b), the residual variance
is <I>(Xß + Zu) [1 - <ï>(Xß + Zu)].When a mixed model wasapplied to generate and
to analyze the data, GFCAT was significantly better than BLUP in a number of
heritability-incidence combinations for binary responses (table 4). This occurred at
h 2 = .20 and .50, and when incidence was low. Note that at these levels of h 2 , the
y

y

heritability in the «observed » scale for the significant comparisons varied between .05
and .26, depending on the incidence. The range of incidences encompassed by the
significant comparisons was 1p. 100(6.5 p. 100of «effective incidence » ; see previous
sections) to 10 p. 100 (21.6 p. 100 of «effective incidence »). It is not immediately
obvious, at least when responses were binary, why « significance » occurred for some
treatment combinations but not for others. Because a plot of the standard normal
distribution function against its argument is particularly non linear in the tails, we
conjecture that a linear approximation is fairly robust at intermediate frequencies, say
20 to 80 p. 100, but breaks down otherwise. The levels of incidence (1-10 p. 100,or
effectively 6.1 p. 100-21 p. 100) and the « observed » heritabilities (.05-.26) at which
« significances » occurred, suggest that GFCAT should be considered for application to
genetic evaluation of binary traits related to reproduction and fitness, e.g., calf survival,
conception rate, or abortion rate under tropical or sub-tropical conditions (A. MENENDEZ,
Cuba ; personal communication). When responses were tetrachotomous the 2 methods
did not differ significantly for any of the treatment combinations considered. This
suggests that the linear combination w'v(w :vector of scores ;v :4 x 1vector containing
the observations in the 4 categories for a particular subclass) tends to normality rapidly
so that a linear approximation does not result in any appreciable loss in response to
selection.
A conceptual difficulty encountered when implementing the linear analysis in the
simulation under the assumptions of a mixed model, was arriving at a meaningful value
of h2. In a single population problem, h2 can be readily calculated from h2 and from
the incidences in the population (ROBERTSON, 1950 ; VINSON et ai, 1976 ; GIANOLA,
1979) ; simulation studies conducted by VAN VLECK (1972) and OLAUSSON & RÖNNINGEN

(1975) suggest that this approximation is fairly accurate, at least for binary responses.
However, under a mixed model, there are as many h 2 's as there are combinations of
levels of fixed effects or sub-populations (GIANOLA, 1980, 1982). This implies that the
variance ratio used in BLUP would need to vary from sub-population to sub-population.
However, because a sire leaves progeny in many sub-populations, this poses the problem
of which variance ratio applies to which sire. The approach taken in this paper, e.g.,
for binary responses, was to approximate h2 as:
h2*2
h 2 = -.—*-—rc o (1 - 4>)

1291

lZVJ
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where :
0 : 2 Pj4>j, with <J>Sbeing the incidence in the sub-population i ;
Pi : proportion of observations in the data set in the i,h sub-population ;
<j>: ordinate of the standard normal density function appropriate to Ö.

TABLE 5

Efficiency (p. 100)of lower tailselection(10siresout of 50) using BLUP,
as afunction of «operational » heritability : mixed model settingand dichotomous responses
(Averageof 10 replications).
Efficacité(en p. 100)d'une sélection par le BLUP sur lapartieinférieurede la distribution
(10pères retenus parmi 50) enfonction de la valeuropérationnelle de l'héritabilité :
modèle mixte et réponsestout-ou-rien(moyenne de 10 replications).

Incidence

1 p. 100

« Operational »
heritability

.05

.20

.50

40.6

58.8

54.4

40.8

57.2

53.2

:

40.9

56.3

52.9

(4)*
(1H
(4H
(4) <

41.4

55.2

51.6

40.2

54.0

50.8

37.2

70.0

75.7

38.0

71.7

77.1

hj

39.5

70.3

77.1

(4)*

39.3

68.9

77.1

39.2

69.3

77.2

O
(4H
h

5 p. 100

Underlying heritability

(T)*

While this is a heuristic solution, to which alternatives exist, the difficulty of
modeling correctly the threshold concept with linear models is well illustrated. It is
possible to speculate that use of an « incorrect » heritability might have affected negatively the effectiveness of selection using BLUP as a sire ranking criterion. Mixed linear
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model predictors of breeding value are believed to be insensitive to changes in heritability
(FREEMAN, 1979). We examined this problem for the case of binary responses via an
additional simulation. Six data sets were generated under the mixed model assumptions
of Setting 3 ; the data sets corresponded to 2 levels of incidence in the population
(1 p. 100 or 5 p. 100), and 3 levels of heritability (h2 = .05, .20 or .50). In each data
set, the value of h2 used in the mixed model computations was varied from 50 p. 100
to 150p. 100of the «true »h2. As shown in table 5, the efficiency of selection averaged
over 10replications wasvirtually insensitive tothevalue of h2used inthe calculations.
GFCAT is based on the concept of an underlying continuous distribution of genetic
merits and environmental influences. The data simulation procedure applied implicitly
assumes this concept to be reality. In many cases the evidence to support this concept
may not be sufficient however. A trait may be categorical down to the genetic level
(e.g. halothane sensitivity in pigs). On theoretical grounds both methods compared
would be hard to justify then.

V. Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that a non linear method of sire evaluation for
categorical responses, GFCAT, does not always outperform BLUP. In the one-way sire
evaluation models, differences between methods, as measured by the ability to elicit
larger response to selection, were negligible. However, this type of layout is seldom
realistic in practice. Similarly, when responses were polychotomous, i.e., more than
2 meaningful categories of response, there was little difference between methods, irrespective of the model used to generate and to analyze the data. In the above cases, given
the additional computational requirements of GFCAT and the apparent robustness of
BLUP, it seems doubtful that non linear methodology could be justified from a practical
point of view.
When a mixed model wasrequired to describe variation of binary responses, GFCAT
performed significantly better than BLUP when heritability in the conceptual underlying
scale was moderate to high, and when the expected incidence was below 25 p. 100;
for some combination of parameters the gain in efficiency of selection amounted to
12p. 100. Hence, it appears that for the type of sampling situations that arise in animal
breeding practice, non linear methods should be given serious consideration for the
analysis of binary responses. At least in theory, it is expected that the superiority of
GFCAT over BLUP would be proportional to the number of fixed effects required in
the model and to the extent of heterogeneity in incidence across statistical sub-populations.
The cost of data processing is usually small relative to the other outlays associated
with a large scale breeding program, e.g., field personnel, testing facilities, and overhead
costs. Small increases in accuracy of selection stemming from improved evaluations of
candidates are usually cost effective because the total cost of the evaluation is increased
only to a limited extent. Further, the improved evaluations have multiplicative effects
as potentially increased returns from improved stock are spread industry-wide (albeit
unequally among tiers) and over generations. In the data sets considered in the present
study between 5 to 10 rounds of iteration were required to attain convergence using
GFCAT. This may give an indication of the additional computational requirements of
the non linear methodology.
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In the present study, the underlying variance-covariance structure was known. This
might have favored GFCAT somewhat over BLUP because the prior distribution for
the former method could be specified without « error ». As pointed out previously,
when applying linear methodology to categorical responses a « heritability » value needs
to be contrived ; in the general case it is not obvious how to do this. However, the
results displayed in table 5 suggest that this issue should not have been an important
source of difference between the 2 methods. On the other hand, it is possible that the
linear methodology was « helped » by using a contrived value of heritability. This isso
because of the inability of linear methods to account for the relationship between mean
and variance arising incategorical responses. Methods forestimating variance components
in mixed linear models (at least 10such methods have been described in the literature !)
may give severely biased estimates of the underlying variance-covariance structure. This
is an area for further work. Clearly, a single simulation study cannot address all possible
combinations of parameters, data structures, models and methods.
A question of considerable interest isthe ability of BLUP versus GFCAT to account
for selection bias. While under normality BLUP is unbiased by selections based on
translation invariant functions of the records (HENDERSON, 1973; FERNANDO, 1983 ;
GOFFINET, 1983), this property does not hold for other distributions, e.g. multinomial.
FERNANDO (1983) has shown that when selecting a fixed number of candidates, genetic
progress is maximized by ranking individuals with conditional means, calculated as if
selection had not occurred, irrespective of the number of stages or of generations
involved in the selection program. With categorical responses, GFCAT can be thought
of as an approximation to the posterior mean or conditional expectation of the predictands given the data. We conjecture that GFCAT should be less prone to bias than
BLUP for categorical data in a population undergoing selection.
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ABSTRACT

The ability of three mixed linear
models to rank sires correctly for dichotomous and ordered tetrachotomous traits
was studied using simulated half-sib
progeny data. The models differed in the
assumptions made regarding homogeneity
of residual variance. Ranking ability was
assessed by estimating the realized
response to truncation selection (20% of
the candidates selected) upon sire evaluations in populations consisting of 50 such
sires. Results suggested that weighting for
unequal residual variances, in spite
of reducing apparent prediction error
variance, impairs the ability of best linear
unbiased prediction to identify superior
sires. This is consistent with theoretical
arguments stemming from threshold
models.
INTRODUCTION

When the records and the transmitting
abilities of sires follow a joint normal distribution, the best linear unbiased predictor
(BLUP) is the maximum likelihood estimator of
the best predictor and it maximizes the probability of correct pairwise ranking of candidates
for selection (11). Further, under normality,
BLUP maximizes genetic progress among
location invariant selection criteria when
selecting a fixed number of candidates (4, 9).
With categorical responses, normality is not a
tenable assumption, and linear predictors
may be poor for ranking purposes (16).
A common approach in genetic analysis of
ordered categorical variâtes is to postulate a

Received September4, 1984.
'On leave from Research Institute for Animal
Production "Schoonoord", 3700 AM Zeist, The
Netherlands.
1985JDairySei 68:1226-1232

hypothetical underlying normal distribution of
"liability" comprising genetic and environmental components (2, 3). The position of a
realized value of this conceptual variable
with respect to a set of fixed thresholds determines the observed category of response.
Methods of sire evaluation based on the threshold concept have been developed recently (7,
10). Genetic merits are estimated in the underlying scale by modeling the argument of a
normal integral as a linear combination of
thresholds, fixed effects, and random variâtes
(7). The methods yield nonlinear equations
requiring iterative solution, so they are computationally more involved than linear prediction in the observable (categorical) scale.
Meijering and Gianola (14), using simulation,
reported that a nonlinearpredictor(7) improved
sire rankings over those obtained with BLUP in
the observable scale. This occurred under highly
unbalanced mixed model layouts when the
responses were binary, the heritability of
liability was between 20 and 50%, and the
expected incidence of the trait was lower than
25%. With ordered tetrachotomous traits, the
methods gave virtually the same rankings.
Under the threshold model, the expectation
and dispersion structures depend on the frequencies and on the weights assigned to different categories (8). Berger and Freeman (1)
studied prediction of sire merit for dystocia
using BLUP. They compared a homoscedastic
model with one in which the residual variance
changed with parity of dam (of calf). Because
the second model reduced prediction error
variance (PEV) substantially, the authors
concluded that the weighting procedure was a
significant improvement over the homoscedastic
model. However, if one argues from the threshold model, BLUP is not an unbiased procedure
(8). Hence, comparison in terms of mean
squared error of prediction (12, 13), the sum of
PEV and squared prediction bias would be
more sensible. Unfortunately, an examination
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of the bias is not feasible with field data, as the
true genetic merits are unknown.
The objective of this study was to compare
mixed linear models with different residual
error variances in terms of their ability to elicit
genetic change for binary and ordered polychotomous variâtes. Computer simulation was
used for this purpose.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DesignandSimulationof Data

Twelve independent data sets were generated
in each of 20 Monte Carlo replications of the
experiment. The data sets corresponded to all
combinations of three levels of heritability in
the underlying scale (hy = .05, .20, .50) and
four types of categorization, which will be
described later. The records in each data set
were simulated (15, 17) using the model:

otherwise. Although a threshold value of
2.33 gives an incidence of 1% in N(0,1),
this yielded an expected incidence of 6.5%
in the layout of Table 1.
2) Binary responses =0 if wjjki < 1.65 and 1
otherwise. Expected incidence in layout of
Table 1 is 15.1%.
3) Binary responses = 0 if wjjki < .68 and 1
otherwise. Expected incidence is 34.3%.
4) Tetrachotomous responses = 1 if wjjki <
- . 2 5 ; 2 if - . 2 5 < wjjki < -84; 3 if .84 <
w
iikl * 1.65; and 4 if wjj k i > 1.65.
The expected incidences in the population
defined by Table 1 are 43.7, 25.5, 15.7, and
15.1% for categories 1 through 4, respectively.
Models

The records were modeled for analysis as:
[3]

Y = X/3 + Zu + e
w

ijkl = Aj + Bj + y k l

[1]

where A; and Bj are fixed and ykl ^ N(0,1).
Further:

y k l = . 5 h v b k + c klN /l-.5h£

[2]

where:
bk = N(0,1) variate common to individuals
in sire progeny group k (k=l, . . ., 50),
and
c
kl = N(0,1) variate peculiar to individual 1
in progeny group k, and independent
of bfc. Progeny group sizes varied, in
steps of 5, from 5 to 250.
Factors A and B in [1] had 2 and 10 levels as
shown in Table 1. Each progeny group was
almost equally represented in both levels of factor A but only in two levels of factor B(20% in
Bj and 80% in Bj+i;j=l,3,5,7,9). Thus, 80% of
the AB cells were empty, a situation frequently
encountered in field data sets. Although the layout yields five disconnected data sets with respect to factor Band sires, this is immaterial regarding evaluation of transmitting ability via
BLUP to the extent that the definition of the
latter does not include levels of B (5).
The four types of categorization and the
scores for each of the categories were as follows:
1) Binary responses = 0 if wjjki < 2.33 and 1

where Y is an n x 1 vector of categorical
responses, ß is a 12 x 1 vector of fixed effects
associated with factors A and B, X and Z are
known instance matrices, u is a 50 x 1 vector
of transmitting abilities (random), and e is a
vector of residuals. Additional assumptions
were:
E(Y) = Xß

[41

E(u) = 0

[5]

E(e) = 0

[6]

and:

V
Var

u
e

ZZ'ol +R
=
Symmetric

Zal

R

lal

0
R
[7]

where as isthe variance of transmitting abilities,
and R is the residual variance-covariance
matrix.
Each data set was analyzed with three
models, which differed in the assumptions
made regarding the form of R, as follows:
Model 1: R

la|.
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TABLE 1. Effects of levels of fixed factors Aand B,in units of standard deviation, and allocation of progeny
tosiregroups.
Progenygroup
FactorA
1.0

-1.0

50

FactorB
1.0
.8
.6
.4
.2
0
-.2
-.4
-.6
-.8
1.0
.8
.6
.4
.2
0
-.2
-.4
-.6
-.8

1
2

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1
4

0
2

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1
4
X
X
X
X
X
X

1
6
X
X
X
X

5

10

15

20

X
X
X
X

2
6

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

2
8

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

3
10

X
X
X
X
X
X

2
8

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

2
10

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Model 2: R = Diag {ae- },wherei=l,2 indicates
the two levels of factor A.
Model 3: R: Diag {°e\i }• where i=l,2 and
, 10 indicate the levels of
factors A and B.
In Model 2, the residual variance is heterogeneous with respect to levels of A, similar to
the procedure described by Berger and Freeman (1). In Model 3, the residual variance is
heterogeneous across A x B subclasses.
Transmitting abilities were estimated by the
u-component of equations:

rx'R-x

XR-Z

nrq JX'R-V,

Lz'R~'X

z'R-'Z+Ia^JLû J

LZ'R-'YJ

with R differing across models as described.
VarianceComponentsintheCategoricalScale

Theoretical results (6, 19) were used to
approximate a s and oe needed in [8] from the
known heritabilities and the expected incidence
in the population. In theory:
Journalof DairyScienceVol.68,No.5,1985

-25

3
12

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

4
14

3
12

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

3
14

30

35

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

25
00

,

120
470
125
490
130
510
135
530
140
550

25
00

115
470
120
490
125
510
130
530
135
550

250

6375

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Total

h v m—1

ff

'i=l Z i ( a i + l ~ a i ) ]

''4

[91

and:
2

_._.l22
o Y = 25? a„?„.
î p i_- /(V2 a;p;)
i=l
i=l
2

[10]

2

where o s and a\ are the "sire" and "total"
variance components in the categorical scale, m
isthe number of categories of response (2 or 4),
aj is the "slope" for category i, pj is the expected incidence in the i t n category, and
zj is the ordinate of the standard normal
density function evaluated at the threshold
between categories i and i+1. Because [9] and
[10] strictly apply to models with a single
fixed effect, contrived values were used to
accommodate the layout considered in the
present study. These were:
Model 1:
-.2

2

10 n;,

i=l j=l N

ok

[11]
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n
~ay2 = 2I V°
'j Oy.i
J
S —

i=lj=l N
~2

~2

'J

~2

[12]

[13]

where njj is the number of records in the A; x
Bj subclass, N is the total number of observations, and aSjj and <ry-areobtained by applying
[9] and [10] to each of such subclasses.
Model 2:
ff, = as in Model 1
~2

IJP n i j . 2

2 -i- (ay-=1 n i .
'J

2

[14]

2

:); i=1.2

computed (S[i) ,0[2] ,D[3] ); the brackets in
the subscripts denote "selected". Because E(u)
= 0, then ïï[i] (i=l,2,3) is a measure of effectiveness of truncation selection based on
progeny test against "rare" categorical traits
such as stillbirth in the binary case or calving
difficulty when responses were tetrachotomous.
The model yielding the largest response, averaged
over replications, would be preferred. Differences between Q[j] and û [ j ] , i^j, were
examined using paired t tests within each of the
12 experimental settings (underlying heritability
X level of categorization); variance of the
difference was estimated from the Monte Carlo
replications. Results were also expressed in
terms of the average relative efficiency of
selection:

ARE; =

[15]

Model 3:

m

R
I
r=l

u

m

ufMINj

;i=1.2.3
[18]

In [18], R is the number of replications, and
[MIN] I s t n e average transmitting ability of
the 10 sires with the lowest 10 true values.
ARE; would be maximal (100%) if the 10 sires
ranking lowest in estimated and true transmitting ability were the same.
U

5 S = as in Model 1

j = l . . . -.10

[16]

[17]

Note that a "pooled" sire variance component
was used in all three models. However, [9]
indicates this variance can potentially vary
among fixed subclasses to the extent that
incidences are heterogeneous across such
subclasses. This illustrates, nonetheless, one of
the difficulties in analyzing categorical data
with linear models.
ComparisonofModels

The analysis of each data set yielded three
vectors of estimated transmitting abilities
(û],Û2,Û3) corresponding, respectively, to each
of the three models used. The true transmitting
abilities (u) were known from the simulation
process. Because the main interest was in the
ability of these models to rank sires correctly,
rather than on biases or mean squared error of
prediction, effectiveness of selection was the
criterion chosen for comparison. Sires were
ranked on the basis of û j , û 2 , and û 3 , and the
average true transmitting ability of the 10
lowest ranking sires by each of the models was

RESULTS

As shown in Table 2, realized responses to
selection using the models allowing for heterogeneous variance (Models 2 and 3) were considerably and, in most instances, significantly
lower than those obtained using the homoscedastic model (Model 1). The differences in
terms of ARE were especially marked when
responses were binary, particularly at lower
incidence. For example, with hy=.05 and 6.5%
incidence, selection with Model 1 was two to
three times more efficient than with the other
models. With tetrachotomous responses, the
differences between models were less marked
and sometimes not significantly different from
0. When significant, the differences in ARE
were of the order of 4 to 7% in favor of Model
1. The differences between Models 2 and 3
were generally not significantly different from
0. In summary, allowing for heterogeneity of
residual variance as in Models 2 and 3 while
maintaining the variance of transmitting ability
constant, impaired the ability of BLUP to
Journalof Dairy ScienceVol.68,No.5,1985
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TABLE 2. Average response (20 replicates) to progeny test selection (lower tail) upon evaluations with three
mixed linear models.
Significan re»

Response under model
h'.

Incidence

he'

1

2

1 vs. 2 1 vs. 3

3

(%)
6.5
15.1
34.3
IV s

.022
.026
.027
.039

-.647
-.744
-.770
-.815

-.339
-.410
-.693
-.733

-.294
-.440
-.642
-.765

.20

6.5
15.1
34.3
IV s

.090
.105
.110
.158

-.630
-.924
-1.173
-1.068

-.358
-.654
-1.010
-1.010

-.384
-.695
-.940
-.982

.50

6.5
15.1
34.3
IV s

.225
.262
.274
.394

-.823
-.914
-1.207
-1.237

-.577
-.676
-1.064
-1.169

-.558
-.599
-1.021
-1.139

.05

1

••*
•••

*•*
*••
*

NS
NS

NS

•••
•*•
•**
*
•••
•••
•••
*

••
•*•
*••
*
•••
•••
•••
••

ARE 4

2 vs. 3

1

2

3

NS
NS
NS
NS

41.2
54.6
55.5
59.6

13.2
31.2
50.1
53.8

17.3
33.1
47.0
56.2

NS
NS
NS
NS

43.4
63.9
79.8
82.2

23.4
44.5
67.9
77.9

25.3
43.9
62.9
75.8

NS

58.8
71.7
82.8
88.7

40.1
54.2
72.4
83.9

38.7
48.5
69.1
81.5

- (%)

•

NS
NS

Heritability in underlying scale.

2

Expected heritability in categorical scale.

3

N S = P > . 0 5 ; ' = . 0 1 < P < . 0 5 ; ' * = . 0 0 1 s;P<.01;***=/'<.001.

4

Averagc relative efficiency. See equation (18).

s

Four categories of response (see text).

identify superior (inferior) sires for categorical
traits.
PEVS were calculated for each of the three
models from the diagonal elements of the sire x
sire part of a generalized inverse of the coefficient matrix in [81. For the situation where
hy=.05 and the expected incidence was 15.1%,
PEV was plotted against progeny group size
(varying from 5 to 250 in steps of 5) for each
of the three models. This is shown in Figure 1
and the pattern is representative of what was
observed in other settings. As in Berger and
Freeman (1), allowing for heteroscedasticity
clearly reduced "apparent" PEV. The "oscillatory" shape of the curve for Model 3 is due to
disconnectedness between sires and levels of
factor B. If the linear model in [3] were the
"true" model and the "true" residual variances
were as in Models 2 and 3, allowing for heteroscedasticity should have enhanced genetic
progress, at least under normality (11). In this
study, the "true" model was as in [1] and the
relationship between genetic merit and the
categorical responses is not linear (7, 8, 10, 14).
Because of this, the reduction in PEV is "apparent" only, and the heteroscedastic models
Journalof DairyScienceVol.68,No.5,1985

do not seem to improve the efficiency of
selection attained with Model 1.
DISCUSSION

The properties of best linear unbiased
prediction hold when the model is correct and
when the needed variances and covariances
(R and G with the latter being I o | in the
present paper) are known, at least to proportionality (11, 12). If the errors have heterogeneous variance, R should be defined accordingly, i.e., heteroscedasticity should be
incorporated into the model. Then, if o s is
homogeneous, heritability would be lower in
the classifications having higher residual variance. The records in such classes would receive
a smaller weight than those in classes with
smaller ae and would be "naturally" more
strongly regressed toward the mean. This is
well-known under linearity or, without loss of
generality, normality.
If the threshold model is postulated, the
genetic variance in the categorical scale is not
independent of the fixed effects (2, 3, 6,
7, 8, 10, 19), a situation that has been observed
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Figure 1. Prediction errorvariance (PEV) calculated from models, 1, 2, and 3assuminghv«.20(heritability
of liability)andanexpected incidenceof 15.1%.

in field records (1) and supported by simulation
studies (15, 18). With binary responses (8), the
variance of transmitting abilities in the categorical scale can be written as:

ol-A

« 2 (t- •üj)

[19]

where </>(.) is the standard normal density
function, and l-ß, is the distance between the
threshold (t) and a parameter (jui) in the underlying scale. Clearly [19] depends on juj; it is
maximum when t=p\ (50% incidence) and
declines as the incidence deviates from 50%.
The dependency of [19] on ß\ illustrates
a serious conceptual problem in analysis of
categorical responses via linear models: the
covariance between two half-sibs depends on
the ju, values, which include a component
pertaining to the conditions under which
thesibsproduced theirrecords and a component
due to the transmitting ability of their sire (7,
8, 10). Consequently, G cannot be defined
without reference to Qand u in [ 8 ] ,a situation
that does not occur under normal distribution
theory. Also, arguing from the threshold model,

the residual variance in the j t n subclass is
*(t-Aij) ( l - * ( t - j u j ) ] (7, 8, 10), where * ( . ) is
the standard normal distribution function.
Hence, thevarianceratiooe/Os in the observable
scale varies from subclass to subclass, being
minimal when t=/jj (incidence in the subclass
equal to 50%), at which point there should be
lessregression thanatother incidences.However,
if as is kept constant for linear analysis, then
there is more regression when the incidence is
50% than at other incidences, the reason
being that at this point residual variance is
maximum. Hence, allowing for heteroscdeastic
residual variance while keeping a constant
"sire" variance in amixed linear model analysis
for categorical data does exactly the opposite
of what it should do! It is, therefore, not
surprising that Models 2 and 3 were less able to
identify superior (inferior) sires than Model 1
under the conditions considered in this paper.

CONCLUSION

The results of the simulation study suggest
that the ability of BLUP to rank sires for
Journalof DairyScienceVol.68,No.S,1985
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categorical t r a i t s is impaired b y ad h o c " a d j u s t m e n t s " for h e t e r o s c e d a s t i c i t y , particularly
w h e n responses are binary. T h i s is c o n s i s t e n t
with d e d u c t i o n s from t h e t h e o r y of t h r e s h o l d
m o d e l s . If investigators c h o o s e t o e v a l u a t e sires
for categorical responses with linear r a t h e r t h a n
with n o n l i n e a r m e t h o d s , h o m o s c e d a s t i c m o d e l s
seem m o r e r o b u s t t h a n h e t e r o s c e d a s t i c o n e s , at
least within t h e range of c o n d i t i o n s studied
here. In m a n y instances, especially with p o l y c h o t o m o u s responses, differences in sire rankings o b t a i n e d w i t h n o n l i n e a r a n d linear h o m o scedastic m i x e d m o d e l s are negligible for
practical p u r p o s e s ( 1 4 ) .
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Introduction
It hasbeen established that bulls assires of calves may differ considerably indystociaand
stillbirth rate atbirth oftheir progeny (e.g. MEIJERING 1984).Sire evaluation programs for
these traits, based on progeny tests, have been introduced in many European countries
(PHILIPSSON et al. 1979) aswell asin the U. S. (THOMPSON et al. 1980) and in Canada (CADY

and BURNSIDE 1982). At best, genetic merits arepredicted by the method of Best Linear
Unbiased Prediction (BLUP).From adistributional viewpoint however, alinear approachis
hard tojustify with categoricalvariâtes (THOMPSON 1979;GIANOLA 1980,1982).Among the
problems encountered are heteroscedasticity ofsire and error variances, and arbitrarinessin
assigning scores to the response categories of polychotomous variâtes (GIANOLA 1980,
1982). Also, important properties of BLUP, i.e.Maximum Likelihood estimation ofthe
Best Predictor andmaximization of theprobability of correct pairwise ranking, areonly
derived under the assumption of multivariate normality of data and genetic merits tobe
predicted (HENDERSON 1973).With categorical variâtesthis assumption isnot met, and then
Best Linear Predictors maynot maximize the probability of correct ordering (GIANOLA
1980; PORTNOY1982).

Because ofthe theoretical inadequacy of the linear model when variâtes are categorical,
GIANOLA and FOULLEY (1983)proposed anonlinear method (GFCAT)ofsireevaluationfor
ordered polychotomous traits, based onthethreshold concept (e.g. FALCONER 1983)and
Bayes' theorem. A similar procedure was suggested by HARVILLE and M E E (1982). Ina
simulation study (MEIJERING and GIANOLA 1984)the ranking properties ofGFCAT proved
to besignificantly superior inamixed model setting with binary data under certain parameter conditions (incidence below 2 5 % ; moderate to high heritability (h2 § 0.20)inthe
underlying scale). Under other conditions, and with tetrachotomous data, BLUP and
G F C A T yielded equivalent results.
It isof course virtually impossible to mimic thefull complexity of afield data setina
simulation study. The main objective ofthe present paper istoexamine the practical relevance of differences in ranking properties between BLUP andGFCAT forthefuture sire
evaluation procedure inThe Netherlands birth recording program.

Materialandmethods
Data
The data set used contained progeny test records for calving traits (dystocia, stillbirth,
gestation length, birth weight) from unproven Friesian bulls( <50% Holstein genes)collecU.S.Copyright ClearanceCenterCodeStatement:0 0 4 4 - 3 5 8 1 / 8 5 / 1 0 2 0 2 - 0 0 9 5 $ 2 . 5 0 / 0
Z. Tierzüchtg.Züchtgsbiol. 102(1985)95-105
© 1985 VerlagPaulParey,HamburgundBerlin
ISSN0044-3581/InterCode:ZTZBAS
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.fig. 7.MarksensecardusedintheNetherlandsbirth recordingprogram

ted by amajor A.I. organization (Zuid West Nederland) from January 1980toJune 1982. A
record consisted of herd and sire identifications, breeding and calving dates,information on
breed and parity of dam and number and sex of calves, codes for presentation, congenital
defects (if any) and viability, a score for difficulty of parturition, and an estimate of birth
weight. Herdsmen supplied this information on mark-sense cards (figure 1).Thesehad been
forwarded tothem around theexpected timeof calving,carrying sireand dam identifications
and breeding and expected calving dates: a standard procedure in the birth recording program. Birth weight was estimated in multiples of 5kg. Viability was classified as (1) alive or
(2)dead within 24hr of birth. Difficulty ofparturition was scored as:(1)easy = no orminor
assistance, (2)normal = easypull,(3)difficult = hard pull orveterinary aid,(4)Caesarean or
fetotomy (PHILIPSSON et al. 1979).In The Netherlands, as arule, unproven bulls are mated
to first lactation heifers.Thus avastmajority of therecordsreferred tosecond calvings. Only
these records were used. After editing for incomplete records, non-Friesian dams, twins,
malpresentations, congenital morphological defects and extreme gestation length ( < 261 or
> 299 days), 18218 records of 77 sires across 2055 herds were available. The number of
progeny persirewasbetween 121and 400,averaging236.6.The structure of thedataset may
be considered representative for the national birth recording program.
Methods
Apart from parity and sire, calving traits are generally found to be affected by sex of calf,
herd and season of calving (e.g. POLLAK and FREEMAN 1976;MEIJERING 1984).Herd effects
on dystocia account for systematic differences amongherdsmen inboth handling parturition
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o
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and scoring its degree of difficulty. As season classes are not well defined, a preliminary
analysis was done by the following simple fixed model (HARVEY 1977):
Y

ijk = Ji+ ym ; + gj+ eijk

(1)

where
=
=
=
=
=
=

yijk
ym;
gj
E(e,jk)

observation on calf k of sexjborn in year-month i
constant common to all records
effect of year-month i(i = Jan. 1980 . . . June 1982)
effect of sexj (j = 1,2)
residual
0

E(eV)

= O*

E(eijk, eijk.)

= 0,k =t= k'

Based on the year-month estimates obtained (figure 2) and the relatively small number of
observations per herd, it was decided to construct herd-season (HS) classes instead of the
more common herd-year-season (HYS) classes.A season was defined asasix month period
(Jan.-June;July-Dec). Thus 3412HS-classes,681with asingleobservation, were obtained.
BLUP-solutions and variance components were estimated simultaneously by the iterative procedure proposed by SCHAEFFER and BURNSIDE (1974).Herein variance components
are estimated by an iterative version of M I N Q U E . The data were modeled as:
y = X,h + X 2 g + Zu + e

(2)

, where
y = vector of 18218 observations;
h = vector of 3412 herd-season classes;
g = vector of sex effects;
u = vector of 77sirevalues to be predicted;
e = 18218 x 1vector of residuals;
X,,X 2 , Z = known incidence matrices of appropriate order.
Assumptions on location and dispersion were:

y
u
e

y

"Xih + X 2 g"

=

0

Var

0

u
e

r??'°s + !e°e l°l
=

ïe°e

Is"I 5
symmetrie

I o'

After absorption of herd-seasons the mixed model equations were:
X'SZ

L'SX2

Tp;ci+13
i3

ZZ'SZ
-SZ+l/ JlûC1+13J

Lz'SyJ

where i = round of iteration, S= I - X ^ X ^ X , ) " ^ ' , and a [i] = ô ^ / ô 2 ™
A generalized inverse was obtained by setting the solution for sex 1 to zero. Variance
components at round i + 1were estimated from the equations:

Ts - 2 Cl â ci:i + c2 a*™ ex - c2 â^

]rô2sci+1:n

p û ' t i + 1 ] ijCi+13

Ly'Sy - g' C i+i:lX2Sy - G l C i+l:i Z'Sy - G 1 1 * 1 ^ " * 1 3 ; 0 3 ]

-1
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, where C] = trace of the sire part (T22) of the inverted coefficient matrix T; c2 = sum of
squared elements of T22;s = number of sires;h = number of herd-seasons; N = number of
observations;r = rank of the coefficient matrix.Sirecomponents of covariancewere estimated analogously, by summation of traits:
a sS <s• - H a | ,S
j k

- oi -s a1 )s , where jand k indicate different traits.

(j+k)

j

k

'

ci+1:
Iteration was terminated when 1 - ^ - = — < 0.01. Two very divergent sets of starting
a
values for a'-0-'were examined, which however led to the same solutions in at most sixrounds
of iteration.
Evaluation by the nonlinear method was limited to the traits dystocia and stillbirth.
Strictly speaking however, birth weight could alsobe considered categorical here. Although
not essential, the data were rearranged into contingency tables of order p X m, where the p
rows represented specific combinations of herd-season, sex and sire with totals assumed
fixed, and the m columns were categories of response (m = 4 for dystocia and m = 2 for
stillbirth).
Assuming and underlying normally distributed 'liability'variaterespondinginthe observable scalethrough aset of m —1fixed thresholds ( t ! . . . t m _!with t 0 = —°° and t m = -I-oo),
the liability of the athobservation in the j * row can be written as:
ljq = 'Hj+ ejq>w i t n 8jq~ HD N(0,1) and T)j= location parameter for row j .
The p X 1vector of location parameters was modeled as:
•n= X|h 4-X 2 g + Zu, where h, gand u arethe parameter vectors specified for model
(2), and Xj, X 2 and Z are known incidence matrices of appropriate order, indicating the
presence of particular herd-seasons, sexes and sires in the row combinations.
Given the location parameter, the probability of response inthek thcategory for observation q in row jis then:
Pjk= Prob {t k . 1 <^. q <t k !n j }= « V t x f j h • xjjg • z'.u)]

(3)

- * C t k - 1 - ( x i j h + xljCj + zju)3

, where 4> [.] denotes the normal integral.
The data are assumed to follow the product multinomial distribution, the likelihood
function being:

9(

^- Ü-S-Ü 1 = § [ r v B paknjk]

(j=1 . . . p ; k=1 ...m)

, where n; = total of row j , n^ = k th subcell total in row j ; P,kisas defined in (3).
Prior information on t, h and g was assumed to be vague. The distribution of u was
assumed normal with expectation zero and covariance Io^. Following Bayes' theorem the
log-posterior density isproportional to:
L ( t , h, g, u|y) « I

p m
Z n , . in ( P - J -(u'u/2a«)
j=1 k=1 J K
JK
- s

, where Pj^is again asdefined in (3).
As suggested by GIANOLA and FOULLEY(1983), the mode of the posterior density was
taken asan approximation totheBestPredictor, and theparameter vector, 0' = [t', h', g', u']
was estimated iteratively by amodification of the Newton-Raphson method:

-<[Äf,t!t',-!t,-,T[*f"
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An extensive derivation of the final equations was given by GIANOLA and FOULLEY (1983).
Before setting up the equations a check was made for herd-seasons with allresponses in
an extreme category (category 1or m). Combinations made up of these herd-seasons were
removed from the contingency table asotherwise the system of equations will not converge
(HARVILLE and MEE 1982): the solutions for these herd-seasons will tend to plus or minus
infinity. Deleting these combination will not affect the sire solutions. A similar procedure
should be followed for other fixed effects in the model. This however did not lead to
additional deletions here.The number of herd-seasons was reduced to 2833for dystocia and
to 492 for stillbirth with 17100and 4076observations,respectively.The solutions for herd 1
and sex 1were set to zero to obtain full rank for the matrix of second partials. Startingvalues
for allparameters were zero, except for the thresholds in the evaluation for dystocia, which
were ti [o] = 0, t2[0] = 1 and t3[0' = 2. Sire variances in the underlying scale (o2. = 1) were
derived from the heritability estimates obtained in the linear model analysis: o 2 = h 2 /(4 —
Operationally the herd-season equations were absorbed into the equations for threshold^), sexand sires at each round of iteration.The resulting matrix of order 79for stillbirth
and 81for dystocia wasinverted directly. Subsequently herd-season estimateswere obtained
by backsolution. Iteration was terminated when the differences between successive estimates were less than 10 - 4 for threshold(s), sexand sires,and less than 10 - 2 for herd-seasons.

Results and discussion
Overall means and standard deviations are given in table 1.The means and frequencies are
consistent with earlier findings in similar data sets (MEIJERING and VAN ELDIK 1981). The
overall classification of calving ease
was: 43.8% easy, 48.4% normal,
^ ,, , ~
..
.
. . j • .- / JN
-, A a, j-er i
j r,AO/ ^
7able 1. Overall means andstandard deviations (s. d.)
7.4% difficult and 0.4% Caesarean/fetotomy.
trait
mean
s.d.
Theyear-monthestimatesshown
in figure 2 supply additional evidystocia score
1.64
0.63
dence for the existence of aseasonal
s t i l l b i r t h {%)
2.72
1.63
pattern, in particular for birth
weight and dystocia, with peaks in
birth weight (kg)
37.46
5.05
thefall asdiscussedearlier(M E ij ER tion length (d)
278<49
4>98
ING 1984).The low and high values
at the beginning and the end of the
samplingperiod,respectively,havetobeconsidered asartefacts duetopredominant sampling
from the early born progeny from the first groups and the late born progeny from the last
groups represented in the data set, respectively.
Heritability and geneticcorrelation estimates aregivenin table2.Theheritability estimates are within the ranges given by PHILIPSSON et al. (1979).The estimate for birth weight is
close to the lower bound of the expected range.This result may have been caused by the way
of recording. Except where stillbirth isinvolved, the genetic correlation estimates are consistent with previous findings (PHILIPSSON et al. 1979;MEIJERING 1984),confirming the very
strong additive genetic relationship between dystocia and birth weight. The extremely low
heritability estimate for stillbirth andthegeneticcorrelation estimatesout ofparameter space
when this trait is involved, may have a common cause. The variance components were
estimated by a quasi M I N Q U E procedure. The estimates do not have true M I N Q U E
properties because they are the result of iterations (SCHAEFFER and BURNSIDE 1974).It is to
be expected however, that the properties of M I N Q U E , i.e. unbiasedness and translation
invariance, do not hold with categorical variâtes. Although distribution independent, M I N -
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Fig. 2.Year-month estimateswithstandard errors,asobtained bymodel(1)
Q U E was developed from an additive linear model (RAO 1973).This type of model is likely
to yield underestimated heritabilities and sire components of variance for categorical traits
(e. g. VINSON et al. 1976; GIANOLA 1980,1982), and in particular for binary traits with low
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incidence.The behaviour of variance components for sums of categorical, or categorical and
continuous, variâtes is rather unpredictable. Subtraction of underestimated components of
variance for single traits from the sum component is likely to yield overestimated components of covariance however, and consequently overestimated genetic correlations. For the
comparison of linear and nonlinear methods of sire evaluation to be entirely correct, sire
variance components to be applied in the nonlinear procedure have to be estimated in the
underlying scale. However, theory in this field is limited as yet. A first suggestion, an
iterative algorithm to be viewed as an extension of restricted maximum likelihood (REML)
was made by HARVILLE and M E E(1982).
The conditions for convergence in GFCAT weremet after 8and 6rounds of iteration for
dystocia and stillbirth, respectively. In spite of rapid convergence, the method was compuTable2. Estimatesofheritabilities (diagonal)and genetic correlations

dystocia score(1)
stillbirth

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.093

1.755

0.889

0.541

0.003

1.752

1.196

0.129

0.420

(2)

birthweight (3)

0.458

gestation length(4)
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tationally very expensive, mainly because of the repeated absorption and backsolution of
herd-season equations.For themethod to be applicable inregular sireevaluation at acceptable expense, speeding up procedures should be studied. The sire solutions (estimated transmitting abilities) obtained areplotted againsttheBLUP-solutionsinfigure 3for dystocia and
infigure 4for stillbirth. Rankit plotsaregiveninfigures 5and6.For both traitsthesolutions
were very highly correlated (r = 0.99). Because they areon adifferent scalethe solutions are
not directly comparable in the absolute sense. For dystocia the methods show only minor
differences in sire ranking (figure 5), which is consistent with the results of a simulation
study (MEIJERING and GIANOLA 1984). Differences in ranking for stillbirth are somewhat
more pronounced, but mainly located around thecentre of the distribution of genetic merits
and therefore of minor importance for selection ofsires.Moreover it is questionable whether
sire evaluation is worth the effort at all in the present situation, considering the extremely
small sirevariance.For, even ifheritability wasthreetimes ashigh asestimated here,indirect
selection through dystocia would be as efficient as direct selection for stillbirth with the
present effective progeny group sizes(98-310) and agenetic correlation between 0.6 and0.8.
When comparing different methods of evaluation, one should realize that the results are
subject to the qualities of the data set used. Here, the data set was very robust and not
extremely variable in effective number of progeny per sire. In such a setting BLUP is
obviously equivalent to GFCAT for both atetrachotomous trait and abinary trait with low
incidence and heritability. Thus, in the Netherlands birth recording program there is no
advantage in applying the theoretically better justifyable, but relatively expensive, GFCAT
procedure. Under other conditions (lower and more variable numbers of progeny) there
might be an advantage, at least with binary traits (MEIJERING and GIANOLA 1984).
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Summary
A linear (BLUP) and anonlinear (GFCAT; Gianola and Foulley, 1983)method of sire evaluation were
compared in estimating genetic merits for dystocia (4categories) and stillbirth (2categories) with a field
data samplefrom the birth recording program inThe Netherlands. Data for 77Friesian sireswith 18218
progeny across 2055 herds were available. BLUP-solutions and variance components, fordystocia,
stillbirth, birth weight and gestation length, were obtained simultaneously byan iterative procedure
proposed by Schaeffer and Burnside (1974). Covariance components were estimated analogously,by
summing traits. Heritabilities and most genetic correlations were within the ranges to be expected from
earlier reports. However, heritability for stillbirth was extremely low andthegenetic correlation
estimates were out of theparameter spacewhen this traitwasinvolved.Siresolutions obtained by BLUP
and G F C A T were very highly correlated (r~ 0.99) for dystocia as well as for stillbirth. Only minor
differences insireranking wereobserved, mainly around the centreof thedistribution of genetic merits.
The dependence ofthese results on the qualities of the data set isdiscussed. It isconcluded that thereis
no major advantage inapplying GFCATunder theconditions ofthenational birth recordingprogram in
The Netherlands.
Zusammenfassung
Zuchtwertschätzung für Abkalbemerkmale mittels BLUP und nicht-linearer Methodik
Eine lineare (BLUP) undeine nicht-lineare (GFCAT, GIANOLA und FOULLEY 1983) Methodeder
Bullenbewertung wurden beiderZuchtwertschätzung für diekategorischen Merkmale Schwergeburt (4
Stufen) und Totgeburt (2Stufen) in einer Felddatenprobe aus dem niederländischen Geburtsmeldeprogramm verglichen. Daten von 77 schwarzbunten Bullen mit 18218 Kälbern in 2055 Betrieben wurden
verwendet. BLUP-Lösungen und Varianzkomponenten für Schwergeburt, Totgeburt sowie Geburtsgewicht und Tragezeit wurden gleichzeitig mittels einer iterativen Methode geschätzt. Kovarianzkomponente wurden auf ähnliche Weise durch Addierung der Merkmalswerte geschätzt.
Die Heritabilitäten und die Mehrzahl der genetischen Korrelationen lagen innerhalb des auf Grund
früherer Beiträge erwarteten Bereiches. Die Heritabilität für Totgeburt war jedoch sehr niedrig und die
Schätzwerte der genetischen Korrelation lagen außerhalb des Parameterraumes, wenn dieses Merkmal
einbezogen war.
Die BLUP- und GFCAT-Lösungen waren sehr hoch korreliert (r= 0,99) für Schwergeburt wie
auch für Totgeburt. Für beideMerkmale ergaben sichnur geringfügige Unterschiede inder Reihenfolge
der Bullen, die außerdem überwiegend in der Nähe des Zentrums der Schätzwerteverteilung lokalisiert
waren. Die Abhängigkeit der Resultate von der Struktur des Datenbestandes wird diskutiert.
Es wird gefolgert, daß die Verwendung von GFCAT unter den Bedingungen des niederländischen
Geburtsmeldeprogrammes keine klaren Vorteile bietet.

Resume
Estimation de lavaleur héréditaire moyennant BL UP etméthodologie non-linéaire pour les caractéristiques de vêlage
Une méthode linéaire (BLUP) etnon-linéaire (GFCAT, GIANOLA et FOULLEY 1983) de l'évaluation
dees taureaux ont été comparées dans l'estimation de la valeur héréditaire pour les caractères catégoriques dystocie (4 catégories) etmortinatalité (2 catégories) avec un échantillon des dates de champs du
programme de notification de naissance aux Pays-Bas. Les dates de 77 taureaux pie-noire avec 18218
veaux en 2055 troupeaux étaient disponibles. Les solutions BLUP et composantes de la variance, pour
dystocie,mortinatalité ainsi quepoids àlanaissanceetdurée degestation étaientobtenus simultanément
par un procédé itératif proposé par SCHAEFFER etBURNSIDE (1974). Les composantes de la covariance
étaient estimées de manière analogue par addition desvaleurs des signes caractéristiques. Les héritabilités etla plupart des corrélations génétiques étaient au-dedans des domaines supposés de rapports
antérieurs. Cependant, l'héritabilité pour mortinatalité était extrêmement basseetlesvaleurs estimatives
des corrélations génétiques étaient au-dehors del'espace desparamètres lorsque cecaractère était inclus.
Les solutions BLUP et GFCAT étaient très hautement corrélés(r=0.99)pour dystocie aussi bien que
pour mortinatalité. Des différences insignifiantes s'observaient seulement dans l'ordre de priorité des
taureaux, principalement localisées autour du centre de distribution des valeurs estimatives. La dépendance decesrésultats sur lesqualités delapartieintégrante desdates estdiscutée.On enconclut qu'il n'y
a pas d'avantage majeur par l'application de GFCAT sous les conditions du programme de notification
de naissance aux Pays-Bas.
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Resumen
Estimation del Valor de Cria mediante BLUPy métodologia no linealpara caracteristicas en elparto.
Un método lineal (BLUP) y nolineal (GFCAT, GIANOLA y FOULLEY 1983) enla evaluation
paterna, fueron comparados en la estimation del mérito genético de Distocia (4 Categorias)y Nacidos
Muertos (2 Categorias) en una muestra apartir de datos de campo desde el Programa de Registrode
Nacimiento en Holanda.
Fueron disponibles datos de 77 padres Friesien, con 18218 progenies en2055 rebanos. Fueron
obtenidas simultaneamente por un procedimiento iterativo propuesto por Schaeffer yBurnside (1974),
las soluciones BLUPycomponentes devarianzas para Distocia, nacidos muertos, peso alnacimientoy
largo de gestation. Anâlogamente fueron estimados loscomponentes de Covarianzas mediante adición
de las caracteristicas. Las heredibilidades y lamayoria de las correlaciones genéticas desde registros
tempranos estuvieron dentro delosrangos esperados. Sinembargo, laheredabilidad para nacidos
muertos fue extremadamente pequena ylas correlaciones genéticas estimadas yacen fuera del espacio
parametral, cuando esta caracteristica fueinvolucrada. Las soluciones obtenidas mediante BLUP y
G F C A T fueron muy altamente correlacionadas (r~ 0.99) para Distocia y asi como también nacidos
muertos. Solamente levés diferencias fueron observadas enel orden delospadres, principalmente
ubicados alrededor del centro de la distribution de los méritos genéticos. Sediscute la dependencia de
estos resultados sobre lacalidad deesta serie de datos. Se concluye que eluso del GFCAT bajo las
condiciones del Programa de Registro deNacimiento holandes,no ofrece mayores ventajas.
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MORPHOLOGIC ASPECTS OF DYSTOCIA IN DAIRY AND DUAL PURPOSE
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MEIJERING, A. AND POSTMA, A. 1984. Morphologic aspects of dystocia in dairy
and dual purpose heifers. Can. J. Anim. Sei. 64: 551-562.
The phenotypic association between ease of calving and a number of, mainly morphologic, dam traits was examined by stepwise discriminant analysis. Body weight,
body dimensions and scores for fat covering and muscularity were obtained for 79
Holstein (H), 90 Dutch Red and White (DRW) and 104 Dutch Friesian (DF) heifers
at 10days after calving, Dimensions were body length, height at hips and withers,
width and depth of chest, heart girth, hip width and spiral girth. About half of the
heifers had data on precalving pelvic dimensions, both internal (height and width
of pelvic inlet) and external (width at hips and thurls, pinbone distance, horizontal
and vertical distances between hip and thud, and hip and pinbone). Birth weight of
all, and body dimensions of live calves were recorded. Calving ease was scored as
'easy' (no or minor assistance), 'normal' (easy pull) or 'difficult' (hard pull or
Caesarean). In addition, forces exerted by a calf puller were recorded in a number
of easy, normal and difficult deliveries. Analysis of these forces indicated that classification as 'easy' vs. 'normal' was more influenced by subjectivity or chance than
'normal' vs. 'difficult'. Birth weight and almost all calf dimensions were significantly related toease of calving. All simple relationships involving dam traits lacked
significance in H and DF heifers, except precalving hip width in the latter group.
DRW heifers experiencing difficult calving were on average heavier and larger
framed. Excluding calf dimensions, birth weight was the first variable to enter into
the discriminant functions in all three breed groups. Dam traits contributing to discrimination between calving performance categories were depth of chest in H heifers, heart girth, chest width and pinbone distance in DRW heifers, and pelvic height
in DF heifers. The possible significance of these effects is discussed.
Key words: Dystocia, discriminant analysis, dam traits, dairy cattle
[Aspects morphologiques de la dystocie chez les génisses laitières et à deux fins.]
Titre abrégé: Aspects morphologiques de la dystocie.
Nous avons étudié les rapports phénotypiques entre lafacilité de vêlage et un certain
nombre de caractéristiques des mères (surtout morphologiques) au moyen de l'analyse discriminatoire pas àpas. Nous avons noté àcette fin lepoids, les mensurations
et les mesures du gras de couverture et de la teneur en chair de 79 génisses Holstein
(H), 90 Rouges et Blanches hollandaises (DRW) et 104 Frisonnes hollandaises (DF)
dix jours après la mise bas. Les mensurations notées étaient les suivantes: longueur
du corps, hauteur aux hanches et au garrot, largeur et profondeur de poitrine, périmètre thoracique, largeur aux hanches et mesure du "tour spiral". Pour la moitié
des génisses environ, nous disposions de données sur lesdimensions du pelvis avant
la mise bas: hauteur et largeur de l'ouverture pelvienne, largeur aux hanches et à
l'articulation de la cuisse, distance entre les pointes de fesse, distances horizontales
et verticales entre la hanche et l'articulation de la cuisse et entre la hanche et la
pointe de fesse. Le poids à la naissance de tous les veaux et les mensurations des
veaux vivants avaient aussi été notés. Le vêlage était qualifié de "facile" (peu ou
Can. J. Anim. Sei. 64:551-562 (Sept. 1984)
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pas d'aide), "normal" (traction facile) ou "difficile' (traction difficile oucésarienne).Enoutre,nousavonsmesurélaforceexercéeparunevêleusepouruncertain
nombre demises basdechacune decescatégories. L'analyse decesdonnéessur
la traction exercée amontré queladifférence entre unemise bas"facile" et une
misebas"normale" tenait plusàdes facteurs subjectifs etàlachance queladifférence entre une misebas"normale" etune misebas"difficile". Parailleurs,il
yavait unrapport significatif entre lafacilité devêlage d'une part, etlepoids à la
naissanceetlaplupartdesmensurations desveauxd'autre part. Aucundesrapports
simplesétudiésetincorporantdescaractéristiquesdesmèresn'était significatif dans
lecasdesgénisses HetDF,àl'exception delalargeur des hanches avant lamise
bas chez lesDF.Lesgénisses DRW éprouvant desdifficultés à vêler étaienten
moyenne plus lourdesetplusgrosses. Exception faite des mensurations desveaux,
lepoidsàlanaissance était lapremière variable àfaire partie des fonctions discriminatoires chez lestrois races. Lescaractéristiques desmèrescontribuant àla discriminationentrelescatégoriesdefacilité devêlageétaientlaprofondeur depoitrine
chez lesgénisses H,lepérimètre thoracique, lalargeur depoitrine et ladistance
entre les pointesdefesse chez lesgénisses DRW,etlahauteur de l'ouverture pelvienne chez lesgénisses DF.Nous discutons de la signification possible de ces
effets.
Mots clés: Dystocie, analyse discriminatoire, caractéristiques des mères, bovins
laitiers
Dystocia is a major cause of stillbirth and
early calf mortality, and consequently of
considerable economic importance. Incidences encountered infirst calf heifers are
threetofour timeshigherthanincows(Pollak and Freeman 1976; Gaillard 1980).
Most of the current breeding strategies in
dairy and dual purpose cattle aim for a
short-term reduction ofproblemsinthe formeragegroup,byidentifying low-risk bulls
for mating tomaiden heifers (Philipssonet
al. 1979).Though selectiveuseofbullswill
reduce calving problems in heifers rapidly
(Bar-Anan 1979;Philipsson 1979), there
will hardly beanygenetic change whenthe
high-risk bullsareusedoncows (Philipsson
et al. 1979). Inbeef anddual purpose cattle,actualselectionofsiresofcalftoreduce
dystocia maynot even be very appealing,
as it will almost inevitably entail a reduction in birth weight, considering the high
genetic correlation between these traits (rg
•^ 0.9;Philipsson 1976a; Pollak andFreeman 1976;Gaillard 1980).Thealternative,
selection of sires fordaughter calving performance, seemstohave morepotentialsin
this case, as the estimates for the genetic
correlation between birth weight anddys-

tocia as dam traits are lower (>g cs 0.65;
Philipsson et al. 1979; Gaillard 1980: Burfeningetal. 1981). Thecorrelated response
in such a selection program could be controlled bytheuseof an index with restrictiononbirth weight. Alternatively, itmight
be feasible to select for traits contributing
to maternal calving performance. In this
field, attention hasfocussed onpelvic inlet
dimensions. The size of the pelvic inlet
proved tobeassociated with probabilityof
dystocia (e.g. Rice and Wiltbank 1972;
Menissier 1975a,b),thoughitaccountedfor
atmost 10%ofthevariance indystociarate.
However, pelvic inlet dimensions are difficult tomeasure which limits their use in a
progeny testing program. Simply measurable damtraits like body weight andbody
dimensions (body length, heart girth, hip
weight, etc.)are. on the other hand, only
weakly associated with calving ease (e.g.
Hansen 1975;Hässig and Schlote 1980).
Data on the relationship between ease of
calving and more specific indicators of
shape andposition oftherump arescarce.
Work by Philipsson (1976b) suggests that
maternal calving performance may be favorably associated, at least in the genetic
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sense, with low placed thurls and pinbones.
i.e. a roof-shaped rump.
In the present paper we have attempted
to identify morphologic dam traits with significant phenotypic effects on calving performance of dairy and dual purpose heifers
in addition to birth weight, using discriminant analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and Measurements
During a 4-yr period (1978-1982), data were
collected on all parturient heifers and on their
progeny, atthe 'Gen' experimental station atLelystad. The dairy herd, consisting of about 250
purebred Holstein, Dutch Red and White and
Dutch Friesian lactating heifers and cows, had
been involved in abreed comparison study since
1972. Purebreeding was maintained during the
period of data collection. The heifers were bred
by AI (10 different bulls per breed per year) to
calve at 2 yr of age. A body weight of 300-325
kg at breeding was pursued. The herd was kept
indoors from November to April and pregnant
heifers were fed a mixture of grass silage (75%)
and corn silage (25%). supplemented with 1kg
of concentrates during the last twoweeksofgestation. Otherwise the herd was kept outdoors on
high quality pasture.
A number of internal and external pelvic dimensions were measured 3 wk before the expected calving date(Table 2;Fig. 1).Height (the
perpendicular distance between the cranial end

of the symphisis pubis and the ventral surface of
the midsacrum) and width (maximum distance
between the shafts of the ilia) of the pelvic inlet
were measured rectally byaslidingcalliper (Ben
David 1960) after epidural anesthesia. Horizontal and vertical distances between hip and thurl
and hip and pinbone (Philipsson 1976b) were
measured with a pair of perpendicularly linked
marking gauges fitted with a spirit level. Distances between pinbones and width at hips and
thurls were measured additionally. Data on pelvic inlet dimensions and horizontal and vertical
distances were collected only in the first 2 yrof
the study. All measurements were made in duplicate and the averages were used in the analysis.
Newborn calves were weighed at birth. Measurements were made in live calves within 96 h
after birth, as detailed in Table 1. Heifers were
weighed and measured about 10days after calving, as detailed in Table 3. Fat covering and
muscularity were scored visually on an 18-point
scale.
Calving was supervised and assisted as necessary. Calving performance was scored as
'easy' (no or minor assistance), 'normal' (easy
pull), or 'difficult' (hard pull or Caesarean). In
an attempt to judge calving ease more objectively, forces exerted on the calf by calf puller
were measured at 113 calvings (heifers as well
as cows). This was achieved by attaching the
ropesofthecalf pullertoforce recording devices
connected to a graphic recorder.
After editing data for twin births, abnormal

pinbone
® height of pelvic inlet
@ width of pelvic inlet

® horiz. dist. hip-pinbone
© vert. dist. hip-pinbone
® horz. dist. hip-thurl
® vert. dist. hip-thurl
Fig. 1. Pelvic dimensions recorded on heifers prior to calving.

thurl
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Table 1.Averagebirthweightsanddimensionst (± SD)ofpurebredHolstein(H),DutchRedandWhite(DRW)
and Dutch Friesian (DF)calvesfrom heifers, bycalving performance score
Score
Breed

Easy

Normal

Difficult

Sign

Number*

H
DRW
DF

22
19
25

35
47
63

10
9
4

Birth weight
(kg)

H
DRW
DF

37.2± 3.5
32.7± 5.8
32.1± 3.8

41.1± 4.7
36.4+ 3.5
34.8± 3.4

44.8 ± 3.9
41.9± 6.1
37.0± 3.0

Body length
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

67.5+ 2.4
62.4± 3.7
62.9± 3.1

69.6 + 3.3
64.0 ± 2.8
64.9 ± 2.9

71.6± 3.8
66.6 ± 3.8
66.8 + 2.8

Height at
withers (cm)

H
DRW
DF

73.4+ 2.6
67.4± 3.7
71.0± 2.3

76.2± 2.0
69.8 + 1.9
71.1± 2.5

77.7± 2.9
72.8 + 3.3
73.0± 2.6

NS

Height at hips
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

75.6± 3.3
69.8± 4.2
73.0± 2.0

78.4 + 2.7
72.5 + 2.2
73.2± 2.5

80.1 ± 2.4
75.6± 2.6
76.3 ± 0.6

*

Chest width
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

15.2± 0.9
14.8± 1.5
14.6± 0.9

15.3+ 1.1
15.6± 1.9
15.2± 0.9

15.6± 0.6
16.3+ 1.4
15.5± 1.3

Shoulder width
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

19.5± 1.1
18.4± 2.6
18.1± 1.4

19.6± 1.4
19.9± 1.3
19.0± 1.1

20.5± 0.9
20.6± 1.5
19.3± 0.9

Chest depth
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

27.1± 1.8
25.0+ 1.9
26.0± 1.6

28.2± 1.5
26.2 ± 1.6
26.2 ± 1.4

30.1 ± 1.8
26.4± 2.2
27.9± 2.3

Hip width
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

15.8± 1.0
15.5+ 1.8
15.5± 1.3

16.3+ 1.0
16.1± 1.0
15.7+ 0.9

17.2± 1.0
16.9± 1.6
16.8± 1.0

**
*

Thurl width
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

20.9± 0.9
19.6± 1.9
20.4+ 1.5

21.4 + 1.1
20.9± 1.1
20.5± 0.9

22.3 ± 0.8
21.8± 1.8
22.0± 1.8

**
*##
*

Cannonbone diam.
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

2.88±0.29
2.92 + 0.21
2.82 + 0.26

2.99 ± 0.23
3.10± 0.20
2.89± 0.23

3 . I 0 ± 0.24
3.35 + 0.15
3.03± 0.26

***

***
***
***
**
**

NS

**

NS

**
**
***
*
NS

NS

NS

NS

+

Calvesalive at limeof measurement.
^Relatestocalfdimensions;numberofobservationsonbirth weightare26.29. 14(H):20.54 16 (DRW): 26.
69. 8 (DF).
****** = />so.05. P»s0.01. and />=E0.001. respectively, by F = MS between groups/MS within. NS.
/*>0.05.
presentations and gestation periods outside the
range of 261-290 days, data from 79 Holstein.
90 Dutch Red and White and 104Dutch Friesian
heifers were available for analysis.
Statistical Analysis
Although a stepwise multiple regression procedure might be considered appropriate for the
problem addressed here, the subjectivity in-

volved in assigning weights to the categories of
calving performance presents a major problem.
Simply by rescaling, an intrinsic linear relationship may become non-linear and vice versa.
Other problems originating from the categorical
nature of the response variable are non-normality and heterogeneity of error variance. Thus,
conditions for correct statistical inferences
within the analysis of variance framework are
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notmet.Moreappropriatetechniquesinthiscase
are logistic regression anddiscriminant analysis
(Fienberg 1981). The data were analyzed by
stepwise linear discriminant analysis, using the
SPSS-version (Klecka 1975). Irtthis procedure
observations in each calving performance categoryareconsideredasaseparategroup,whereas
thediscriminating variables are assumed multivariate normally distributed within each group,
with equal covariance matrices. The procedure
issupposedtoberather insensitivetodeviations
from these assumptions, however (Klecka
1975). Abrief outline of the procedure used is
presented inthe Appendix.
The data for the different breeds were analyzed separately becausephenotypic differences
intherelationship between calvingease andthe
traits studied wereanticipated.
RESULTS
Figure 2 presents a typical example of the
force patterns recorded atdeliveries judged
as 'normal'. Its highly irregular shape is
causedbythestraining boutsof thecowand
by pulling alternately on the left and right

leg of the calf. The pattern depends on a
number of factors, e.g. the stageof calving
at which pulling is started, pulling behavior, intensityof laborandthedegreeof friction between the calf and the birth canal.
Although anattempt was made to standardize the calving procedure by delaying pullingonthecalf until thenostrils were visible
and to pull only during a straining bout,
complete elimination of human influence is
of course not possible. From the options
available tocharacterize the force patterns,
the maximum force was chosen. The association between the maximum force recorded and independently judged calving
ease is shown in Fig. 3. The maxima recorded varied from about 75to 325 kg. averaging 131 ± 44 kg for deliveries judged
as easy, 158 ± 45 kg for normal, and 262
± 45 kg for difficult calvings. Although
the pairwise differences in average maximal force between the calving performance
categories were significant (P<0.05), a

Tim*
(1 block • I m l n u t « )

Fig. 2. Atypical exampleof the force patterns recorded oncalf pullerropes during delivery.
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j u d g e m e n t of c a l v i n g p e r f o r m a n c e

Fig. 3. Maximum forces recorded at deliveriesjudged aseasy, normal and difficult (numbers indicatenumberofcoincidingobservations).
considerable overlap can be observed, particularly between deliveries classified as
'easy' and 'normal'.
Theaverage valuesofthetraits measured
within the calving performance categories
are summarized in Tables 1to 3. The data
in Table 1 confirm the well-established association between ease of calving and calf
weight or size;ahigherdegree of difficulty
was associated with a significant increase
inbirth weight and in most of the measurementsrecorded. Theaveragedimensionsof
the pelvic inlet area did not differ significantly (P>0.05) between calving performance categories for any of the breed groups
(Table 2). although heifers having difficult
calvings tended to have less pelvic inlet
height. Thehorizontal and vertical rumpdimensions, measured to characterize the
shape and position of the rump, did not appear to be related to calving ease. Precalving width at hips and thurls was negatively

associated with calving ease in Dutch Friesian and Dutch Red and White heifers, respectively. There wasnosignificant simple
relationship between postcalving body
weight, body dimensions, fat covering and
muscularity, and calving ease in Holstein
and Dutch Friesian heifers (Table 3). However, the Dutch Red and White heifers with
a higher degree of calving difficulty were
on average significantly heavier and larger
framed, as indicated by height and width at
hips, heart girth and spiral girth.
The results of the discriminant analyses
are presented in Table 4. Calf measurements were excluded because dead calves
had not been measured. In the Holstein
group, weight of calf and chest depth of
damcontributed, inthisorder, significantly
todiscrimination betweencalving performance categories, as indicated by the values
ofWilks' lambda, astatistic foroverall discrimination between groups (see Appen-
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Table 2. Average pelvic inlet and external rump dimensions ( ± SD) in Holstein (H). Dutch Red and White
(DRW) and Dutch Friesian (DF) heifers, by calving performance score
Score
Breed

Easy

Normal

Difficult

Number'

H
DRW
DF

11-26
15-20
13-24

20-38
42-51
49-68

8-13
14-16
5-8

Height of inlet
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

17.7±0.7
17.0±0.8
16.5 ±1.1

17.5±1.2
17.2±0.7
16.1 ±0.9

17.4± 1.5
17.5±0.8
15.8 + 0.8

NS
NS
NS

Width of inlet
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

15.6±1.1
14.4±0.9
14.9±1.4

15.7± 1.4
14.9±0.9
15.0± 1.0

15.8± 1.2
14.9±0.9
14.9±1.2

NS
NS
NS

Hip-pinbone
(horiz.l(cm)

H
DRW
DF

47.6±1.9
43.7±1.6
43.7+1.9

46.9±2.5
44.0±1.7
43.8±1.7

46.8+1.6
44.4 ±2.6
43.9+1.8

NS
NS
NS

Hip-pinbone
(vert.)(cm)i

H
DRW
DF

8.4 + 2.8

9.3±2.5

9.2+1.8

NS

Hip-thurl
(honz.)(cm)

H
DRW
DF

27.3±3.1
26.0±2.2
25.3±2.5

26.6+ 2.2
25.2+ 1.9
25.1 ±2.3

27.2± 1.5
25.7±3.0
24.8 ±1.0

NS
NS
NS

Hip-thurl
(vert.)(cm)

H
DRW
DF

16.5±1.9
16.5±2.4
15.3±2.3

17.8 + 2.2
16.3 + 2.3
16.1 ±2.0

16.5±2.6
17.2±2.1
15.2± 1.5

NS
NS
NS

Hip width
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

50.9±2.1
51.1±2.2
51.8±2.7

51.4±2.8
52.1± 1.9
53.4±2.3

51.7 + 2.4
52.3±3.0
54.4±1.7

NS
NS

Thurl width
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

48.2± 1.8
48.3±2.3
48.7±2.0

48.6±2.3
48.8±1.8
49.3±1.7

48.6+ 1.9
50.0±2.2
49.5 ±1.7

NS

H
DRW
DF

18.1 ±1.4
18.5±1.2
19.1±1.7

18.2± 1.2
17.7± 1.4
18.8±1.4

18.4±1.3
17.7± 1.7
19.3+1.3

Pinbone
distance (cm)

Sign

**
*
NS
NS
NS
NS

f
Lowest numbers for distances between hipandpinbone;highest numbers for hipwidth, thurl width and pinbone
distance.
tNot measurable in a number of H and DF heifers due to rump shape; means would therefore be biased.
*.**P=£0.05 and PsO.Ol respectively, by F = MS between groups/MS within. NS, P>0.05.

dix). TheF-statisticsfor pairs of groups indicated that these two variables
accomplished a significant difference between easy vs. normal, and normal vs. difficult calvings. The relative contribution of
the first eigenvalue was 94.8%, indicating
that discrimination was predominantly in
one of the two orthogonal directions possible as might be expected for an ordered
classification. One discriminant function
was therefore considered sufficient. The

normalized coefficient for birth weight was
about twice the coefficient for chest depth
of the dam and opposite in sign. This suggests that for a given calf weight, ease of
calving wasfavored by an increase in chest
development of the dam.
In the Dutch Red and White group, birth
weight entered as first discriminating variable as well. In addition, heart girth, chest
width and pinbone distance ofdamcontributed significantly. The discrimination ob-
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Table 3. Average body weights, body dimensions, and scores for fat covering and muscularity ( * SD) in
Holstein (H), Dutch Red and Whilte (DRW) and Dutch Friesian (DF) heifers, bycalving performance score
Score
Breed

Easy

Normal

Difficult

Number

H
DRW
DF

26
20
25

38
53
70

13
16
7

Body weight
(kg)

H
DRW
DF

484.9*44.9
464.3*40.1
458.6*33.5

494.6*39.0
487.2+ 45.8
464.6*37.2

468.0*43.8
511.82:56.7
476.42:59.4

NS
•
NS

Body length
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

151.5* 6.2
144.2± 5.0
143.2* 3.6

152.92: 5.2
145.3a: 6.6
145.12: 5.2

152.1± 7.6
147.22: 6.4
143.72: 4.1

NS
NS
NS

Height at
withers (cm)

H
DRW
DF

131.7* 3.5
121.2* 3.9
124.4* 3.2

131.9* 4.0
119.9* 2.6
124.5* 3.6

131.5± 4.9
121.7+ 4.1
124.4± 3.0

NS
NS
NS

Height at
hips (cm)

H
DRW
DF

135.3* 3.4
125.6* 2.5
127.5* 3.3

135.7± 4.2
125.62: 2.7
128.1* 2.9

135.5+ 4.9
128.4+ 3.8
127.9= 4.5

NS
**
NS

Chest width
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

4 3 . 2 * 4.0
4 3 . 9 * 3.3
4 5 . 0 * 3.7

4 2 . 4 * 4.4
45.9± 3.9
44.82: 3.6

41.2+ 4.5
46.3+ 3.5
44.3+ 3.5

NS
NS
NS

Chest depth
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

7 0 . 8 * 2.1
65.7± 2.7
68.0= 2.2

71.1+ 3.1
66.9= 2.2
68.3= 2.3

69.72: 3.2
68.5* 3.2
68.6= 2.3

NS
**
NS

Heart ginh
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

187.8± 8.1
179.9± 6.0
184.8± 6.3

187.6± 7.1
184.02: 7.3
185.8± 6.3

185.4* 7.7
188.92: 8.5
186.42: 7.1

NS
**
NS

Spiral girth
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

236.3± 8.8
228.4* 6.5
230.5± 7.4

237.12: 8.7
231.32: 7.6
230.12: 6.8

233.5* 8.2
234.7= 8.2
231.7* 7.3

NS

Hip width
(cm)

H
DRW
DF

50.2± 2.9
4 9 . 9 * 2.2
5 0 . 9 * 2.3

50.22: 2.4
51.0+ 2.3
5 2 . 3 * 2.8

5 0 . 1 * 2.2
51.92: 2.5
51.9* 3.1

NS
NS
*
NS

Fat covering
(1-18)

H
DRW
DF

5.1± 1.8
6.5± 1.5
6 . 8 * 0.9

4.92: 1.9
7 . 1 * 1.0
6.8± 1.3

3 . 7 * 1.4
6.6± 1.5
6 . 7 * 1.3

NS
NS
NS

Muscularity
(1-18)

H
DRW
DF

3.9± 1.2
7 . 0 * 0.8
6 . 9 * 0.7

3.8± 1.5
7.12: 0.7
6 . 9 * 1.5

3.5+ 1.9
7 . 1 * 1.3
7.3± 1.3

NS
NS
NS

Sign.'

*

*.**/ > «0.05 and /»ssO.01. respectively by F = MS between groups/MS within. NS. />>0.05.

tained bythese four variables wasvery significant (A = 0.38). All three calving
performance categories wereclearlydistinguished, againpredominantly inonedirection. The coefficients of the only discriminant function of importance showed that
calving performance was adversely affected by increases in weight of the calf or
heartgirthofdam,andfavoredby increases

in chest width or pinbone distance, given
the remaining three variables.
IntheDutchFriesiangroupheightofpelvicinletcontributedsignificantly tothediscrimination between calving performance
categories, inaddition tobirth weight. The
discrimination accomplished by these two
variableswasratherlow, however, withno
significant discrimination between normal
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Table 4. Results of stepwise discriminant analysis on calving performance categories in Holstein (H), Dutch
Red and White (DRW) and Dutch Friesian (DF) heifers
Breed
H
DRW

DF

Variables entered
consecutively
1. Birth weight
2. Chest depth
1. Birth weight
2. Heart girth
3. Chest width
4. Pinbone distance
1. Birth weight
2. Pelvic inlet height

At
0.71**
0.63**
0.61**
0.52**
0.46**
0.38**
0.88*
0.76**

Fe-n+

Fn-d§

X,1

7.73***

5.70**

94.8<7r

9.05***

8.99***

97.1<7r

o. 12***

0.55N.S.

99.8%

All
1.113
-0.557
0.846
1.136
-0.671
-0.589
0.876
-0.774

tWilks lambda (cumulative), ranging from 1(no discrimination) to 0 (complete discrimination).
iF-statistic for distance easy-normal after inclusion of last significant variable.
Sf-statistic for distance normal-difficult after inclusion of last significant variable.
•"Relative eigenvalue of first discriminant function.
//Normalized coefficients of first discriminant function.
*.**.***P<0.05. P<0.01 and P<0.001. respectively; NS. P>0.05.

and difficult calvings. The latter was most
probably aresultofthesmallnumberofdifficult deliveries in this breed group. The
signsofthecoefficients oftheonly discriminant function of importance indicated a favorable effect on calving ease by an increase in pelvic height and an unfavorable
effect by an increase in birth weight, as
might have been anticipated.
DISCUSSION
The recording of the forces exerted on the
calf during delivery was induced by dissatisfaction about the subjectivity involved in
classifying calving ease. The force curves
are also subject to some variability in human judgement because the delivery procedure cannot be standardized completely.
However, their degree of objectivity is expected tobehigherthan thesubjective classification. Consequently they may serve as
acheckontheclassification procedure. The
characterization of the force curves by their
maximum doesnotimplythatthe maximum
has more significance than other parameters, e.g. total force exerted or time required for delivery. All three parameters
were in fact highly correlated (r = 0.75).
The maximum forces exerted on the calf
during delivery indicate that more subjectivity or chance was associated with classifying easy vs. normalthan normal vs.dif-

ficult deliveries. Thus, equidistant scoring
might not have been justified.
The association between weight and dimensions of newborn calves, and calving
ease, hasbeen demonstrated previously for
the Charolais (Menissier 1975b) and Simmental (Hässig and Schlote 1980) breeds.
Inthe detailed study by Hässig and Schlote
(1980) there was no association between
calf dimensions and ease of calving if birth
weight was controlled. Thus, in that study
birth weight was a good indicator of calf
size, which is in agreement with the high
correlations (r = 0.7-0.9) between birth
weight and most calf dimensions in Dutch
Friesian and Dutch Red and White male
calves (Van der Meij 1973). The importance of birth weight, or calf size, for ease
of calving is underlined by the fact that it
enteredasthefirst variableintothediscriminant functions in every breed group.
In the present study, there was no significant relationship between calving ease and
pelvic inlet dimensions in Holstein and
Dutch Red andWhite heifers. These results
are not in accord with previous observations in Angus, Hereford and Charolais
heifers (RiceandWiltbank 1972;Menissier
1975a,b; Price and Wiltbank 1978). However, an increase inthe height of the pelvic
inlet appeared to favor calving ease of
Dutch Friesian heifers (Table 2). It is in-
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teresting to note that the Dutch Friesians
have been selected for aflat rump.
The suggestion by Philipsson (1976b)
that calving performance is favored by a
'roof-shaped' rump was not confirmed in
thepresent study. However, inanumberof
instances the horizontal and vertical rump
dimensions were difficult tomeasure. Relatively large errors aretobe anticipated in
takingthesemeasurements (Meijering etal.
1978). Such errors could have influenced
the results. Besides, the phenotypic association wasexamined in the present study
whereas Philipsson (1976b) discussed the
genetic relationship.
Previous studies (Rice and Wiltbank
1972;Hansen 1975;Menissier 1975b;Hässig andSchlote 1980)have established that
body weight andexternal body dimensions
of the primiparous damare not closelyrelatedtoeaseofcalving.Inthepresent study
the average body dimensions of Holstein
heifers in different calving performance
categoriesdidnotdiffer significantly (Table
3). Heifers calvingwithdifficulty tendedto
have less body development, however, as
indicatedbyweight,chestdepth,heartgirth
and spiral girth.Inthemultivariate analysis
an increase inchest depth of Holstein heiferscontributed favorably toeaseofcalving.
These results indicate that anumber ofthe
Holstein heifers probably lacked sufficient
body development at calving and should
have been bred atalater age. IntheDutch
Red andWhite group, theresults aresomewhat puzzling. The average body dimensions (Table 3)indicated that larger framed
heifers were more likely tocalve with difficulty. Menissier (1975b) suggested that
the positive relationship between damand
calf size (Bellowsetal. 1971;Laster1974)
might cause an unfavorable ratio between
calf size and pelvic inlet dimensions, particularly in breeds with heavier muscling.
However, in thepresent study the correlation between calf size and heart girth was
only 0.3. and after conditioning for birth
weight inthediscriminant analysisthechest
dimensions still contributed significantly,
whereasthepelvicinletdimensionsdidnot.

As heart girth andchest width appeared in
the discriminant function with opposite
sign, theinfluence ofchest developmenton
calving ease inthis group remains unclear.
Theextent offatcoveringandthedegree
of muscularity hadnoinfluence on calving
ease, which is consistent with results of
other studies (Bellows et al. 1971; Hässig
and Schlote 1980).
The data base of this study is limited in
its volume. Caution is therefore advised
when looking at the results and drawing
conclusions. However, itcanbeconcluded
that size ofcalf is most important forcalving ease within each of the breed groups.
There are some indications which, of the
dam dimensions, may influence calving
ease. However, noneoftheseappearstoexert a strong and consistent influence. It
should benoted that these resultsdonotexclude the existence of significant genetic
relationships between ease of calving and
dam dimensions. For,intheabsence ofenvironmental covariance, the phenotypic
correlation equalstheproductofthegenetic
correlation andthe square root of theheritabilities. TakingA2= 0.1forcalving ease
(Philipsson et al. 1979) andh2 = 0.4fora
dam dimension, the genetic correlation is
expected to be five times as high as the
phenotypic correlation.
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APPENDIX
Brief Outline of the Stepwise Discriminant
Analysis Procedure Applied.
Significant discriminatory variables areselected
by performing thefollowing sequence:
1. A likelihood ratio test (under normality) for
equality over groups of the conditional distribution of each variable already entered intothe
set of discriminatory variables, given all other
variables entered.
2. Elimination ofthe least useful ofthe variables
with not significantly different conditional distributions over groups.
3. A similar likelihood ratio test for each variablenotyetentered, given the variables entered.
4. Inclusion of one significant variable, according toapredetermined criterion.
This sequence is repeated until none of the potentially discriminatory variables meets thesignificance threshold forelimination or inclusion.
Let. forexample. X,toX4bethediscriminatory
variables considered, and let X, and X, be included in previous steps. Now f(X,\X2) and
g(X:|X,) aretested. Ife.g./(X,|X ; ) isnotsignificant,X, isremoved andh(X,\X2)andj(X4|X,) are
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tested. Ifneitherofthese issignificant, thestepwise procedure is terminated andX2 will bethe
only variable inthediscriminant function. However, if, forexample, h(X,\X2) issignificant, X,
is included, or if both h(X,\X2) andj(Xt\X2 are
significant, either X, orX 4 is included, depending on which variable accomodates best tothe
predetermined criterion. In both situations the
stepwise procedure continues. In the present
study the significance threshold for elimination
and inclusion wassetat5%. Thevariable maximizing thelowest valueofthe/-"-statisticforthe
multivariate difference between a pair of group
means (MAXMINF) was selected for inclusion
at each consecutive step. Asummary of the test
statistics can be found in the BMD-manual
(Biomedical Computer Programs 1973).
The last significant variable having been entered, the coefficients of thediscriminant functions arecomputed. Letzi = d,xbethez'thdiscriminant function (inthecase of three groups/'
s£ 2), where dj is the vector of unknown coefficients for the set of significant variables x
scaled by their respective standard deviations.

The coefficient vectors d<are constructed from
the eigenvectors of the matrix BW _ I , the product of the between group (B) and the inverted
within group (W) crossproduct matrices. The
corresponding eigenvalues may give an indication of the relative importance of the discriminant functions in the discrimination. When one
eigenvalue dominates the others, the group
meansarenearly collinear, andthefirst discriminant function may be sufficient for discrimination inpractice. Thecoefficients ofthe standardized variables in the <th function are
proportional with respect totheir contribution in
discrimination.
The equality of multivariate group means at
each step maybetested byWilks' lambda (A =
|W|/|B + W|, with degrees of freedom p, g-J,
n-g) or its associated chi-square-statistic (x2 =
-n InAwith/?(g-7) degrees of freedom), where:
p = number of variables entered
g = number of groups
n = total number of observations
A ranges from 1 (no discrimination) to 0
(maximal discrimination).
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ABSTRACT
Meijering, A. and Postma, A., 1985. Responses to sire selection for dystocia. Livest
Prod. Sei., 1 3 : 2 5 1 - 2 6 6 .
The hypothesis that low-risk bulls for dystocia sire small calves, which develop into
small heifers and which calve with more difficulty was tested in a two-way sire-selection
trial with Holstein (HF), Dutch Red and White (DRW) and Dutch Friesian (DF) cattle in
pure breeding. Low-risk (L) and high-risk (H) bulls were selected from sire summaries
to sire F t calves. Birth traits (ease of birth, gestation length, weight and dimensions) of
Fi calves, and body development of Fi females, were monitored. Within sire groups, Fj
females were in turn bred to low-risk (L*) and high-risk (H*) sires. Birth traits of F 2
calves were recorded. Quantitative and categorical traits were analysed by ordinary leastsquares and generalized linear model procedures, respectively.
Differences between sire groups for ease of birth and gestation length of Fj calves were
significant ( P < 0.10) in the DRW breed only; for calf weight and dimensions, there was
no such breed-by-sire group interaction. Fi females sired by L and H bulls showed only
minor differences in body development during rearing and after first calving. Effects of
both maternal grandsire group (L against H) and sire group (L* against H*) were
significant for birth traits of F 2 calves, and additive. Maternal grandsire group effect on
ease of birth was not significant in the DF breed, however. In the DRW breed, the
equality of signs of sire group contrast in Fj and maternal grandsire group contrast in F 2
calves supports the conclusion from studies on field data that direct and maternal grandsire genetic merits for ease of birth are correlated positively. This conclusion was neither
supported nor contradicted by the results from the Black and White breeds. The results
indicate that the hypothesis stated above has to be rejected, and it is conjectured that the
maternal grandsire effect on ease of birth is dominated by direct inheritance of calf size.
INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce the incidence of dystocia, most of the current sireevaluation schemes include some programme to identify low-risk bulls for
heifer matings (Philipsson et al., 1979). Aconsistent useof such bulls yields
a rapid short-term reduction in problems at first calving (Bar Anan, 1979;
Philipsson, 1979). In The Netherlands however, herdsmen are often reluctant
to use the low-risk bulls available. A common hypothesis is that these bulls
sire small calves resulting in small heifers that run an increased risk of
dystocia. In view of the size and sign of the genetic correlation between
dystocia and birth weight (rg = 0.9;Meijering, 1984), the probability of low-
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risk bulls siringsmallcalves isindeed high. The second part of the hypothesis
was examined by Thompson and Rege (1984) but has not yet been proved.
It is probably rather an incorrect interpretation of the negative correlation
between direct and maternal genetic components (—0.63< r D M <—0.16;
Philipsson, 1976; Gaillard, 1980; Thompson et al., 1981; Dwyer and
Schaeffer, 1984). In predicting the genetic merit for daughters' calvingease
of bulls with "known" direct genetic merit, it isnot thiscorrelation, but the
regression of maternal grandsire merit on direct genetic merit that is relevant.
In terms of direct (CTD) and maternal (<7M) components of variance and
direct-maternal genetic covariance (a DM ), following Koch (1972) and
Willham (1972), the regression coefficient equals bmgsfi = (i a}) + i o D M ) /
"i CTD = 4 + '"DM ("M/^D)- The expected response in daughter dystocia is
obviously then only antagonistic to the expected direct response if
r
DM < — °DI2°M- Estimates for aD/aM from the data given by Thompson
et al. (1981) (rDM = -0.38) and Dwyer and Schaeffer (1984) (rDM = -0.27)
are 1.11 and 0.97, respectively. In both cases rDM > — aD/2aM and 0 <
&mgs,s< 0.25. These studies indicate that the regression of maternal grandsire merit on direct genetic merit may be positive, though close to zero.
We examined the hypothesis that low-risk bulls sire small calves which
develop into small heifers and which have more difficulty at calving, in a
two-way sire-selection trial.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and design
The trial was conducted at the "Gen" Experimental Station at Lelystad
from 1978 until 1983. The dairy herd, consisting of about 250 pure-bred
(lactating) Holstein (HF), Dutch Red and White (DRW) and Dutch Friesian
(DF) cows, had been involved in a breed-evaluation study since 1972
(Oldenbroek, 1974). Pure breeding was maintained throughout the trial.
Details on herd management are given elsewhere (Meijering and Postma,
1984).
A schematic representation of the trial is given in Fig. 1. Maiden heifers
in 1978 and 1979, and lactating cows from 1978 till 1980 were assigned
randomly to proven bulls presenting either alow (L sires) or ahigh (H sires)
risk of dystocia according to Dutch and United States sire summaries. A
total of 33 L sires (14 HF, 10 DRW, 9 DF) and 32 Hsires (11HF,9 DRW,
12 DF) were used over these years. Calving was supervised and assisted as
necessary. Calving was scored as 'easy' (no or minor assistance), 'normal'
(easy pull) or 'difficult' (hard pull or Caesarean). Additional birth traits
recorded were birthweight, gestation length and calf sizes (live calves only).
After omitting incomplete records, twin births, abnormal presentations and
gestation periods outside the range of 261—290 days, data from 682 calves
of the Ft generation wereavailable for analysis.
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Note: Holsteins, Dutch Red and Whites and Dutch Friesians in pure breeding.

Fig. 1. Design of the trial.

As many female Ft calves as possible were kept in the herd. They were
reared with free access to roughage and mated at 14—15 months of age.
During rearing, body weights and sizes were established at three-monthly
intervals. At mating the Fj females within each sire line (L or H) were
randomly assigned to low-risk (L* sires) or high-risk (H* sires) bulls.A total
of 23 L* sires (6 HF, 9 DRW, 8 DF) and 25 H* sires (8 HF,9 DRW,9 DF)
were used to sirethe F 2 generation. Some of these had also been used to sire
the Fj generation. Traits recorded at birth of F 2 calves were ease of birth
(scored as outlined), birthweight and gestation length. Dams were weighed
and measured 10 days after calving. After omitting exceptional data, records
from 192 F 2 calves were available for analysis.
A complete list of body sizes established on newborn calves and females
after first calving is given elsewhere (Meijering and Postma, 1984). Results
presented here are on height at withers, depth of chest and width at hips
only, asthese dimensions were considered representative for the others.
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Statistical procedures
Quantitative traits (gestation length, weights, sizes) were analysed by the
ordinary least-squares method (Harvey, 1977). Data on ease of calving were
analysed by generalized linear model procedures for ordered categorical
variâtes (Bock, 1975; McCullagh, 1980), using a logistic distribution
function. After rearranging the data into contingency tables of order px 3,
where the p rows represent specific factor combinations and the three
columns are the categories of response, the probability of response in the
fcth category and the;'th row wasassumed to be
Pjk = F{tH - My) - F{tk _, - My),
where My = location parameter for row /, composed of general mean, main
effects and interactions,
tk = fixed threshold, with 10 = — °°< ti = 0< t2 < £3= °°,
F = logisticcumulativedistribution function withmean 0and variance
7T 2 /3.

This type of model is commonly referred to as a threshold model, where
an underlying unobservable continuous liability variate is assumed to respond in the observable scale by a set of fixed thresholds (e.g. Falconer,
1983). Parameters (including t2 ) were estimated by means of the maximum
likelihood procedure under sum to zero restrictions. The likelihood was
maximized with an iterative algorithm programmed in GENSTAT
(GENSTAT, 1977). Estimates for (asymptotic) (co)variances of the
estimators were obtained from Fisher's information matrix. Only reduced
models were fitted and compared hierarchically by means of the likelihood
ratio test. The goodness of fit of the models with respect to the saturated
product-multinomial model was examined by Pearson's chi-square statistic.
In a conceptual and an operational sense the procedure is closely related to
the method of breedingvalue estimation for categorical variâtes,asproposed
by Gianola and Foulley (1983) and Harville and Mee (1984).
Models
Factors examined with respect to their influence on birth traits of Fj
calves were breed, sire group, sex of calf, season of birth (calendar trimester) and parity of dam (first, second, > third). Final models selected
were:
gestation length: y^kimn =M +&/ +«ƒ +gk +*Z +Pm +{bg)jk +
birthweight: ymmn
calf sizes: yUkmn

= p + b, +s;-+ gk + p m + (fts)„ + e&femn
= p + b( +Sj+ gk +p m + eUkmn

ease of birth: ßyhm = p + bt +Sj+gk + p m + (bg)ik ;
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wherey„fe;mn = ijklmnth observation
ßiikm = location parameter for the subpopulation defined by
breed », sex;', sire group k and parity m;
p = overall mean;
bt = effect of breed i (i = 1, 2, 3;1 = HF, 2 = DRW, 3 = DF);
Sj = effect of sexj {j— 1, 2;1 = male, 2 = female);
gk — effect of sire groupft(k = 1, 2;1 = L, 2 = H);
ti — effect of season I(I= 1, .. .,4; 1 = Jan.—Mar. ,... ,4=
Oct.—Dec.);
pm = effect of parity m (m = 1, 2, 3;3 = > 3rd);
e«*!,™ = residual.
Weights and sizes of F t females during rearing and after first calving were
analysed by ageclassc(c = 3,6, 9,12, 15 or 25 months) by the model:
ylkmno = M+ bt+gk

+ pm

+ b(X%mno — Xe) + efkmno

wherey^mno = ikmnoth observation for ageclass c;
M,bi,gk ,pm ,eikmno are as defined;
ysn
= effect of the combination year-season of birth n (n =1, .. ., 9;
1 = Oct.-Dec.'78
9 = Jul-Sep.'81);
b
= regression coefficient;
x
°ikmno = aSe o f ikmnoth animal in agegroup c (days);
xc
= average agein agegroup c.
Factors examined for their influence on birth traits of F 2 calves were
breed, sex of calf, maternal grandsire group, sire group and season of birth.
Final models selected were:
gestation length:ymm
= ß + bt +s;+ mggk +sg{ + emm
birthweight: ymm

= p + bt+Sj + mggk +sgt+ (bs)^ + eUMm,

ease of birth: ju«fe; = M + bt +Sj +mggk +sg, + {b.mgg)ik + (s.sg);!,
where: yUklm ,ju,bf, s;-, emm are as defined;
M**;— location parameter for subpopulation defined by breed i,
sex j , maternal grandsire group k and sire group I;
mggk —maternal grandsire group k (ft = 1, 2;1 = L, 2 = H);
agi = sire group / (/ = 1, 2;1 = L*. 2 = H*).
All factors and two-factor interactions not included were not significant
(P>0.10). Note that the effects of sire and maternal grandsire groups on
ease of birth were estimated in the logistic liability scale. Consequently,
additive effects of gene substitutions were assumed to take place in the
liability scale rather than in the observable scale. An assumption made
implicitly in the fixed model approach is that, as a consequence of truncation selection, variances between siresand maternal grandsires within groups
are negligibly small compared to the variances within sires.In the analysis of
F! records, error covariances due to repeated records (three records at most
per cow in the base population) were neglected.
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TABLE I
Parameter estimates (± SE) for significant (P< 0.10) factors in the final models for birth
Source

Na

Ease of birth
(SD units) b

Gestation
length (d)

ß

682

0.67 ± 0.07
0
3.25 ±0.13
0.04 ± 0.09
0.13 ± 0.09
- 0 . 1 7 ±0.08
0.34 ± 0.06
- 0 . 3 4 ± 0.06
- 0 . 2 3 ± 0.06
0.23 + 0.06

279.97 ± 0.24

*i

h
HF
DRW
DF

207
228
247
336
346
358
324
186
274
64
158
158
174
350
98
109
111
117
127
120
110
97
119
109
120
118

66
99
L-sires
H-sires
Season 1
2
3
4
Parity 1
2
>3
HF 66

99
DRW 66

99
DF

66

99
HF

L
H
DRWL
H
DF L
H
Parity X
1
2
>3
1
2
>3
1
2
>3
1
2
>3

Season
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

1.00 ±0.10
- 0 . 3 8 ± 0.09
- 0 . 6 2 ±0.08

3.59 ± 0.25
- 1 . 1 7 ±0.24
- 2 . 4 2 ± 0.24
1.08 + 0.17
- 1 . 0 8 ±0.17
- 0 . 5 9 ±0.17
0.59 ±0.17
—0.81 ± 0.34
0.33 ± 0.31
0.45 ± 0.59
0.04 ± 0.36
- 0 . 6 9 ±0.39
0.26 ± 0.34
0.42 + 0.28

0.21 ± 0.09
- 0 . 2 1 ± 0.09
- 0 . 3 4 ± 0.09
0.34 ± 0.09
0.13 ±0.08
- 0 . 1 3 ± 0.08

0.32 ± 0.25
- 0 . 3 2 ±0.25
- 0 . 6 4 ± 0.24
0.64 ± 0.24
0.33 ± 0.23
—0.33 ± 0.23

c

38
58
90
72
72
130
6
11
47
42
33
83

Number of observations (approximate for dimensions).
SD = 7T/V3c
Not in final model.

b

- 1 . 2 6 ±0.54
0.73 ± 0.48
0.53 ± 0.42
- 0 . 5 5 ± 0.48
0.90 ± 0.45
- 0 . 3 5 ± 0.37
2.81 ± 0.99
- 1 . 6 2 ± 0.84
- 1 . 1 9 ± 0.67
—1.00 ± 0.54
- 0 . 0 0 ± 0.53
1.01 ± 0.43
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traits of Fi calves
Birth
weight (kg)

Wither height
(cm)

Chest depth
(cm)

Hip width
(cm)

40.33 ±0.18

73.34 ±0.11

27.44 ± 0.07

16.63 ± 0.05

4.04 ± 0.24
- 0 . 7 5 + 0.24
- 3 . 2 9 ± 0.24
1.54 + 0.17
- 1 . 5 4 + 0.17
- 1 . 3 4 ±0.17
1.34 ± 0.17

3.67 ±0.15
- 2 . 4 2 ±0.15
- 1 . 2 4 ±0.14
0.56 ± 0.10
- 0 . 5 6 ± 0.10
- 0 . 4 8 ±0.10
0.48 ± 0.10

1.43 ±0.10
- 0 . 7 1 ±0.10
- 0 . 7 2 ±0.09
0.21 ± 0.07
- 0 . 3 2 ±0.07
- 0 . 2 8 ± 0.07
0.28 ± 0.07

0.25 ± 0.06
0.08 ± 0.06
—0.33 ± 0.06
0.19 ± 0.04
- 0 . 1 9 ± 0.04
- 0 . 1 8 ±0.04
0.18 ± 0.04

-3.09 ±0.27
0.74 ±0.26
2.35 ± 0.22
0.50 ± 0.24
-0.50 ± 0.24
-0.64 ± 0.24
0.64 ± 0.24
0.15 ± 0.23
-0.15 ±0.23

- 0 . 1 0 ±0.17
0.16 ±0.16
0.95 ± 0.14

- 0 . 9 0 ± 0.11
0.26 ± 0.10
0.64 ± 0.09

- 0 . 5 0 ± 0.07
0.15 ± 0.07
0.34 ± 0.06
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RESULTS

Birth traitsof Fx calves
Estimates for the parameters corresponding with the significant (P< 0.10)
factors in the final models are presented in Table I. The factor of main
interest is sire group, asit indicates the significance of (correlated) responses
to sire selection by direct genetic merit. For ease of birth, sire group
interacted significantly with breed, indicating variation among breeds in
selection responses. Contrasts between sire groups (L minus H) were
estimated as - 0 . 0 4 ±0.22 (P = 0.87), - 1 . 1 5 ±0.21 (P = 0.00) and
—0.21±0.20 (P =0.29) units in the underlying (logistic) scale for the HF,
DRW and DF breeds, respectively. So only in the DRW breed did sire
selection yield a significant difference in responses. In Table II, the
corresponding relative frequency estimates for the three categories of
response are given at the level of first parity dams, averaging over sexes.The
variation in observed responses among breeds is probably due to differences
in realized selection intensities, because selection of sires often had to be
based on rather scanty information because of deficient birth-recording
programmes up to and during the initial years of the trial. Additional factors
of significant influence on ease of birth were sex of calf and parity of dam,
but not season of birth. The parameter estimates show the well-known
tendency towards a greater difficulty in male calves and in first parity cows.
In the underlying scale, sire group did not interact ( P > 0.10) with either of
these factors, nor did they interact significantly with one another.
For gestation length, sire-group-by-breed interaction was significant as
well. Contrasts between sire groups (L minus H) were —0.54 ± 0.60
(P = 0.37), - 2 . 4 6 +0.58 (P= 0.00) and - 0 . 5 2 ±0.55 (P = 0.34) days for
the HF, DRW and DF breeds,respectively. Additional factors of significance
were sex of calf (a difference of 2.16 ±0.34 days between males and
females) and parity-by-season interaction. The latter interaction seems to
have been caused by rather erroneous results in the third trimester, due to
small numbers of observations.
TABLE II
Estimated frequencies for ease
the first-parity level, averaging*

of birth categories in Fi calves by breed and
over sexes

L sires

HF
DRW
DF
a

sire group at

H sires

Easy

Normal

Difficult

Easy

Normal

Difficult

16.1
23.2
20.3

66.0
64.6
65.6

17.9
12.2
14.1

15.6
8.9
17.3

65.9
61.3
66.1

18.5
29.8
16.6

Probabilities for each sex were computed separately and averaged in the original scale.
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For birthweight, sire group did not interact significantly (P> 0.10) with
the other factors examined. The contrast between sire groups was
—2.68±0.34 kg. In addition, sex of calf and breed-by-sex interaction were
significant sources of variation. Birthweight increased significantly with
parity of dam. Differences between sexes were larger in the HF and DF
breeds (4.08 ± 0.60 and 3.38 ± 0.56 kg, respectively) than in DRW (1.80+
0.58 kg). Except for absence of significance of breed-by-sex interaction
and breed-specific differences in single measurements, parameter estimates
for calf size corresponded wellwith those observed for birthweight.
Body development of F\ females
The significance of the various factors in the final model for weight and
(selected) measurements of Fx females at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 25 months of
age is indicated in Table III. Though significant at birth, siregroup wasnot a
factor of importance ( P > 0.10) for any of the traits considered between 3
TABLE III
Significance (P-values) of factors in
3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 25 months
Source

Breed
Sire group
Parity of dam
Year—season of birth
Regression8

the model for weights

and sizes of Fi females at ages
6 months

3 months
BWb

WH

CD

HW

BW

0.00
0.43
0.00
0.00
0.12

0.00
0.33
0.01
0.00
0.24

0.00
0.90
0.00
0.00
0.20

0.12
0.50
0.04
0.00
0.46

9 months

WH

CD

HW

0.00
0.10
0.08
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.57
0.05
0.00
0.00
12 months

0.00
0.23
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.87
0.28
0.06
0.00
0.00

Breed
Sire group
Parity of dam
Year—season of birth
Regression3

0.01
0.82
0.09
0.00
0.00

0.00
1.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
15 months

0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.14
0.62
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00 0.00
0.45 0.73
0.04 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
25 months

0.00
0.83
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.45
0.00
0.00
0.00

Breed
Sire group
Parity of dam
Year—season of birth
Regression8

0.00
0.03
0.66
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.36
0.55
0.00
0.00

0.02
0.59
0.09
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.02
0.41
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.26
0.51
0.28
0.00

0.00
0.56
0.54
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.52
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.10
0.53
0.23
0.00

*On age within age group.
b
BW = bodyweight; WH = height at withers; CD = depth of chest; HW = width at hips.
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and 12 months of age.At 15 and 25 months of age body weight, but none of
the size measurements, differed significantly between sire groups. The
contrast between sire groups (L minus H) for weight was maximum at
25 months (10 days after calving): -10.8 ± 4.7 kg. Relative to the overall
mean, this amounted to only 2.3%.Contrasts for all four traits from birth
up to an averageageof 25 months are shown in Fig. 2. Upto 12—15 months
of age parity of dam was a factor of significance (P< 0.10) for body weight
and dimensions: progeny of first parity dams were markedly smaller during
the first year of the rearing period.

0

3

6

9

12

15

25

Fig. 2. Body weights and sizes of F t females (means + least squares constants) by age and
sire group.

Birth traitsof F2calves
Table IV summarizes the parameter estimates for the factors with
significant (P<0.10) effect on ease of birth, gestation length and birthweight of F 2 calves. The factor of main interest here is the maternal grandsire group (mgs group)..The contrasts between mgs groups reflect the
responses due to maternal grandsire merit obtained indirectly through
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TABLE IV
Parameter estimates (± SE) for factors with significant (P< 0.10) effect on birth traits of
F2 calves
Source

Number of
observations

Ease of birth
(SD units)

Gestation length
(d)

P

197

0.98 ± 0.14
0
2.96 ±0.22
—0.14 ±0.17
0.19 ±0.17
- 0 . 0 4 ± 0.16
- 0 . 3 4 ±0.12
0.34 ±0.12
—0.34 ±0.12
0.34 ±0.12
0.63 ±0.13
- 0 . 6 3 ± 0.13
- 0 . 4 6 ± 0.17
0.46 ±0.17
- 0 . 0 1 ± 0.17
0.01 ± 0.17
0.47 ± 0.17
- 0 . 4 7 ± 0.17

279.27 ± 0.32

38.00 ± 0.33

2.89 ± 0.45
- 0 . 9 1 ± 0.46
—1.99 ± 0.44
—0.79 ± 0.33
0.79 ± 0.33
- 0 . 8 5 ± 0.33
0.85 ± 0.33
0.70 ±0.33
- 0 . 7 0 ±0.33

2.83 ± 0.46
- 0 . 2 6 ±0.47
- 2 . 5 7 ±0.45
- 0 . 9 2 ±0.34
0.92 ± 0.34
- 0 . 6 8 ± 0.34
0.68 ± 0.34
1.39 ±0.33
- 1 . 3 9 ±0.33

*2

HF
DRW
DF
L mgs a
H mgs
L* sires
H* sires

66
99
HF

L
H
DRWL
H
DF L
H
HF 66

99
DRW 66

99
DF

66

L*

66

99
99
H*

66

99

65
61
71
106
91
102
95
102
95
38
27
35
26
33
38
35
30
29
32
38
33
54
48
48
47

Birthweight
(kg)

b

1.19 ±0.47
- 1 . 1 9 ±0.47
- 0 . 0 1 ± 0.47
0.01 ± 0.47
- 0 . 1 8 ± 0.46
0.18 ± 0.46
- 0 . 3 2 ±0.12
0.32 ±0.12
0.32 ±0.12
- 0 . 3 2 ±0.12

'mgs = maternal grandsire group.
b
Not in final model (P> 0.10).

selection of sires by direct genetic merit for calving ease. For instance in a
genetic model comprising a direct genetic component only, these contrasts
are expected to be half of those observed for Fj calves. For ease of birth,
mgs group interacted significantly with breed. Contrast estimates (L minus
H) were - 1 . 5 9 ±0.43 (P= 0.00), - 0 . 7 0 ±0.43 (P= 0.10) and 0.25 ± 0.39
(P= 0.51) units in the underlying scale for the HF, DRW and DF breeds,
respectively. Except for DF, the direction of the contrasts between mgs
groups corresponded to those observed for sire groups in Ft calves.
Comparison of sizesand significances of sire-group contrasts for ease of birth
in Fx calves and mgs-group contrasts in F 2 calves shows, however, that the
HF breed, not the DF, was out of line. This is also obvious from the
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estimated frequencies in Tables II and V. In F 2 calves, sire group (L*, H*)
did not interact with breed, so that selection of bullsto serve the F! females
seemed to have been equally successful in each breed. Sire group did not
interact significantly with mgs group either, so that direct genetic merit of
one group of sires and maternal grandsire merit of a second group seem to
behave additively. In contrast to Fi calves, sire group showed a significant
interaction with sex of calf, the contrast between males and females being
much larger (1.90 ±0.34 units;P = 0.00) in calves sired by H* bulls than in
those sired by L* bulls (0.61 ±0.35 units;P = 0.08).
For gestation length of F 2 calves, the factors breed, mgsgroup,sire group
and sex, but none of their interactions, were significant (P<0.10). The
contrast between mgsgroups (L minus H) was—1.58 ±0.66 days (P= 0.02).
Note that in Fj calves the contrast between sire groups for gestation length
was breed-dependent. Second-generation progeny of L sires also had
significantly lower birthweights (—1.84 ±0.68kg; P = 0 . 0 1 ) . Both for
gestation length and birthweight, the direction of the contrast between mgs
groups conformed with the one observed for siregroups in Fj calves.
TABLE V
Estimated frequencies for ease of birth categories
grandsire group (at the first-parity level), averaging*
L mgs

HF
DRW
DF

in F2 calves by breed and maternal
over sire groups and sexes
H mgs

Easy

Normal

Difficult

Easy

Normal

Difficult

49.6
33.0
28.1

43.6
54.0
56.0

6.8
13.1
15.9

18.7
20.4
33.1

57.5
57.6
53.9

23.8
22.0
13.0

Probabilities for each sex by sire group subclass were computed separately and averaged
in the original scale,
mgs = maternal grandsires.

DISCUSSION

Selection experiments with cattle are prone to be hampered by the long
generation interval and physical contraints. In general, these limitations lead
to trials with few generations, without replicates and with small numbers of
animals per line. The present study, though not a selection trial in the real
sense, suffered from the same limitations. Particularly the number of
complete birth records from F 2 calves was less than desirable, a situation
aggravated by the interaction between breed and group of sire of Fi calves
for ease of birth and gestation length. As selection intensities were not
exactly known, first-generation responses had to serve asacontrol for those
observed in the second generation. Since first-generation responses for the
trait of main interest, i.e. ease of birth, were basically absent in the Black
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and White breeds, the size of the data set to test the main hypothesis was
virtually reduced to the DRW subset. In DRW, in terms of units of the
(logistic) liability scale, sire selection yielded a contrast (L minus H) of
—1.15 ±0.21 between Fi progeny of low-risk and high-risk sires, irrespective
of parity. The corresponding difference in estimated frequencies of difficult
births at the first-parity level was —17.6%. In the second generation, a
contrast of —0.70 ±0.43 was observed between these (now maternal grandsire) groups, corresponding with —8.9%difficult births. The identity of sign
of these figures suggests a positive relationship between direct and maternal
grandsire merits for ease of birth. This observation is supported by the
mostly positive correlation estimates in field data (r = 0.25; Pollak and
Freeman, 1976; Gaillard, 1980; Dwyer and Schaeffer, 1984), in spite of the
negative estimates for the correlation between direct and (pure) maternal
effects. Obviously, the regression of maternal grandsire merit on direct
genetic merit is positive, and, returning to the expression for the regression
coefficient given in the introduction, rDM > —a D /2o M . The size of the
contrast between mgs groups is,however, somewhat larger than expected on
the ground of the parameter estimates given by Thompson et al. (1981) and
Dwyer and Schaeffer (1984). The insignificant contrasts between L and H
sires of DF origin in both the first and the second generation, and the
erroneous results in this respect for the HF group, neither support nor
contradict the conclusion from the DRW data and from the mentioned
literature.
The results from this study, supported by correlation estimates in field
data, lead to the conclusion that the hypothesis that low-risk bulls sire small
calves, which develop into small heifers and which in turn calve with more
difficulty, has to berejected asa whole. Low-risk bulls did sire smaller calves
born after shorter gestations than high-risk bulls (Tables I and IV).
Differences in body development between the two progeny groups were
consistent but minor, however, at every stage of the rearingperiod and after
first calving (Fig. 2). Since the relationships between calving ease and dam
size were generally found to be very weak (Hässig, 1979; Meijering and
Postma, 1984), it is unlikely that the differences in ease of birth between
F2 progeny of low-risk and high-risk sireswere to any major extent due to a
difference in averageheifer size.
The contrasts observed for birthweight between the L and H sire and
maternal grandsire groups in the first and second generation, respectively,
suggest a rather strong positive correlation between direct and maternal
grandsire merits for calf size. This observation is supported by an estimate
reported by Gaillard (1980): r s m g s = 0.78. Since maternal grandsire merits
for birthweight and ease of birth show a moderate positive correlation
(rg « 0.65) and (pure) maternal heritability of birthweight is extremely low
(h2 * 0.02; Philipsson, 1976; Gaillard, 1980), one might conjecture that the
maternal grandsire effect on ease of birth is dominated by direct
inheritance of cattle size, where calf size at birth isone principal component.
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A more likely alternative hypothesis would then be: low-risk bulls siresmall
calves, which may develop into somewhat smaller heifers, but these are not
likely in turn to calve with more difficulty, since low-risk bulls give small
second-generation progeny. If this hypothesis is true, a predominant use of
low-risk bulls over all parities may, in the long run, lead to a population
showing less body development. If used on maiden heifers only, such an
effect is unlikely.
CONCLUSION

The hypothesis that second-generation progeny of bulls with low risk for
dystocia are born with greater difficulty than those of high-risk bulls,
because low-risk bulls sire smaller daughters, is not supported by the results
of the present study. There is more evidence that, except for size of
daughters, the reverse is true. The favourable impact by the pathway direct
genetic merit for small calf size -»• maternal grandsire merit for small calf
size ->• maternalgrandsiremerit for lessdifficulty at birth seemsto outweigh
any unfavourable effect by the pathway direct genetic merit for smallcalf
size -»•direct genetic merit for smallheifer size -*• negativematernal effect on
easeof birth. So,from theviewpoint of calving ease of female progeny, there
seems to be no ground for reluctance to the use of low-risk bulls for mating
heifers.
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RESUME
Meijering, A. et Postma, A., 1985. Réponses a la sélection des taureaux sur les difficultés de naissance. Livest. Prod. Sei., 13: 251—266 (en anglais).
L'hypothèse selon laquelle "Les taureaux à faible risque de dystocie engendrent des
veaux petits qui deviennent des génisses petites vêlant plus difficilement" a été testée
dans un essai de sélection divergente des taureaux avec des bovins Holstein (HF), Pierouge néerlandais (DRW) et Frisons (DF) élevés en race pure. Apartir du catalogue d'index, on a choisi des taureaux à faible (L), et à fort (H) risque pour produire les veaux
F , . On a enregistré les caractéristiques de naissance (facilité de naissance, durée de gestation, poids et mensurations) des veaux F, et le développement corporel des femelles F , .
A l'intérieur de chaque groupe de descendants paternels, les génisses ont été à leur tour
accouplées avec des taureaux à faible (L*) ou à haut (H*) risque. Les caractéristiques
de naissance des veaux F , ont été enregistrées. On a analysé les variables quantitatives
et discrètes respectivement par un modèle habituel des moindre-carrés et par un modèle
linéaire généralisé.
Les différences entre descendances pour les facilités de naissance et la durée de gestation des veaux F, n'ont été significatives (p < 0,10) que pour la race DRW;pour le poids
et les mensurations à la naissance, il n'y a pas eu de telles interactions race x descendance.
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Les femelles issues des taureaux L et H n'ont montré que des différences mineures entre
elles pour le développement corporel au cours de la croissance et aprèsle premier vêlage.
Les influences desgrands-pères maternels (L par rapport à H) et despères (L* par rapport
à H*) sur les caractéristiques de naissance des veaux F, ont été significatives et additives.
Cependant l'effet du grand-père maternel sur les facilités de naissance n'a pas été significatif dans la race DF. Dans la race DRW, l'égalité des signes des comparaisons (combinaisons linéaires) entre groupes de pères des veaux F, et de celles entre groupes de
grands-pères maternels des veaux F, confirme la conclusion des études de terrain selon
laquelle la valeur génétique directe et la valeur génétique du grand-père pour la facilité
de naissance sont corrélées positivement. Cette conclusion n'est ni confirmée ni infirmée
par les résultats en race pie noire (HF et DF). En conclusion, l'hypothèse présentée au
début doit être rejetée et on peut supposer que l'influence du grand-père sur les facilités
de naissance est dominée par l'hérédité directe de la taille du veau.

KURZFASSUNG
Meijering, A. und Postma, A., 1985. Erfolge der Bullenselektion auf Schwergeburten.
Livest. Prod.Sei, 13: 251—266 (auf englisch).
In einem zweiseitigen Reinzucht-Selektionsversuch mit Holstein Friesian (HF), Niederländischen Rotbunten (DRW) sowie Niederländischen Schwarzbunten (DF) wurde die
Hypothese getestet, dass Bullen, die mit einem geringen Risiko Schwergeburten vererben,
kleine Kälber zeugen die sich dann zu kleinen Färsen entwicklen, und nachher grössere
Schwierigkeiten beim Abkalben haben. Die Auswahl der Bullen mit geringem (L) oder
hohem (H) Risiko der Schwergeburtenvererbung erfolgte anhand der Vererbungsdaten.
Die Geburtsmerkmale (Leichtkalbigkeit, Trächtigkeitsdauer, Gewicht und Körpermasze)
der F, Kälber aus die Versuchsbaarungen aufgezeichnet ebenso wie die körperliche Entwicklung der weiblichen F, Tiere. Innerhalb der Väter-Gruppen wurden die weiblichen
F, Tiere der Reihe nach sowohl an Bullen mit geringem (L*) als auch hohem (H*)
Risiko der Schwergeburtenvererbung angepaart. Auch für die F 2 Kälber wurden die
Geburtsmerkmale dokumentiert. Die quantitativen und kategorischen Merkmale wurden
mit normalen Least-Squares Programm bzw. mit einem generalisierten linearen Modell
berechnet.
Nur für die DRW Rasse waren die Unterschiede zwischen den Väter-Gruppen für die
Merkmale Leichtkalbigkeit und Trächtigkeitsdauer der F, Kälber signifikant (P < 0.10);
für das Gewicht des Kalbes und seine Körpermasze gab es jedoch keine derartige Interaktion zwischen Rasse und Väter-Gruppe Weibliche F, Tiere, die von L und H Bullen
abstammten, zeigten nur geringe Unterschiede in der körperlichen Entwicklung während
der Aufzucht und nach dem ersten Kalben. Der Einfluss sowohl der mütterlichen Grossväter-Gruppe (L im Vergleich zu H) als auch der Väter-Gruppe (L* im Vergleich zu H*)
war für die Geburtsmerkmale der F, Kälber zignifikant sowie additiv. Für die DF Rasse
konnte jedoch kein signifikanter Einfluss der mütterlichen Grossväter-Gruppe auf das
Merkmal Leichtkalbigkeit festgestellt werden. Die Gleichheit der Vorzeigen in der DRW
Rasse für die Differenz der Väter-Gruppen bei den F, - und der mütterlichen GrossväterGruppen bei den F 2 -Kälbern bestätigt das aus Felddaten stammende Ergebnis, dass der
direkte und der durch den mütterlichen Grossvater bedingte genetische Fortschritt im
Merkmal Leichtkalbigkeit positiv korreliert sind. Diese Schlussfolgerung wurde durch
die Ergebnisse der Schwarzbunten Rassen weder bestätigt noch widerlegt. Aufgrund der
Ergebnisse scheint es angezeigt, die oben aufgestellte Hypothese zu verwerfen und es
wird vermutet, dass der Einfluss des mütterlichen Grossvaters auf das Merkmal Leichtkalbigkeit durch die direkte Vererbung der Grösse des Kalbes Überlagert wird.
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Revenues fromsireselection forcalving traits
inDutchdairycattle

A.Meijering
ResearchInstituteforAnimalProduction,"Schoonoord",
P.O.Box501,3700AM Zeist,TheNetherlands
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Abstract

Themonetary returns from threebreeding-bull-selection schemes for
calvingtraitswere estimated,viz.identification oflow-risk bulls
forheifermatingsamongselected breeding bulls,selectionof breeding
bullsondirectgeneticmeritand selectionofbreedingbullsonmaternalgrandsiremerit.Bullswereassumed tobeprimarily selected for
dairy traits.Calvingtraitsand dairy traitswereassumed tobegenetically independent.Selection forcalvingtraitswasonindiceswith
breedingvalueestimates forcalvingeasescore,birthweightand
gestation lengthasindextraitsand dystocia liability,birthweight
andgestation lengthastraitsinthebreedingobjective.Marginal
returns from traitsinthebreedingobjectivewerediscounted by factorscomputed by thegene-flowmethod. Correlated responses inmaternal
grandsire effectswhenselecting fordirectgenetic effects,and vice
versa,wereincluded inthesefactorsby regressingunitsofgenetic
superiority.Genetic superiority fordystocia liability wasassumed
tobeexpressed inheifersonly,while superiority forbirthweight
and gestation lengthwassupposed tobeexpressed inheifersand cows.
Returnswereestimated forseveral calfpricelevelsand initial
incidencesofdystocia.

Identification oflow-risk bullsamongselected breedingbullsproved
toincrease thereturns fromabreedingprogramme indairy cattle.The
reduction inincidenceofdystocia inheifersand theassociated returns
werehigherastheinitial incidenceor thecalfpricewerehigher.
Breedingvalue estimates forbirthweightand gestation lengthdidnot
contribute significantly totheaccuracyoflow-risk bull identification
inaddition totheestimate forcalvingeasescorewhen thelatterwas
based on200progeny persire.Selectionbyindices fordirectgenetic
effectsaswell asmaternalgrandsire effectsreduced theincidence of
dystociaonlywhen calfpricewasvery low (uptoaboutDfl5.00 perkg).
Inthenormal calfpricerangeintheNetherlands (Dfl7.50 -Dfl 15.00
perkg)however,eithertypeofselection should beforanincreasein
birthweightinspiteofacorresponding riseinincidenceofdystocia.
Becauseofthereductionoftheintensity ofselection fordairytraits,
theeffectofadditional selection forbirthweighton thetotal returns
from thebreedingplaniseithernegativeoronlymarginally positive
however.

Introduction
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Accordingtotheconceptofgeneticpathways involved (MEIJERING,
1984), siresmaybeevaluated,and subsequently selected,fordirect
geneticaswellasmaternalgrandsiremeritsforcalvingtraits (dystocia, stillbirth,birthweight,gestation length).Asire'sdirectgeneticmeritisexpressed inhisprogenywhentheyareborn (=mate
effect), whilethematernalgrandsiremeritisobservedintheprogeny
ofhisdaughters.Intermsofdirectandmaternalgenetic components
(KOCH, 1972;WILLHAM, 1972),directgeneticmeritreferstothebreeding
value forthedirectgeneticcomponent,whilematernalgrandsiremerit
incorporatesadirectcomponentandamaternalcomponentaswellas
theirinteraction.Inspiteofthenegativedirect-maternal covariances
observed forcalvingtraits (GAILLARD, 1980;THOMPSONetal.,1981;
DWYER&SCHAEFFER, 1984;CUE&HAYES, 1985),directgeneticandmaternal
grandsiremeritsseem tobepositivelycorrelated (POLLAK&FREEMAN,
1976; MEIJERING&POSTMA, 1985). StudiesbyPHILIPSSON (1979)andHANSET
(1981)showed thatdystociamaybereducedeffectivelybysireselection
oneithertypeofgeneticmerit.However,whenselection fordystocia
istobeincludedinabreedingplan,theeffectsontheeconomicreturnshavetobeconsidered ratherthan,orinaddition to,thebiologicalresponses.Indairycattle,selectionfordystociawillreducethe
intensityofselectionfordairy traits.Besides,anadverseeffecton
birthweightistobeanticipatedinviewofthehighgeneticcorrelationbetweenthesetraits (PHILIPSSONetal., 1979)-Tojustifyselection fordystociafromaneconomicalpointofview,themonetary returns
fromareductionindystociashouldcompensatethelossesassociatedwith
theseeffects.Inthisstudy,thereturnsfromthreebreeding-bullselectionschemesforcalvingtraitsareexaminedwithinabreedingplan
fordairycattle.
Alternatives studied
1. Preferential

mating of heifers

to low-risk bulls for

dystocia

Inthisalternativeyoungbullsareassumedtobeevaluated fordairy
traitsand fordirectgeneticeffectoncalvingtraits.Selectionof
breedingbullsisbasedonbreedingvalueestimatesfordairytraits
onlyhowever.Estimatesofdirectgeneticmeritforcalvingtraitsare
usedtoidentify low-riskbulls fordystociaamongthebreedingbulls
selected.Heifersarebredtothelow-riskbullsidentified.Thisprocedureconformswith thepresentprogrammeintheNetherlands.
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2. Selection

of breeding bulls on direct genetic merit for calving

traits

Youngbullsareevaluatedasinalternative 1.Selectionofbreeding
bullshowever,isbasedonbreedingvalueestimatesfordairy traits
and calvingtraits.Thereisnopreferentialmatingofheifers.

3. Selection
traits

of breeding bulls on maternal grandsire merit of

calving

Bullsareevaluated for,andselectedon,geneticmeritfordairy traits
andmaternalgrandsiremeritforcalvingtraits.

General assumptionsandprocedures
Thereturnsfromtheselectionschemesoutlinedwerestudiedwithinthe
general frameworkofthepresentbreedingprogrammeintheNetherlands.
Herein,youngbullsarematedtofirst-lactation females.Consequently,
dataavailablefortheestimationofdirectgeneticmeritforcalving
traits (alternatives1&2)refertosecondcalvings (MEIJERING, 1985a ) .
Althoughithasbeensuspected thatalossofaccuracywithrespectto
thepredictionofdystociainheifershastobeanticipated then (MEIJERING, 1984;DER00etal., 1983)mostestimates (GAILLARD, 1980;THOMPSONetal., 1981;CUE&HAYES, 1985)indicatethatgenetic correlations
forcalvingtraitsbetween firstandlaterparitiesareclosetounity.
Datafortheevaluationofsiresformaternalgrandsiremeritareassumed
toberecordedatthefirstparturitionofthedaughtersresultingfrom
thetestinseminations.Bothfordirectandformaternalgrandsire
effectsselection indiceswereconstructedasdetailedinthenextsections.Thereturnsandresponsesfromtheseindiceswereexamined.
Breedingvalueestimatesfordairytraits (milkyield,fatandprotein
content)wereassumedtobecombined intothenetprofitindexapplied
intheNetherlands (DOMMERHOLT, 1979),whichhasavariationof
Dfl 135.00.BasedonreportsbyLINDSTRÖM&VILVA (1977),THOMPSONet
al. (1980)andGAILLARD (1980),calvingtraitsanddairytraitswere
assumedtobegeneticallyuncorrelated.Itshouldbenoted thatcalving
traitshavebeenconsideredintheselectionofbreedingbullsonly:in
eachofthealternativessiresofbulls,damsofbullsanddamsofcows
wereassumedtobeselectedfordairytraits.

Index traits
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Theconstructionofanindex fordirectgeneticeffectsoncalving
traitswasbasedonthepresentDutchbirthrecordingscheme (MEIJERING,
1985 a ) . Herein,dataoneaseofbirth,stillbirth,birthweightand
gestationlength from200-300progenypersirearerecorded. Indextraits
consideredwerethebreedingvalueestimates forthesefourcharacters.
Althougheaseofbirthand stillbirtharecategorical variâtes,thedistributionofbreedingvaluesshould beapproximately normal (RÖNNINGEN,
1975;PHILIPSSON, 1979).
(Co)variancesrequired fortheconstructionofanindexofbreedingvalue
estimatesare:
Var (Ai)= t ^ h ^
Cov (A.,A.)=4b.b. a a (r
i' J
x j p. P j

+ 1/4 (n-1)r

Pi .

h.h.)/n
g.. i j

Cov (A.,A,)=b.r h.h, a a
i'"k
i g i k i k p. p k
,whereb.=nh? / (4+ (n-1)h?)istheaccuracy ofbreedingvalue
estimation fortraiti
A. =estimateofbreedingvalue fortraiti
A. =truegenotype fortraitkinthebreedingobjective
n =numberofhalf-sibprogeny.
Traitsconsidered intheindexformaternalgrandsireeffectswerebreedingvalueestimates forthefourtraitsmentioned basedonfirst-calvingrecordsfrom 100daughterspersire.
Afterapreliminary analysis,breedingvalueestimates forstillbirth
weredropped fromtheindicessincethesecontributed extremelylittle.
Inanearlierstudy (MEIJERING, 1985 a ) , theusefulnessofsireevaluationforstillbirthwasalready questioned inviewofthevery small
(direct)geneticvarianceobserved.
Breedingobjective
Thebreedingobjective forcalvingtraitswasdefinedas:
T =v,g, +v,g,+v g ,whereg,,g,andg aregenotypesfordystocia
liability,birthweightandgestationlengthrespectively,andv-,,v
andv arethecorrespondingmarginalreturns.Notethat,inconformity
withselectiontheory forcategoricalvariâtesbasedonthethreshold
concept (MEIJERING, 1986 b ) , genesubstitutions fordystociawereassumed
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tooccurintheconceptual liability scaleratherthanintheobserved
categoricalscale.Whendystocia (oreaseofbirth)isrecorded asan
all-or-nonetraitwithincidence (1-$(t-y),wheret-pisthedistance
betweentherealizedliability (p)anda fixed threshold (t)inunits
ofthestandardnormalliability scaleand$(.)indicatesthenormal
}L. - v $(t-u),wherev =marginalreturns

integral,v-,=__z
1

du

z

z

fromaunitincreaseintheobserved scaleand$(.)denotesthenormal
probability density function (DANELL&RÖNNINGEN, 1981;MUELLER &JAMES,
1984).Sincev,isa functionoft-u,themarginalreturnsfromaunit
ofliabilityvarywithpopulationincidence.Stillbirthwasnotconsideredasaseparatetraitinthebreedingobjective.Costsofstillbirth
casesassociatedwithdystociawereincluded inthemarginalvalueof
dystocia liability.Thisdefinitionofthebreedingobjectiveimplies
thatselectiondoesnotaddressthefractionofstillbirthcasesnot
associatedwithdystocia.
Asdiscussed byBRASCAMP (1978),marginal returns fromtraitsincluded
inthebreedingobjectiveshould bediscounted toa fixed pointintime.
Thenumberofdiscounted expressions,inthesenseofBRASCAMP (1975,
1978), fora traitdependsonthenumberofphenotypicexpressionsassociatedwithoneunitofgeneticchange,thetimelagsinvolvedandthe
interestrate.Ifthenumberofdiscounted expressionsisthesamefor
alltraitsinthebreedingobjective,discountingwillonlyhavea
scalingeffectonthemonetary responsestobeexpected from selection
bytheindex.Therelativeweightsontheindextraitsand thebiological
responseswillnotbeaffected.Thisconditionmayapplytodairytraits,
sincetheexpressions foreachofthesetraitsareobservedsimultaneously.Forcalvingtraitssuchaconditionwasnotassumed,sothatthe
breedingobjectivecanberewrittenas:T =6ag,O(t-p)+ô.a.g, + ôag,
z z1
bbb
wherea.and6.representthepresentmarginalvalueand thenumberof
discountedexpressionsfortraiti,respectively.
Presentmarginalvalues
Alongergestationinheiferswillextend therearingperiod.Basedon
contractswith centralrearingunitsthecostsinvolvedwereassessedat
Dfl3.00 perday.Incowsalongergestationresultsinalongercalving
interval.FromastudybyDIJKHUIZEN (1983)marginal costswereassessed
atDfl 1.00perday.Assuming25%heifercalvings,thepresentmarginal
valueofgestation lengthwas fixedatDfl 1.50perdag (a =- 1.50).

g gg
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IntheNetherlands,marketpricesofyoungcalvesarebasedonbody
weightandtypescore.Thesecharacterswerefoundtobehighlycorrelatedhowever (LAURIJSENetal., 1980).Takingthisintoaccount,1982
pricesofcalveswithweightsinthenormalrange (35to45kg)varied
betweenDfl8.00andDfl 14.00perkg.However,toenableawiderapplicabilityoftheresultsfromthisstudy,thepresentmarginalvalue
ofbirthweightwastreatedasavariablerangingfromDfl0.00to
Dfl 15.00perkginstepsofDfl2.50 (ab=0.00,2.50,

15.00).

Costsassociatedwithdystociaarisefromseveralsources (PHILIPSSON,
1976b;MEIJERING, 1980),asindicated intableI,andwilldependon
theseverityofcalvingdifficulty.IntheDutchbirthrecordingprogrammeeaseofcalvingisscoredintofourmajororderedcategories:
easy (noorminorassistance),normal (easypull),difficult (hardpull
orveterinaryaid)andcaesarean/fetotomy.Takingeasyandnormalcalvingsasthebaselevel,estimatesfortheadditionalcostsassociated
withthedystocia (sub)categoriesidentifiedaregivenintableI.

TableI.Estimatesofcostsbycategoryofdystocia (Dflpercase).
sourcesofinformation

category

source

vet.
aid

hard
pull

caesarean

fetotomy

vet.fee

2.25

83.50

338.50

196.50

labour

24.00

36.00

60.00

48.00

stillbirth
reducedmilk

4.4k
yield2'

reduced fertility

1)

25.00

8.7k
25.00

25.00

37.1k
25.00

10.00

10.00

Increasedculling

118.00

118.00

118.00

118.00

total

179.25

272.50

551.50

397-50

4.4k

3.7k

10.00.

KNMvD (1981)

Meijering&VanEldik
(1981)

-

10.00 Dijkhuizen (1983)
Dijkhuizen (1980,1983)

37.1k

1)k=calfprice (Dflperkg)
2)nospecificationpercategoryavailable;basedon3%reductionin
yieldinthefirst3monthsoflactationofcowsnotculled.
3)nospecificationavailable;basedona 10dayslongercalvingintervalofcowsnotculled.
4)nospecificationavailable;includingreducedmilkyield,reduced
slaughtervalueandprivationoffutureincome.
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Analysesofbirthrecordingdata (MEIJERING&VANELDIK, 1981;
MEIJERING, 1985a)showed thatthefrequenciesinthesubcategories
"hardpull"and"veterinaryaid"appearedinaratioofapproximately
5 :1andthattheincidenceoffetotomyremained relatively constant
at0.1%,inspiteofvaryingdystocialevels.Lett.andt„befixed
thresholdsintheliability scaleseperatingnormal fromdifficult calvingsanddifficultcalvings fromcaesareans/fetotomies,respectively.
Undertheseassumptions,thecostsofan"average"caseofdystocia(C)
canbemodelledasafunctionofcalfprice (k)andfrequenciesinthe
orderedcategories:
C = {$(t2- v) -*(t1 -u)}*{5/6*(179.25+4.4k)+1/6*(272.50+8.7k)}
+ {0.999-$(t 2-y)}x551.50+0.001 se(397-50+37.1k ) .
Themarginalcostsofaliabilityunitarethen:
g£= {194.8+5.1k}*(t1-y)+{356.7-5.1k}<t>(t2 -M)

Fromcategory frequenciesobservedinearlierstudies (MEIJERING&VAN
ELDIK, 1981;MEIJERING, 1985 a ) , thedifferencebetweenthethresholds
(tp-t)fortheDutchbreedsunderthepresentbirthrecordingsystem,
wasassessedat1.2standardnormalunits.
Bysubstituting t ?inthemarginalcostsequationby t. +1.2,marginal
presentcostsofliability (-a<|>(t-u))areexpressedasafunctionof
incidenceandcalfpricelevel.Entrieschosenforthesevariâtesinthe
presentstudyaregivenintabelII.
TableII.Marginalpresentcosts (Dfl)ofdystocialiabilityby
dystociaincidenceand

calfprice(Dfl/kg)

inciden ;e
(100*(1 -$(t-y)))

5
10
15
20
25
30

calfprice.

0.00

2.50

5.00

7.50

10.00

12.50

15.00

20.80

22.10

23.40

24.70

26.00

27.30

28.60

40.80

42.80

44.80

46.80

48.80

50.80

52.80

57.20

59.80

62.30

64.90

67.40

70.00

72.50

72.40

75.30

78.20

81.10

84.00

86.90

89.80

86.40

89.50

92.70

95.80

99-00

102.10

105.20

99.80

103.10

106.40

109-70

113.00

116.30

119-60

Numberofdiscounted expressions

j4«

Numbersofdiscounted expressionswerecomputed bythegene-flowmethod
developedbyHILL (1974)andextendedandprogrammedbyBRASCAMP (1978).
Themethod computesthereturns fromaselectionprogrammewhichare
spreadoverseveralyearsandtiersofthepopulationas:
1 t
6=1 (r: -) xm'(t)xh,where
6=numberofdiscounted expressionsperunitofgenetic superiority
t=numberofyearsfromthebaseyear
q=inflation-free interestrate
m'(t)=vectorrepresentingthefractionofsuperiorgenesinyeartin
allageclassesofthetier-by-sex subclassesdefined
h=vectorrepresentingtherelativevalueoftheexpressionofa
traitforeveryageclass.
Inthisstudy,resultsrefertoatimehorizonof30yearsstartingfrom
theyearofselectionofbreedingbullsfromabatchofyoungbulls
(5thyearofage)anda5%interestrate.Thedistribution overage
classesassumedwithrespect toeffectivegenetransmission tothenext
generationbytheparentgroupsdistinguished isgivenintableIII.
TableIII.Relativedistributionofgenetransmissionoverageclasses(%)
r, j.
Parentgroup
siresofsires
siresofdams
damsofsires
dams_of_dams

ageclass
s

10 11 12 13

40.040.020.0
28.928.9 16.5 8.2
22.0 18.0 14.0 11.0 8.0 7.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0
!Éi2_IîiÉ_201L1612_10i6_^i8__518__2i8__1;8__1iL0__0i6__0_16

17-5

siresofcalves1'
35.035-020.0 10.0
2
siresofcalves '
20.0
28.028.0 16.0 8.0
damsofcalves '
100.0
4
damsofcalves '
25.020.0 16.013.0 8.0 5-0 4.5 3.0 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.0
1)dystocia;directeffect
2)birthweightandgestationlength;directeffect
3)dystocia;maternalgrandsireeffect
4)birthweightandgestationlength;maternalgrandsireeffect.
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Youngbullsareassumed toberecruited from6,7and8yearoldbreedingbullsintheratio40%,40%,20%(siresofsires)and fromcowsof
ageclass3andolder (damsofsires)intheratiogivenbyBRASCAMP
(1975).Replacement femalesweresupposed tobeobtained fromyoung
bulls (17.5%),i.e. fromtestinseminations,and frombreedingbulls
(82.5%)whentheseare6,7,8and9yearsofageintheratio35%,
35%,20%,10%(siresof dams). Cowsofallagesweresupposed to
contributetoreplacement females (damsofdams).Allowancewasmade
however,forthefactthat farmersmaybelessinclined torecruit
replacements from 1st (noperformancerecordyet)and2nd (calves
siredbytestbulls)dams.Thepathsofgenetransmission discussed
sofarmadeupthereproductionmatrixfordairy traits.Thevector
ofrelativevaluesofexpressions (h)forthesetraitswastakenfrom
BRASCAMP (1975).Atimecorrectionof0.37yearswasapplied toaccount
forthemedium lactationyield.
Forcalvingtraits,anadditionalrowand column,representingyoung
calves,wereadded tothereproductionmatrix.Allelementsofthe
columnvectorwerezero.Therowvectorcontainednon-zero elements
eitheripthepartrepresentingthetransmissionofgenes fromsiresto
calves,incaseofevaluationofdirecteffects (matingeffect),orin
thepartrepresenting thetransmission fromdams tocalves,incaseof
evaluationofmaternalgrandsireeffects.Theratioofthisprocedure
isillustrated byfigure 1.
Accordingtofigure 1,pathstobeevaluatedwithrespect todirect
geneticeffectsare:
- siresofcalves (accountsformateeffectoftheselected breeding
bulls)
- siresofsires (accounts formateeffectofsons,grandsonsetc.)
- siresofdams (accounts formateeffectofgrandsonsfromdaughters,grand-grandsons fromgranddaughtersetc.)
Formaternalgrandsireeffectspathstobeevaluatedare:
- siresofdams (accountsforexpressionsobserved incalvesfrom
daughters,granddaughters fromdaughtersetc.)
- siresofsires (accountsforexpressionsincalvesfromgranddaughtersfromsons etc.).
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Superiority fordystociawasassumed tobeexpressedincalvesfrom 1st
paritydamsonly.Sinceyoungbullsaretestedoncowsinfirstlactation,thesecalvesreceivetheirgenesfrombreedingbullsonly.Superiorityforbirthweightandgestationlengthontheotherhand,was
supposed tobeexpressed incalvesfromdamsofallageclassesina
ratioreflectingtheagedistributionofreproducingfemales.With
respecttothesetraits,20%(=fractionoftestinseminations)ofthe
calvesreceivetheirgeneticsuperiority fromyoungbulls.Discounted
expressionsfordirectgeneticeffectsandmaternalgrandsireeffects
werecomputed independently,andseparately fordystociaandbirth
weight/gestationlength.
Ineachofthefourcomputationstheh-vectorcontainedaoneinthe
lastposition (correspondingwithcalvesofageclass 1)andzeros
elsewhere,whileatimecorrectionof-1yearwasapplied toaccount
forthefactthatcalvesarezeroyearsoldwhentheexpressionsoccur.
Forbirthweightandgestationlengthitisassumed implicitlywhen
thatgeneticcorrelationsbetweenparitiesareunityandthattherelativelevelofthephenotypicexpressionsisthesameforeveryage
class.Aconsequenceoftheprocedurefollowed isthatthediscounted
expressionsfordystociaareper 1stparityfemaleandhavetobedividedby4tomakethemcomparablewiththoseforbirthweightandgestationlength,since25%ofthefemaleswereassumedtobeofparity1.
DiscountedexpressionspercowarepresentedintabelIV.
Thoughtreatedasindependenteffects,theoryandexperimentalevidence
(MEIJERING&POSTMA, 1985)indicatethatdirectandmaternalgrandsire
2
effectsarepositivelycorrelated.Intermsofdirect (a )andmaternal
o

ni

(a)componentsofgeneticvarianceanddirect-maternalcovariance
(0, ),thetheoreticalregressionofbreedingvalueformaternalgrandsireeffect (A )onbreedingvaluefordirecteffect (A,)equals
b. . = (Jo +o^J/Ojwhilethereverseregressionis
mgs'd
Vd mgs
* (^d+ 0 d m ) / ( 1 / 4 a d+CTm+ ö dm ) Fordystocia,recentestimatesofthecomponentsinvolved (THOMPSONet
al., 1981;DWYER&SCHAEFFER, 1984;CUE&HAYES,1985)suggestthat
bothcoefficientsareintherange0.10 to0.25.Avalueof0.2wasassumedhere,i.e.oneunitofsuperiority fordirectgeneticeffecton
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dystociawasassumedtobeassociatedwith0.2unitsofgeneticsuperiorityformaternalgrandsireeffectandviceversa.BasedonparameterestimatesbyPHILIPSSON (1976a)andGAILLARD (1980)b
nng:i' d
. forbirthweightandgestationlengthwereassessedat
A
d* mgs
0.35and1.75respectively.Thediscounted expressionsobtainedwhen
thesecorrelated responseswereaccounted forarepresented intableIV
as"correctedtotal".

and b.

TableIV.Numberofdiscounted expressions (percow)fordairy traits
andcalvingtraits.
dairy traits

directeffect
maternalgrandsire effect
dystociabirthweight/dystociabirthweight/
gest.length
gest.length

path
siresofcalves
siresofsires
siresofdams
total
corrected total

calving traits

0.284
0.49A
0.778

0.108
0.069
0.028
0.205
0.232 _

0.345
0.298

-

-

0.050

0.120

0.085

0.166
0.292

0.763
0.923

0.135
0.176

Parameter estimates
TheparameterestimatesusedintheconstructionoftheindexequationsforcalvingtraitsaregivenintablesV,VIandVII.Parameters
fortraitsinthedirect-effect indexwereobtained frombirthrecordingdataandrefertosecond calvings.Heritability estimatesforbirth
weight fromthesedatawereconsistently lowerthanreported elsewhere
(PHILIPSSONetal., 1979)- Thismaybeduetothefactthatbirthweight
isestimatedbytheherdsmen (MEIJERING, 1985a ) .Parametersfortraits
inthematemal-grandsire-effectindexrefertofirst-calfheifers.
Heritabilityofdystocialiabilitywascomputed fromtheheritability
ofcalvingeasebythealgorithmgivenbye.g.VINSONetal. (1976).

0.458
1.793
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TableV.Heritability (h)andphenotypicvariation ( a )ofcalving
traits.

Trait

Index

calvingease
birthweight
(kg)
gestation
length (days)
dystocia
liability

Breedingobjective

direct effect1' maternalgrand- direct effectmaternalgrandsireeffect
sireeffect2'
2
2
h*
a
h2
a
a
h
a
h
P
P
P
P
0.68
0.10
0.63
0.09
0.13

5.0

0.13

5.0

0.25

5.0

0.13

5.0

0.46

5.0

0.15

5.0

0.46

5.0

0.15

5.0

0.12 3)

1.0

0.12

1.0

1)estimatesfromDutchbirthrecordingdata (MEIJERING,1985a); calvingeasescoredona4-pointscale;birthweightestimated.
2)Philipssonetal. (1979)- ^
2
3)computed fromh ofcalvingeasescore.
TableVI.Phenotypic (belowdiagonal)andgenetic (abovediagonal)
correlationsfordirectgeneticeffectsoncalvingtraits
(PHILIPSSONetal., 1979;MEIJERING&VANELDIK,1981;
MEIJERING, 1985a ) .
(1)

1.calvingease
2.birthweight
3.gestationlength
4.dystocialiability

0.35
0.20

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.90

0.50
0.40

1.00

0.25

0.90
0.50

TableVII.Phenotypic (belowdiagonal)andgenetic (abovediagonal)
correlationsformaternalgrandsireeffectsoncalving
traits (PHILIPSSONetal., 1979).

(1)
1.
2.
3.
4.

calvingease
birthweight
gestationlength
dystocialiability

0.35
0.20

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.65

0.20
0.40

1.00

0.25

0.65
0.20

Results
1. Preferential

mating of heifers

to low-risk
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bulls

Whenbreedingbullsareselectedfordairy traitsonly,andwhendairy
traitsandcalvingtraitsaregeneticallyuncorrelated,selection
responsesforcalvingtraitsareessentially zero.Theyareactually
zerowhenlow-riskbullsandbullsnotrecommendedforheiferscontributetothesameextenttothenextgenerationofmalesandfemales.
Underthatcondition,revenues fromlow-risk-bull identification among
selected breedingbullsareentirelyduetodifferencesinthephenotypicexpressionsofdirectgeneticmeritsforcalvingtraitsbetween
heifersandcows.Whenthephenotypicexpressionsofdirectgenetic
meritforbirthweightandgestation lengthareassumedtobeindependentofparityandwhen bullsidentifiedas"low-risk"yieldasmany
progenyasotherbreedingbulls,birthweightandgestation lengthmay
bedropped fromthebreedingobjective:forthesetraitsitisindifferentthenwhetherabullisusedonheifersorcows.Withonly dystocia
liability leftinthebreedingobjective,theindextobepreferredin
theidentificationoflow-risk bullsshouldmaximizetheresponsefor
thistrait,or,equivalently,thecorrelationbetweenindexandbreeding
objective (r T „),withaminimumnumberofindextraits.Droppingthe
breedingvaluesforbirthweightandgestationlengthfromtheindexfor
directgeneticeffectsreducedr I Hbyonly0.015(fromr T „=0.920to
r,„=0.905).Retainingthebreedingvalueforbirthweightorgestation
lengthastheonlyindextraitreducedr I Hto0.84and0.39respectively.
Itwasthereforeconcluded thatthebreedingvalueforcalvingeasescore
istheonly traitrequiredinalow-risk-bull-identification programme
asperformedinTheNetherlands (about200progenypersire),while this
traitmaytosomeextentbereplacedbythebreedingvalueforbirth
weightbutnotbybreedingvalueforgestation length.
Theresponstobeexpected fromtheidentificationoflow-risk bullsby
theestimateofbreedingvalueforcalvingeasescoreequals
-^xixrj„mA\}
-is0.157liabilityunits,whereh,isheritabilityofliabilityandi
relatestothefractionofbreedingbullsidentifiedas"low-risk".When
theinitialincidenceofdystociainheifersis1-$(t-p),theincidence
tobeexpectedis1-$(t- (p-0.157*i)) (MEUERING, 1985b ) .
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Figure2showstheincidencetobeexpectedasafunctionofinitital
incidenceandfractionofbreedingbullsas"low-risk".Underthe
thresholdmodelitisevidentthatpreferentialmatingofheifersto
low-risk bullsismoreeffectivewhentheinitialincidenceishigher.
Incomputingthemonetary returns (MR),thenumberofdiscountedexpressionsusedistheoneobtainedforthepath"siresofcalves"
(tableIV)fordirecteffectondystocia (0.108percowor0.432per
heifer).Thereturnswerecomputedas MR=ixr T „x/h*x0.432xa,
discounted guildersperheifer,wherea,isthemarginalpresent costs
ofliability (table II).Thediscounted returnsperheiferbyinitial
incidenceandfractionofbullsidentifiedas"low-risk"areshownin
figure3forcalfpricesofDfl7.50andDfl 15.00perkg.Asexpected,
returnsincreasewithinitialincidenceandcalfprice (marginal costs
ofliability increase),particularywhenthefractionofbullsidentifiedissmall.Itshouldbenoted thatthesereturnsareobtainedin
additiontothereturns fromselection for'dairytraitsandthatthe
only costsinvolvedarethoseofbirthrecordingandsire evaluation
forcalvingease.
2. Selection

of breeding bulls on direct genetic merit for calving

Intheevaluationofthemonetary returns fromactualselectionofbreedingbullsondirectgeneticmeritforcalvingtraits,theconstruction
ofindexandbreedingobjectivewasasoutlinedintherelevant sections.Byusingtheinitialincidencesofdystociaandthecalfprices
indicatedintableIIasentries,42indiceswerecomputed. Discounted
marginal returns fromliabilityandbirthweightwereobtainedbymultiplyingthemarginalvaluesintableIIbythenumbersofdiscountedexpressionsfordirectgeneticeffectsgivenascorrected totalsintable
IV.Ineachoftheindicesthediscountedmarginalreturns fromgestationlengthwereDfl-1.38(0.923xDfl-1.50).Thediscounted returns
fromselection (ixa,-)bytheseindicesatanintensityofi=1andthe
responsesobtainedwithrespecttoincidenceofdystocia (computed from
theresponsesinliability),birthweightandgestation lengthareshown
infigure4.Starting fromacalfofDfl0.00,discounted returnsper
cowfirstdecreasewithincreasingcalfprice.However,afterreaching
aminimumatDfl2.50(forinitial incidences<20%)orDfl5.00(initial
incidences>25%)perkgtheyalmostlinearly increasewithcalfprice.
TheresponsesindicatethatintherangeDfl0.00-Dfl5-00perkg
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emphasisonareductionofdystocia,accompanied byareduced birth
weight,isgradually replaced byanemphasisonanincreaseinbirth
weightattheexpenseofanincreaseinincidenceofdystocia.Thisis
a consequence oftheveryhighpositivegeneticcorrelation between
dystociaandbirthweightand theoppositesignofthe respective
marginal returns.Intherangediscussed, thediscounted returns from
anincreaseinbirthweightareobviously gradually outweighing the
discounted costsofdystocia (liability).Sincethecostsofdystocia
liability arepositively related toinitialincidenceofdystocia
(table II), itistobeexpected thatthereturns fromselectionat
highinitialincidenceswillbehigherthanatlowincidencesbefore
theturning-point,andlowerafterwards.FromacalfpriceofDfl7.50
onwardstheindicesalmostmaximize theresponse inbirthweight.
Asgestation length isnotveryhighly correlated toeitherdystociaor
birthweight (tableVI), theresponsesbehavesomewhatmoreindependenly.UptoacalfpriceofDfl5.00anegativeselectionpressureisput
onthistraitinagreementwithitsnegativemarginalvalue,even though
theresponsesinbirthweightandincidenceofdystociaarealready
positiveatDfl5.00.Inthatrangeitcontributesconsiderably tothe
returnspercowobserved (aresponseof-1.5daysisequivalent to
Dfl4.14per cow). However,whencalfpriceishigher,theresponses
gradually becomepositiveduetothegenetic correlationwithbirth
weight,while therelative (negative)contribution tothereturnsper
cowisnegligible.
CalfpricesintheNetherlandsarelikely tobeintherangeDfl7-50
toDfl 15.00perkg.Consequently, fromaneconomical pointofview,
sireselection fordirectgeneticeffectsoncalvingtraitsshould aim
foranincreaseinbirthweightundertheassumptionsmadeinthisstudyandshouldallowtheincidenceofdystocia toincreaseaswell.Potentially thiswouldyieldDfl23.00toDfl27.00percalvingcowin
termsofdiscounted returnsataselectionintensityof 1anda calf
priceofDfl 15.00.However,selection forcalvingtraitswouldhaveto
competewithselection fordairytraits.Thediscounted returnsfrom
sireselection forthenetprofitindexfordairy traits (Oj=
Dfl 135.00)areapproximatelyDfl 105.00percowwheni= 1.If,for
example,thetotalfractionofyoungbullsselected isfixedat 10%,the
totaldiscountedreturnsfrom (independent)selection fordairy traits
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andcalvingtraits (birthweight)atacalfpriceofDfl 15-00perkg
wouldbemaximumwhentheproportionsselectedforcalvingtraitsand
dairytraitsareabout90%and11%,respectively.Giventheseresults
actualsireselectionfordirectgeneticmeritoncalvingtraitsisnot
advisable.
3. Selection

of breeding bulls on maternal grandsire merit for

calving

traits
Thediscountedreturnsfromsireselectionbytheindicesformaternal
grandsireeffectoncalvingtraitsandthefirst-generationresponses
tobeobtainedwhenselectingatanintensityof1areshowninfigure
5.Theresponsesrefertotheprogenyofdaughtersofselectedsires
now.Theresultsobtainedareverysimilartothoseobservedintheprevioussection.Theminimumindiscounted returnsaswellasthepoint
atwhichresponsesbecomepositiveisreachedatlowercalfpricelevel
however,whiletheminimuminreturnsismorepronouncedandtheinitial
incidenceofdystociaisoflessinfluence.These featuresaredueto
thehighdiscountedmarginalreturnsfrombirthweightcomparedwith
dystocialiabilityinducedbytherelativelyhighnumberofdiscounted
returns (table IV).Asaconsequence,thediscountedreturnspercow
obtainedaftertheturning-point,whichresultfromapositiveresponse
inbirthweight,arehigherthanbyselectionfordirecteffects. The
returnsamounttoaboutDfl37.00percowwhencalfpriceisDfl15-00
perkg.Ifagainthetotalfractionofyoungbullsselectedisfixedat
10%,thiswouldallowa60-70%selectionformaternalgrandsireeffect
oncalvingtraits (birthweight)i.e.anincreaseoftheproportion
selectedfordairytraitsfrom 10%to14-16%.Comparedwithsireselectionfordairytraitsonly,thegainintotaldiscounted returnspercow
wouldbenegligiblehowever.
Discussion
Previousmodelcalculationsonthepossibilitiestoreducedystociaby
selection (PHILIPSSON, 1979;HANSET,1981)focussedonthebiological
responsestodifferentsingle-trait-selection strategies,i.e.onthe
reductioninlevelofdystociaandthecontributionofdirectandmaternalgeneticcomponentstherein.Fromaneconomicalpointofviewhowever,anycorrelated responseswithanimpactonthereturnsfromthe
breedingplanshouldbeevaluatedaswell.Inthepresentstudyitwas
attemptedtoassessthemonetary returnsfromthreesire-selection
schemesforcalvingtraitswhenintroduced intoabreedingplaninwhich
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sireswereselected fordairy traits (milkyield,percentagesoffat
andprotein)only.Returns fromresponsesinbirthweightand gestation
lengthwereconsidered inadditiontothereturns fromresponsesin
dystocia (whichaccounted forstillbirthaswell)and comparedwith the
returnsfromsireselection fordairytraits.Numerousassumptionshad
tobemadewhichmayhaveinfluenced theoutcometoamoreorless
seriousextent.Oneofthebasicassumptionswasthevalidityofthe
threshold concept fordystocia,i.e.geneticresponsesoccurprimarily
inanimaginary standardnormal liability scaleandareexpressed in
termsofcategory frequenciesbyachangeintheargumentofthenormal
integral (MEIJERING, 1985 a ) . Consequently,responsesinliability of
similarmagnitudewillyieldsmallerresponsesinthefrequency scale
atlowinitial frequencies thanwheninitial frequency ishigh,asillustrated by figure2.Sincetheincidenceofdystociaincowsisgenerallyfoundtobeonlyonethirdtoonefourthofthefrequencyin heifers,responsesinincidenceofdystociaincowsarepronetobevery
smallinmostpopulations.Inthepresentstudyanyresponseswith respecttoincidenceofdystociaincowsweretotallyignored.Thismay
havehadlittleeffectintheevaluationofthefirstalternative,preferentialmatingofheifers.True,whenlow-risk bullsaresetaside
forheifermatings,bullswithmoreriskareleftforcowmatings
(PHILIPSSON, 1979).However,sincethefractionofbreedingbullsidentifiedaslow-riskwillgenerally belessthan50%,the complementary
fractionistoolargetoelicitanysignificantresponseincows.Inthe
otheralternativeunjustified neglectofresponsesincowswillcausean
underestimationofthenumberofdiscounted expressions fordystocia.
Withrespecttothediscounted returnspercow (figures4& 5), theeffectofahighernumberofdiscounted returns fordystociaisbasically
equivalenttoevaluationofreturnsatalowercalfprice,i.e.the
curvesrepresentingthereturnswillshifttotheright.
Intwootheraspectsthecomputationofdiscountedmarginalvaluesof
dystociawasnotentirelycorrect.First,importantelementsofcosts
ofdystocia (reducedmilkyield,reduced fertility,increased culling
rate)werenotspecified percategory becauseoflackof information
(tableII). Sincecostsassociatedwiththeseelementsare intuitively
expected toincreasewiththedegreeofdifficulty,marginalcostsof
liabilityarelikely tobesomewhatunderestimated.Thishasasimilar
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effectonthereturnspercowasunderestimationofthenumberofexpressions.Secondly,thegene-flowprogrammeassumeslinearity of
responsesovergenerations,i.e.eachgeneration theresponseisassumed
tobehalved.However,whenselectionfordystociaisapplied,theincidencewillchangeand,duetothedependencyonincidence,responses
pergenerationwill changeinanonlinearway.Whenselectionisfora
reduced incidencetheresponseinaparticulargenerationwillbeless
thanhalfoftheoneobserved inthepreviousgeneration,anditwill
bemorethanhalfotherwise.Thedegreeofnonlinearity dependsonthe
intensityofselection.Ignoringthisfeaturecausesthenumberofdiscounted expressionsfordystocia tobebiasedupwardswhendystociais
reduced byselection,anddownwardsotherwise.Consequently,theestimatesofthereturnspercowforthealternatives 2&3maybesomewhat
toooptimisticatbothsidesoftheturning-point.
Apartfromthefactorsdiscussed,theresultsforthealternatives 2
& 3aresensitivetotheassumptionsmadewithrespecttothesizeof
thecorrelated responsesinmaternalgrandsireeffectanddirectgeneticeffectrespectively.Thecoefficientsofregressionusedwerebased
onestimatesofcomponentsof (co)variancefordirectandmaternalgeneticeffects.Fordystocia,recentestimatesbyadvanced estimationproceduresareavailable,thoughlimited totheHolsteinbreed.Forbirth
weightandgestation lengthhowever,onlytwoestimatesofmaternal
varianceanddirect-maternal covariancewereavailable,bothobtained
byindirectprocedures.Althoughbothstudies (PHILIPSSON, 1976a;
GAILLARD,1980)indicatethatthematernalgeneticvariance forthese
traitsisverysmallcomparedwiththedirectgeneticvariance,the
basisfortheassumedsizeoftheregressioncoefficientshastobeconsideredratherweak.
Considering theside-notesmadeontheevaluationprocedure,theresultsonthealternatives2&3havetoberegardedasindicative:the
returnspercowmaybesomewhatlowerthanshownby thefigures4&5,
whileinreality theturning-pointmaybelocatedatasomewhathigher
calfprice.

Conclusion
Identificationoflow-risk bullsfordystociaamongselected breeding
bullsforpreferentialuseonheifershasa favourableimpactonthe
returns fromabreedingprogrammeindairycattle.Thereductioninincidenceofdystociainheifersand theassociated returnsarehigher
astheinitialincidenceorthecalfpricearehigher.Whencalvingease
isrecorded asproposedbyPHILIPSSONetal. (1979)andsireevaluation
isbasedonasufficientnumberofprogeny,alinearmethod (BLUP)of
sireevaluationseemstobeacceptable (MEIJERING,1985 a). Additional
sireevaluation forbirthweightorgestationlengthdoesnotcontributesignificantly totheaccuracyofidentificationoflow-risk bulls
undertheseconditions.
Fromaneconomicalpointofview,actualsireselectiononeitherdirect
geneticmeritormaternalgrandsiremeritforcalvingtraitsshouldaim
atareductionofdystociaonlywhençalfpriceisvery low.Inthe
rangeofprices (Dfl7.50 -Dfl 15-00perkg)observed inTheNetherlands
however,eithertypeofselectionshouldbedirected towardsanincrease
inbirthweightinspiteofanassociated riseinincidenceofdystocia.
Becauseofthereductionoftheintensityofselection fordairytraits,
additional selection forbirthweightbyeithertypewillaffectthe
totalreturnsfrom thebreedingprogrammenegativelyoronlymarginally
positively.
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Fielddatarecordedintheearlyseventiesshowed thatdystocia (calvingdifficulty)inthemainDutchcattlebreedsoccurredatarateof
15-17%inheifersand 5-6%incows.Correspondingstillbirth rates
were9-12%and2.5-3.5%respectively.Inthesixtiesandseventiesmany
researchpapersondystociaandstillbirthappearedwhichdealtwith
frequenciesinvariousbreedsandbreedcrosses,causes,associatedfactors,economicconsequencesand factorswithsystematicimpact.These
papersarereviewedinchapter 1.Importantconclusionscanbesummarizedasfollows.
1.Dystociaisamajorcauseofstillbirth:40to60%ofthestillbirth
casesencountered infielddataareassociatedwithdystocia.Additionalnegativeconsequencesofdystociaareincreased labourand
veterinarycosts,reduced fertilityandmilkyield,andanincreased
cullingrate.
2.First-calfheifersandoldercowsdifferbothinfrequencyandin
causeofdystocia.Thefrequencyofcalvingdifficultyinheifersis
generally threetofourtimesashighasincows.Inheifers,the
most frequentcauseofdystociaisfeto-pelvic-incompatibility,i.e.
a disproportionbetweenthesizeofthecalfandthepelvicdimensionsofitsdam.Deviationsinthepresentationofthecalfaccount
forasecond substantialpart.Incows, feto-pelvic-incompatibility
isencountered lessfrequently,whereasothercausessuchasweak
labour,uterinetorsionandinsufficientcervicaldilationarerelativelymoreimportant.
3.Withinparity,theprobabilityofdystociaispositively related,
i.e.increases,with theweightanddimensionsofthecalfatbirth.
The (phenotypic)relationships showathreshold character,i.e.the
probabilityofdystociaincreasesstronglywhenthesizeofthecalf
exceedsa certain thresholdvalue.Theprobabilityofdystociais
positively relatedwithgestationlengthaswell,probablymediated
bycalfsize.Withrespecttothedimensionsofthepelvicinletof
thedamanegativerelationshipisfound.Thesizeofthecalfand
thedimensionsofthedam'spelvicinletarethebasicelementsin
feto-pelvic-incompatibility.
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Apartfremparityofthedam,factorswithsystematicinfluenceon
thefrequencyofcalvingdifficultyaresexofcalfandseasonof
calving.Inmalecalvesthefrequency isabouttwiceashighasin
femaleswhichismainlyduetothelargeraveragesizeofthemales.
IntheNorth-Western partofEuropedystocia tendstobemore frequentinautumnandearlywinterthaninspringandsummer.This
seasonalpatternisoften,butnotalways,found tobeassociated
withaseasonal fluctuationinbirthweight.
Dystocia,stillbirth,aswellastheassociated calvingtraits birth
weightandgestation length,areinfluenced bythegenotypeofboth
thecalfand itsdam,whichresultsinacomplicated geneticmodel.
Withaviewtosireselection,theinfluenceofthegenotypeofthe
calfisgenerally referred toassire-of-calfeffect,directgenetic
effectormateeffect.Similary,theinfluenceofthegenotypeofthe
damisreferred toasmaternal-grandsireeffectorindirectgenetic
effect.Themodeofactionofthedirectgeneticeffectissupposed
toberelatively simple:thesiretransfersgenestothecalfwhich
areexpressed inthecalfphenotype (e.g.size,gestation length)
whichmayaffecttheeaseofbirth.Thematernalgrandsireissupposed toactupon calvingtraitsinamorecomplicatedway.First,
thematernal-grandsireeffectcontainsadirectgenetic component
sincethesireofthedamalsotransfersgenestothecalf.This
partofthematernal-grandsire effectissimilartothesire-of-calf
effectbuthalfofthesize.Besides,thematernalgrandsiremayinfluencecalvingtraitsbytransferringgenestothedamwhichactuallyfindexpressioninthedam,forinstanceinthepelvic dimensions
orbymeansofamaternaleffectonthesizeofthecalf.Thisis
referred toasthematernalgeneticcomponent.Thedirectandmaternalgeneticcomponentaresuspected tointeract.Estimatesofrelevantparametersaresummarized intablesIIItoVIofchapter 1.
Difficultiesareencountered inthegenetic-statistical analysisof
dataoneaseofcalvingandstillbirth becauseoftheircategorical
nature.Atleastintheory,thenon-normality,thelocationdependentvarianceand thenon-additivityofeffectsinvolved reducethe
valueoftheusualestimationandprediction techniquesbasedonthe
linearmodelandonnormality oftraits.
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InthesixtiesandseventiesAl-organisationsintheNetherlands
graduallystartedtoapplytheresultsfromtheresearchoncalving
traits,thoseontheeffectofparityandthesire-of-calfeffectin
particular,byintroducingaso-calledheifer-bull-programme.Thisinvolvesthetestingofyoungbullsfordirectgeneticeffectoncalving
traitsandtherecommendationoflow-riskbullswithrespecttodystociaandstillbirthforheifermatings.Atthattime,thedatacollectionprocedurewasnotuniformoverAl-organisations,whilstthemethod
ofsireevaluationwasnotoptimized.Attheendoftheseventiesthe
researchprojectwhichunderliesthisthesiswasstarted,withtwomain
objectives:
1.Optimizationoftheheifer-bull-programme includingdatacollection
andsireevaluation.
2.Examinationofalternativesire-selectionstrategiestoreducedystocia,
withemphasisontheimpactofmaternalgeneticeffectsanddirectmaternal-interaction.

Sire evaluation

for categorical

traits

Theoptimizationofdatacollectionwithintheframeworkoftheheiferbull-programmeisnosubject-matterofthisthesis,butoneofthe
mainresults,amark-sensecardforbirthrecordingwhichisused
nation-widenow,isshownasfigure1inchapter4.Intheoptimization
ofsireevaluation,emphasiswaslaidonacomparisonbetweenthemethod
ofBestLinearUnbiasedPrediction (BLUP),whichhasoptimalproperties
withnormallydistributeddata,andapseudo-Bayesiannonlinearmethod
ofsireevaluationforcategoricalvariâtesbasedonthe"threshold"
concept,whenappliedtobinaryandorderedtetrachotortiousréponses.
Chapter2referstoacomparisonofthesetwomethodswithsimulated
datawithafamilystructureconsistingofhalf-sibgroupsofequalor
unequalsize.Simulationsweredoneatvaryinglevelsofheritability
andincidencesofthebinarytrait.Themethodswerecomparedfortheir
abilitytoelicitresponsestotruncationselection.Thenonlinearprocedure,whichistheoreticallymoreappealing,provedtobesuperiorin
amixedmodel settingwhentheresponseswerebinary,thelayoutwas
highlyunbalanced,heritabilitywasmoderatetohighandtheincidence
wasbelow25%.Whenaone-waymodelwastenableorwhenresponseswere
tetrachotomous,theresultsbybothmethodswereverysimilar.
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Inasimilarsimulationstudy,itwasexaminedwhethertheincorporationofheteroscedasticresidualvarianceintotheBLUP-modelwouldimprovethesire-rankingabilityofthismethodwithcategoricalvariâtes
(chapter 3). Suchan"adjustment"wasproposedintheliterature.The
resultsindicated howeverthattheabilityofBLUPtoranksirescorrectlyforcategorical traitsisimpairedbyadjustmentsofthiskind,
particularywhenresponsesarebinary,inspiteofareductioninapparentpredictionerrorvariance.Thisisconsistentwithdeductionsfrom
thetheoryofthresholdmodels.
Inathirdstudy (chapter4)BLUP,withhomogeneousresidualvariance,
andthenonlinearmethodwerecomparedinestimatinggeneticmerits
foreaseofcalvingandstillbirthunderfieldconditions,i.e.with
a datasamplefromthebirthrecordingprogrammeintheNetherlands.
Sinceonlyminordifferencesinsirerankingwereobserved betweenthe
twomethods,itisconcluded thatthereisnoclearadvantageinapplying
thenonlinearprcedure,whichentailsmorecomplicatedandtime consuming
computationsthanBLUP,insireevaluationfordystociaandstillbirth.
TheresultsofthesestudiesleadtotheconclusionthatBLUPwith
homogeneousresidualvariance,whichisastandard methodofsireevaluationfordairy traitsinmanycountries,isfairlyrobustagainst
thedeparturesfromnormalityandlinearityarisingwith categorical
data.Becauseofthecomputational expensesinvolvedinthenonlinear
procedure,particularywithlargedatasets,anappropriateBLUP-model
whichshouldatleastcorrectforparity,sexofcalf,herdandseason
ofcalvingisadvisedfortheevaluationofsiresfordystociaand
stillbirthintheNetherlands.
Sire selection

for

dystocia

Sireselectionfordirectgeneticeffectondystociamaynotbeveryappealing
undertheDutchmarketconditionsbecausedystociaisveryhighlycorrelated,inthegeneticsense,withbirthweight (r ~0.9)asshownin
chapter4.Areductioninlevelofdystociabythistypeofselection
wouldalmostinevitably entailareductioninbirthweightwhichwill
lowertheproceedsfromthesaleofyoungcalvesfromthedairyfarm.
Sincematernaleffectsareassumedtobeinvolvedineaseofbirth,
selectionfortraitscontributingtomaternalcalvingperformancemight
beanalternative.Withtheexceptionofthepelvicinletdimensions,
whicharedifficulttomeasureandhenceunsuitableforallargescale
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progenytest,suchtraitshadnotbeenidentified.Chapter5refersto
a studyintothephenotypicassociationbetweeneaseofcalvinganda
numberof,mainlymorphologic,damtraitsinHolstein,DutchRedand
WhiteandDutchFriesianheifers.However,theonly factorclearlyassociatedwitheaseofcalvingwasthesizeofthecalf.
Sincetheattempttoidentifydamtraitswithsignificanteffecton
calvingperformance failed,alternativesleftapartfromtheheiferbull-programme,areselectionfordirectgeneticeffect,withthedisadvantagediscussed,orselectionformaternal-grandsire effect.Becauseofthesuspectednegativecovariancebetweenthedirectandmaternalgeneticeffects,itwas feltnecessarytoexaminethesignandthe
sizeofthecovariancebetweenthedirectgeneticeffectandthematernal-grandsireeffect.Thisnecessitywasunderlinedbyareluctancy
amongherdsmentousethelow-riskbullsidentifiedintheheifer-bullprogrammebecausetheysuspected thatthesebullswouldsiresmallcalves,whichdevelopintosmallheifersandwhichrunanincreased risk
ofdystocia.Inchapter6thishypothesisisexaminedinatwo-way sireselectiontrialwithpurebredHolstein,DutchRedandWhiteandDutch
Friesian cattle.Althoughtheresultswerenotentirely consistentover
breeds,thisstudyyieldedadditionalevidencethatdirectandmaternalgrandsiremeritsforeaseofbirthaswellasforbirthweightand
gestationlengtharecorrelatedpositively.Itwasconjectured thatthe
maternal-grandsire effectoneaseofbirthisdominatedbydirectinheritanceofcalfsize.Thisconclusionimpliesthatselectionofsires
foreaseofbirthoftheirprogenyascalvesisexpectedtoyielda
favourableresponsewithrespecttotheeaseofcalvingoftheirdaughtersandviceversa.
Selection

programmes

Inthefinalchapter,themonetary (discounted)returnsfromthree
schemesofbreedingbullselectionforcalvingtraits (scoreforcalvingease,birthweight,gestation length),viz.identificationoflowriskbullsforheifermatingsamongbreedingbullsselectedfordairy
traits,selectionondirectgeneticmeritforcalvingtraitsinaddition
toselectionfordairy traitsandselectiononmaternal-grandsire merit
forcalvingtraitsinadditiontoselectionfordairytraits,areestimatedforseveralcalfpricelevelsandincidencesofdystocia.The
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firstscheme,i.e.theheifer-bull-programme,provedtoincreasethe
returnsfromabreedingprogrammeindairycattle,particularlywhen
theincidenceofdystociaorthecalfpriceishigh.Withinsuch
a schemesireevaluationforbirthweightandgestationlengthinadditiontotheevaluationforascoreforcalvingeasecontributesonly
marginallytotheaccuracyoflow-risk-bullidentification,atleast
whenthelatterisbasedonabout200progenypersire.Selection
indicesfordirectgeneticormaternal-grandsireeffectsoncalving
traitsreducedtheincidenceofdystociaonlyatlowcalfprices (upto
aboutDfl5.00perkg). InthenormalcalfpricerangeintheNetherlands (Dfl7.50 -Dfl 15.00perkg)eithertypeofselection,ifadvisableatall,shouldbeforanincreaseinbirthweightinspiteof
a correspondingriseinincidenceofdystocia.Thisisduetothe
highlypositivegeneticcorrelationbetweendystociaandbirthweight.
Becauseofareducedintensityofselectionfordairytraits,theimpactofadditionalselectionforbirthweightonthetotalreturnsfrom
theselectionofbreedingbullsindairycattleiseithernegative,or
onlymarginallypositivehowever.Consequently,theheifer-bull-programmeisthemostattractivebreedingstrategytoreducedystocia.

SAMENVATTING
Hetonderzoeknaardewetmatigheden vangeboortemoeilijkheden endoodgeboortebijrundveekentreedseenhistorievancirca20jaar.Denoodzaakvanditonderzoekwordtnogeensgeïllustreerd doordepercentages
geboortemoeilijkheden endoodgeboorte dieinhetbeginvandejaren '70
bijdebelangrijksteNederlandse runderrassenwerdengevonden.Hetpercentagemoeilijkegeboorten bedroegbijvaarzen 15à 17%enbijde
tweede-kalfsenouderekoeien5à6%.Hetpercentagedoodgeboortelag
bijdezekategorieënoprespektievelijk 9à 12%en2,5à3,5%.Deze
percentageszijngebaseerdopKI-gegevens.Indezestigeren zeventiger
jarenzijnvelewetenschappelijke publikatiesoverditonderwerpverschenen.Dezebetreffenverschillendeaspektenvangeboortemoeilijkhedenendoodgeboorte,zoalsfrekwentiesbijverschillende rassenen
kruisingen,oorzaken,relatiesmetanderekenmerken,deschadedie
wordtveroorzaakten faktorendiehetvóórkomenmedebepalen.Hoofstuk
1geefteensamenvattingvanderesultatenvanhetonderzoekdatin
genoemdedecenniaisverricht.Daaruitkunneneenaantalbelangrijke
konklusieswordengetrokken diealsuitgangspuntenvoorhetonderhavige
onderzoekmogenwordengezien.Dezekonklusieszijnindevolgendepuntensamengevat.
1.Hetoptredenvandoodgeboorteisinbelangrijkematetoeteschrijven
aangeboortemoeilijkheden: 40à60%vandegevallenvandoodgeboorte
inKI-gegevens tredenopbijgeboortendiealsmoeilijkwordengekwalificeerd.Daarnaastveroorzakengeboortemoeilijkheden schadevanwegedeextraarbeiddievandeveehouderwordtgevergd,dehogere
dierenartskosten,eenverminderingvandefertiliteitenvandemelkproduktievandebetroffenkoeienenhethogerepercentagegedwongen
afvoer.
2.Vaarzenenkoeien (tweedekalfsenouder)verschillen zowelinde
matevanoptredenalsinoorzaakvangeboortemoeilijkheden.Geboortemoeilijkheden tredenbijvaarzendrieàvierkeerzofrekwentop
alsbijkoeien.Bijvaarzeniseen (te)krappeverhoudingtussende
omvangvanhetkalfenderuimteindegeboortewegvandemoederde
belangrijksteoorzaak.Ookafwijkingenindepresentatievanhetkalf
gevenveelvuldigaanleidingtotproblemen.Bijkoeienwordthetoptredenvangeboorteproblemenmindervaaktoegeschrevenaandeverhoudingtussendeomvangvanhetkalfenderuimteindegeboorteweg.
Andereoorzaken,zoalszwakkeweeën,eenslagindebaarmoederenonvoldoendeontsluitingzijnbijdezeleeftijdskategorie relatiefbelangrijker.
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Binnengenoemdeleeftijdskategorieën neemtdekansopgeboortemoeilijkhedentoemethetgewichtendeafmetingenvanhetkalfbijde
geboorte.Hetfenotypischeverband tussendezekenmerkenvertoont
eendrempelkarakter,d.w.z.dekansopgeboortemoeilijkhedenneemt
plotselingsterktoewanneerhetformaatvanhetkalfeenbepaalde
drempelwaardeoverschrijdt.Dekansopgeboortemoeilijkheden is
eveneenspositiefgerelateerd aandedraagtijd.Waarschijnlijk isdit
toeteschrijvenaaneentoenamevanhetformaatvanhetkalfbijeen
langeredraagtijd.Ookisereenverbandaangetoond tussendeafmetingenvandebekkenopeningvandekoeendekansopgeboortemoeilijkheden,metnamebijvaarzen.
Onderpunt2isreedsgekonkludeerd datdeleeftijd (pariteit)van
dekoeeensterkeinvloedheeftophetvóórkomenvangeboortemoeilijkheden.Anderefaktorenmeteenduidelijkesystematischeinvloed
zijnhetgeslachtvanhetkalfenhetseizoenvanafkalven.Bij
stierkalverenligtdefrekwentieoverhetalgemeentweemaalzohoog
alsbijvaarskalveren,hetgeeninoverwegendemateistoeteschrijvenaanhetgemiddeld grotereformaatvanstierkalveren.Verderblijkt
defrekwentievangeboortemoeilijkheden indelandenvanNoord-West
Europaindeherfstenvoorwintermeestalhogertezijndaninhet
voorjaarendezomer.Eendergelijk seizoenspatroon,datverband
lijkttehoudenmethethouderijsysteem,wordtdikwijlsookgevonden
tenaanzienvanhetgeboortegewicht.
Dekansopgeboortemoeilijkheden endoodgeboortewordtbeïnvloed door
hetgenotypevanmoederenkalf.Ditgeldtookvoorhetgeboortegewichtendedraagtijd.Vanwegedebetrokkenheid vantweegenotypes
ontstaateenbetrekkelijk komplexgenetischmodel.Methetoogopde
selektievanstierenwordtdeinvloedvanhetgenotypevanhetkalf
dikwijlsvadereffekt,direktgenetischeffektofpartnereffektgenoemd.Vanzelfsprekend ligtslechtsdehelftvandegenetischeaanlegvanhetkalfaandezenaamgeving tengrondslag.Omdezelfdereden
wordtdeinvloedvanhetgenotypevandekoeaangeduidmetmoedersvader-effektofindirektgenetisch effekt.Dewijzevanexpressievan
hetdirektgenetisch effektisinprincipebetrekkelijk eenvoudig:de
vadervanhetkalfgeeftgenendooraanhetkalf.Dezekomentotexpressieinhetphenotypevanhetkalf,bijvoorbeeld in formaatof
draagtijd, en kunnendaardoorhetgeboorteverloop beïnvloeden.Het
moeders-vader-effektismeerkomplexvanaard.Ookdevadervande
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koegeeftgenendooraanhetkalfdieopdezelfdewijzetotexpressiekomenalsbesprokenbijhetdirektgenetischeffekt.Ditwordt
dedirektgenetischekomponentinhetmoeders-vader-effektgenoemd.
Deinvloedvandevadervandekoelangsdezewegishalfzogroot
alsdievandevadervanhetkalf.Daarnaastkandevadervandekoe
ookinvloedhebbenophetgeboorteverloopviagenendieindekoetot
expressiekomen,bijvoorbeeld indeafmetingenvandebekkeningangof
indevormvaneenmaternaaleffektophetformaatvanhetkalf.Dit
wordtdematernaalgenetischekomponentgenoemd.Erzijnaanwijzingenvooreennegatievecovariantie tussendedirekteendematernaal
genetischekomponent.IndetabellenIIItotenmetVIvanhoofdstuk
1staanschattingenvanderelevantegenetischeparametersvermeld.
6.Erdoenzichproblemenvoorbijdegenetisch-statistische analyse
vangegevensovergeboorteverloop endoodgeboorteomdatdezekategorischvanaardzijn.Omdatdegenoemdekenmerkennietdenormaleverdelingvolgen,devariantienivo-afhankelijkisendeeffekten
niet-additiefzijn,zijndegebruikelijke schattingsmethoden diegebaseerd zijnophetlineairemodel enopnormaliteitvankenmerken
mindergeschikt,althansintheorie.
IndeloopvandezestigerenzeventigerjarenbegonnendeNederlandse
KI-organisatiesderesultatenvanhetonderzoeknaargeboortemoeilijkhedengeleidelijk toetepassenindevormvanhetzogenaamdepinkenstierprogramma.Hierinwordenproefstierengetesttenaanzienvanhun
direktgenetischeinvloedopgeboortekenmerken.Stierendieweiniggeboortemoeilijkheden endoodgeboorteblijkenteveroorzakenwordenaanbevolenvoorpinken,waardoordefrekwentiebijdemeestgevoelige
leeftijdskategorie,deeerste-kalfsdieren,kanwordengereduceerd.Er
bestondenevenwelverschillen tussendeKI-organisatiesindewijzevan
registratievandekenmerkenenindemethodevan fokwaardeschatting,
waardoordeterm "aanbevolenvoorpinken"nieteenduidigwas.Aanhet
eindvandejarenzeventigwerdhetonderzoekprojekt,dataandit
proefschrifttengrondslagligtgestart,metalshoofddoelstellingen:
1.Optimalisatievanhetpinkenstierprogramma,waaronderdewijzevan
registratievankenmerken,degegevensverzameling endemethodevan
fokwaardeschatting.
2.Onderzoeknaaralternatievemethodenvanselektievanstierentegen
geboortemoeilijkheden.
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Fokwaardeschatting

voor kategorische

kenmerken

Deverbeteringvandewijzevanregistratievankenmerkenenvande
gegevensverzamelingvaltbuitenhetkadervanditproefschrift.Eén
vandebelangrijksteresultatendaarvan,eenoptischtelezengeboortergistratieformulier,datmomenteelopnationaleschaalwordtgebruikt,isweergegevenalsfiguur1inhoofdstuk 4.Inhetonderzoek
naareenoptimalemethodevanfokwaardeschattingisdenadrukgelegd
opeenvergelijkingvandemethodediebekendstaatalsBestLinear
UnbiasedPrediction (BLUP)endiealsbestemethodewordtbeschouwd
bijnormaalverdeeldekenmerken,meteenpseudo-Bayesiaanse,nietlineairemethode,ontworpenvoorkategorischekenmerken,bijtoepassing
opbinaireengeordendetetrachotome (invierklasseningedeelde)
variabelen.
Inhoofdstuk2wordendezetweemethodenvergelekenmetbehulpvangesimuleerdedatasets,waarvandestruktuurbestaatuithalf-sibgroepenvan
gelijkeofongelijkegrootte.Devergelijkingisuitgevoerd bijverschillendeerfelijkheidsgradenenuiteenlopende frekwentiesvanhet
binairekenmerk.Demethodenzijnvergelekenopgrondvandeverkregen
responsbijtruncatie-selektie.Deniet-lineairemethode,dieoptheoretischegrondenmeeraanspreekt,bleekbetereresultatentegevenbij
sterkongebalanceerde,binairedatameteenmatigetothogeerfelijkheidsgraadeneenfrekwentievanminderdancirca25%,gegenereerd volgens
eengemengdmodel.Deverschillen tussendemethodenblekenverwaarloosbaarkleintezijnbijvolgenseenéénweg-modelgegenereerde binaire
dataenbijtetrachotomedata,ongeachthetmodel.
IneensoortgelijkestudieisnagegaanofdemogelijkhedenvandeBLUPmethodeomstierenkorrektterangschikkenvoorkategorischekenmerken
zoukunnenwordenverbeterd doorinhetmodelrekeningtehoudenmet
heterogenerestvariantie (hoofdstuk 3).Eendergelijkeaanpassingisin
deliteratuurvoorgesteld.Deresultatengavenaandatditaverechts
werkt,metnamebijbinairegegevens.
Ineenderdestudie (hoofdstuk4)zijndeBLUP-methode,methomogene
restvariantie,endeniet-lineairemethodevergelekent.a.v.defokwaardeschattingvoorgeboorteverloopendoodgeboorteonder"praktijkomstandigheden",metbehulpvangegevensuitdeNederlandsegeboorteregistratie.Demethodenblekenslechtsgeringeverschillentevertonenwat
betreftderangschikkingvanstierenvoordezekenmerken.Opgronddaarvanisdekonklusiegetrokkendatdeniet-lineairemethodevanfokwaar-
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deschatting,dieaanmerkelijk gekompliceerderentijdrovenderisdande
BLUP-methode,geenduidelijkevoordelenbiedtbijdefokwaardeschatting
voorgeboortemoeilijkheden endoodgeboorteonderdehuidige Nederlandse
praktijkomstandigheden.
DeresultatenvandezestudiesgevenaandätdeBLUP-methode,diein
diverselandenwordttoegepastbijdefokwaardeschatting voormelkproduktiekenmerken,betrekkelijk ongevoeligisvoordeniet-normaliteit
enniet-lineariteitzoalsdiezichbijkategorischekenmerkenvoordoen.
Daaromwordttenbehoevevandefokwaardeschatting voorgeboorteverloopendoodgeboorteeenBLUP-modelacceptabelgeacht,waarintenminste
moetwordengekorrigeerd voorpariteit,geslachtvanhetkalf,bedrijf
enseizoenvanafkalven.
Selektie

van stieren

voor

geboortemoeilijkheden

Selektievanstierenopgrondvanhundirektgenetische invloedopgeboortemoeilijkhedeniswaarschijnlijk nietergaantrekkelijkinde
Nederlandsemarktsituatie,omdatditvrijwelonvermijdelijkzouleiden
toteenafnameingeboortegewicht geziendehogegenetische korrelatie
tussendezekenmerken (r = 0 , 9 ; hoofdstuk 4 ) . Daardoorzoudeopbrengst
uitdeverkoopvannuchterekalverenvanafhetmelkveebedrijfteruglopen.Eenalternatiefzouzijnomteselekterenopkenmerkendiedematernaleinvloedophetgeboorteverloop bepalen.Metuitzonderingvande
afmetingenvandebekkeningang,diemoeilijkmeetbaar zijnendaarom
ongeschiktmoetenwordengeachtvooreennakomelingenonderzoekoppraktijkschaal,warendergelijkekenmerken evenwelniet geïdentificeerd.
Hoofdstuk5heeftbetrekkingopeenonderzoeknaarhetfenotypische
verband tussenhetgeboorteverloopeneenaantalvoornamelijkmorfologischekenmerkenvanhetmoederdierbijHolstein-,MRY-enFH-vaarzen.
Deenige faktordieduidelijk verband hieldmethetverloopvandegeboortewasevenwelhetformaatvanhetkalf.
Aangeziendepogingomaanhetmoederdierkenmerkenmeteenwezenlijke
invloedophetgeboorteverloop vasttestellenmislukte,isnietduidelijkhoeoppraktijkschaalopmaternaleinvloed moetworden geselekteerd.Selektieopdirektgenetischeinvloed,methetvoornoemdenadeel,
ofselektieopmoeders-vader-invloed zijndan,afgezienvanhetpinkenstierprogramma,deovergebleven alternatieven.Vanwegeeeneventuele
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negatievecovariantietussendedirekteendematernalegenetischeinvloed,werdhet,vooreenjuisteschattingvandeselektierespons,
nodiggeachtomhettekenendematevandecovariantietussenhet
direktgenetischeeffektenhetmoeders-vader-effektvasttestellen.
Dezenoodzaakwerdonderstreeptdooreenzekereterughoudendheidbij
deveehouderstenaanzienvanhetgebruikvanpinkenstieren.Eenveel
gehoordeopvattingwasdatdekleinekalverendievandezestierenafstammenzichzoudenontwikkelentotvaarzenvangeringformaatmeteen
verhoogdekansopgeboortemoeilijkheden.Hoofdstuk6beschrijftde
toetsingvandezehypothesedoormiddelvaneentweeweg-stieren-selektie-proefmetraszuivereHolstein-,MRY-enFH-dieren.Hoewelderesultatenvoordedrierassennietgeheelovereenstemden,leverdeditonderzoekaanvullendebewijzenopdatdefokwaardestenaanzienvandedirektgenetischeendemoeders-vader-invloedophetgeboorteverloop
positiefgekorreleerd zijn.Ookvoorgeboortegewichtendraagtijdwerd
eenpositievekorrelatiegevonden.Dithoudtindatdochtersvanstieren
metweiniggeboortemoeilijkhedenbijhunnakomelingenalskalfrelatief
weinigproblemenzullenhebbenbijhetafkalven,enomgekeerd.
Selektieprogramma's
Inhetlaatstehoofdstukwordendrieprogramma'svanfokstierselektie
voorgeboortekenmerken (geboorteverloop,geboortegewicht,draagtijd)
vergelekenwatbetreftgediskonteerdegeldelijkeopbrengsten.Deprogramma'szijn:
1.hetaanwijzenvanpinkenstierenonderdeopbasisvanmelkproduktieverervinggeselekteerdefokstieren;
2.selektieopgrondvandirektgenetischeinvloedopgeboortekenmerken
inaanvullingopdeselektievoormelkproduktievererving;
3.selektieopgrondvanmoeders-vader-invloedopgeboortekenmerkenin
aanvullingopdeselektievoormelkproduktievererving.
Deberekeningenzijnuitgevoerdvoorverschillendeprijsnivo'svannuchterekalverenenbijverschillendeuitgangsfrekwentiesvangeboortemoeilijkheden.Hetpinkenstierprogrammableekeengunstigeinvloedte
hebbenopdeopbrengstenvanhettotalefokprogramma,vooralbijeen
hogefrekwentievangeboortemoeilijkhedenbijvaarzenen/ofhogekalverprijzen.Tenbehoevevandeselektievanpinkenstierenbleekhetniet
noodzakelijktezijnomnaastdefokwaardeschattingvoorhetgeboorteverloopookfokwaardesvoorgeboortegewichtendraagtijdteschatten.De
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laatstgenoemdefokwaardesblekendenauwkeurigheidvanpinkenstierselektienauwelijksteverhogen,althansbijhetinNederlandgebruikelijkeaantalnakomelingenvanca.200perstier.
Index-selektievoordedirektgenetischeofdemoeders-vaderinvloedop
geboortekenmerkenleiddealleentoteenverlagingvanhetnivovangeboortemoeilijkhedenbijlagekalverprijzen (totongeveerƒ 5,00perkg).
BijdevoorNederlandnormaaltenoemenprijzen (ƒ7,50 -ƒ 15,00per
kg)leiddenbeidevormenvanselektietoteenverhogingvanhetnivo
vangeboortemoeilijkheden.Ditwordtveroorzaaktdoordedanhogeekonomischewaardevanhetgeboortegewichtendesterkpositievegenetischekorrelatietussengeboortegewichtengeboortemoeilijkheden.Selektievanfokstierenvoorgeboortekenmerkenzouevenweldeintensiteit
vanselektieopmelkproduktieverervingverlagen.Degeldelijkeopbrengstenvandeselektievoorgeboortekenmerkenblekennietofnauwelijks
optewegentegendeafnamevandeopbrengstenuitdeselektieop
melkproduktievererving.Dientengevolgemoethetpinkenstierprogramma
wordenbeschouwdalsdemeestaantrekkelijkevormvanselektieom
hetnivovangeboortemoeilijkhedenteverlagen.
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